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1 Introduction
1.1 Project Origin
Art Officials is a creative consultancy bureau. One of their projects is called Aera Fabrica, in which hollow 3D printed
plastic preforms are heated and inflated to several times their original size. After cooling down, the inflated preform
retains its shape. As the final shape can be quite different from its original shape, it is difficult to predict the final
shape in advance. Art Officials approached LIME with the question whether they could simulate this process. They
wanted to know what preform shape they need to print, given a desired final shape. This is a difficult problem. Just
predicting the final shape given the preform shape is not trivial, but would already provide valuable information.
Printing preforms can take anywhere from 20 minutes to several days, so a simulation may save a lot of time and
effort. Besides, to eventually solve the backward problem, a forward model is needed. In this thesis we will model
the inflation process and build a simulation to predict the final shape given a preform shape.

1.2 Blow Forming Process
The current process is as follows. Using CAD software, a preform is designed that can be read and printed by a 3D
printer. Each design includes the same nozzle, for attachment to an air compressor. After being printed, the preform
is attached to the air compressor and held in warm water at a temperature above the material’s glass transition
temperature (Tg). When the preform is warm, the preform is removed from the water and the air compressor is
turned on. The air pressure causes the preform to inflate and at the same time the material cools down. At some
point the inflation stops, and the end form does not shrink back to its original shape when the pressure is removed
due to the temperature dependent elasticity of the material. When heated again, the plastic form shrinks back to a
form similar (but not exactly equal) to its preform shape.

Even though a lot of shapes can be made, there are limitations to what can be printed. The preform is printed
in a process called fused filament fabrication (FFF) or Fused Deposition Modeling (FDM). The filament is a wire
of plastic material. This filament is heated in the nozzle of the printer and the molten material is deposited onto
a print bed. Layer by layer, the preform is built. In FFF, it is not possible to print shapes that have little support
below them. As a rule of thumb, angles may not be less steep than 45 degrees measured from the horizontal axis
and without support only a few mm can be bridged. Since the preforms have to be hollow to be inflated, this is a
limitation for the shapes. Furthermore, sometimes the printer malfunctions in some way: the nozzle is blocked, the
filament is damaged, the print did not stick to the print bed, not enough molten material flows out, etc. This affects
the print quality and may mean that the preform contains a hole or a weak spot, where it may break during blow
forming. Besides limitations in printing, in the current setting we are not sure the shape has uniform temperature
before being inflated. This maymean that the preform does not inflate as intended, and that locations with a higher
temperature inflate more. Finally, the pressure is increased by hand after the preform is removed from the water.
How much pressure is needed and possible for the preform is a matter of guesswork and feeling, so the strain rate
and final pressure are different every time a preform is inflated.

For the present work, we assume that the preform was printed correctly, which means that the preform has no
obvious defects. We also ignore the effects of temperature and strain rate of the material during the blow forming
process.

1.3 Complicated Materials
To be able to effectively inflate preforms, the material they are made of needs to have the right properties. The
first is that the material needs to be available as filament for 3D printing. Ideally, it is hard and not too flexible at
room temperature. Furthermore, the material needs to be a thermoplastic, meaning that the material becomes
moldable above a certain temperature and solidifies upon cooling. In practice this means that our material can be
inflated while above that temperature and does not change shape after cooling when the pressure is removed. This
temperature should lie below 100 degrees Celsius, because of the current blow forming process. This means that
the glass transition temperature, Tg , should not be too high. This is the temperature below which certain materials
are relatively hard and brittle, like glass, and above which they are in a soft, flexible, or rubbery state. Note that this
is not the same their melting temperature.
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Figure 1 Example stress-strain curve [1].

The final property we discuss is its stress-strain curve. See Figure 1 for an example. Young’s modulus is the slope
of the linear part from the origin to point A. When inflating a preform, the dip at C may be wider. So for little to no
extra (or even less) stress, thematerial still deforms. The part between points C and D is important, it is called strain
hardening. Note that it is also possible that the slope of the curve never becomes negative, but merely decreases
before strain hardening starts. Furthermore, the strain hardening does not have to be linear. Finally, not the entire
curve may be visible in stress strain curves from experiments. The experiment may end before the breaking or
rupture point or the material may not even exhibit strain hardening and break at e.g. point B.

To illustrate the usefulness of strain hardening for inflation, we consider two spherical balloons, balloon A and B.
Suppose balloon A is made of a material that does not exhibit strain hardening. So after point C on the curve in
Figure 1, the curve continues downwards with a negative slope. Furthermore, we suppose balloon B does exhibit
strain hardening, and that its stress-strain curve looks exactly like Figure 1. Finally, both balloons have the same
weak spot where the material is thinner. When we inflate these two balloons with exactly the same pressure, both
will start to inflate most at this weak spot. At some point, the strain passes point C. For balloon A, this means that
it will keep inflating at the weak spot until it ruptures there. For balloon B, it means that after this, the weak spot
becomes tougher than the rest of the balloon, meaning that now the rest of the balloon inflates as well. So for
inflating balloons, strain hardening means that imperfections, such as thinner walls, do not cause the balloon to
rupture there as soon as they would without strain hardening. Similarly, for blow forming, strain hardening means
that the preform does not rupture as easily due to imperfections which were introduced into the material by 3D
printing.

However, Figure 1 is a simplification. In reality, stress is represented by a symmetric tensor, which depends on a
tensor that describes the strain. On top of that, real materials complicate matters further, see Section 2.3.2 for
more details. Hence, accurately modeling the material properties is a difficult task. We would like to be able to use
a data-driven approach, to avoid this task. However, for existing methods, the stress-strain curve is an important
property of amaterial and has a large influence on the inflation process. As such, it is important to take into account
in our physical model.
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1.4 Summary
In the first part, the physics of the blow forming process and the material models will be explained. There are
several material models to capture hyperelastic materials, but their material parameters are generally not available.
Furthermore, these parameters depend on e.g. temperature, which is not taken into account by these models.

The first method that is used to simulate blow forming is the Finite Element Method (FEM). While FEM ensures
convergence to the solution and certainty about the order of the error, it does not provide any room to use an
alternative to the material model, or to easily incorporate experimental data. So with the second method, a Mass-
Spring System (MSS), a step towards data-driven models is taken. An MSS is a fast and easy way to simulate a
membrane. However, it depends on heuristics, requires too much manual intervention and uses a small number of
neighbors.

Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) seems to solve these problems. It has a solid physical basis and at
the same time it allows the usage of information about the topology. As the preform is modeled as a manifold of
dimension n−1 inRn, the SPH kernel function is modified. SPH shows that a local formulation based on neighbors
can work. However, SPH still uses a material model to find the elastic response of the material.

Finally, Neural Networks (NN) are investigated. Using NN to solve partial differential equations proves unsatisfac-
tory, as it is required to train a network per problem. To find out whether NN can effectively extract geometrical
information and because an important part of SPH is the distance between particles, a NN is trained to compute the
geodesic distance on curves and surfaces. Finally, a formulation to use NN locally to compute the elastic material
response is given.
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Γnz

Γt

Ωt

(a) The original preform and its boundaries. (b) The mid plane and its boundary.

Figure 2 Geometry of a preform explained using a cross section of the preform.

2 Physics of Hyperelastic Blow Forming
2.1 Geometry
We consider a time-dependent, open domain Ωt ⊂ Rn, n ∈ {2, 3}, t ∈ (0, T ) with boundary ∂Ωt. This domain
denotes the entire preform. For a preform, the boundary consists of two parts. One is the nozzle, which is fixed,
Γnz. The other part is the rest of the boundary, the moving boundary, Γt. See Figure 2a for an illustration. With Ω,
we denote the initial configuration, before inflation.

LetM denote the mid-plane of the initial configuration Ω. The boundary ∂M is equal to the part ofM coinciding
with Γnz : ∂M = M∩ Γnz. See Figure 2b for an illustration. We note that Γnz may be empty: Γnz = ∅, so thenM
does not have a boundary. Of course, this is not true in practice, as all preforms have a nozzle, but using a domain
without boundary has its advantages, especially in SPH. LetMt denote the configuration at time t and x a point
onMt, so x : (0, T ) → Rn. x(t) is the position of material point X ∈ M at time t. We abbreviate a point onMt

configuration as x(t) = xt. As we are interested in a plane, we may work with a parametrization: s : S → Mt of
the mid-plane, where S ⊂ Rn−1. We do the same for the reference configuration s : S →M, such that xt is equal
to the composition st ◦ s−1. We define S := s−1

t (Mt). Regarding notation, domains which are underlined denote
the initial, reference, or undeformed domain. Often, the subscript t is dropped, and we refer toM as the current
configuration.

2.2 Governing Equation
During inflation, we only take two kinds of physical forces into account. The first kind is pressure forces, due to the
air pressure being higher on the inside than on the outside. The second kind is elastic forces, due to the deformation
of the material. Depending on the method we use (FEM, MSS, SPH), different formulations of the same problem
are convenient. Essentially, we always try to find a solution where the pressure and elastic forces cancel, resulting
in static equilibrium.

The conservation equation for momentum for solid mechanics problems is [2]:

ẍ =
1

ρ
∇ ·P + Fe/m, (1)
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where ρ is the density,m is the mass,P is the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor, and Fe are external forces, like the
pressure forces. We assume that the pressure is uniform and works perpendicular to the surface. P is calculated
using the deformation gradient and the second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor. The second Piola-Kirchhoff stress
tensor is denoted by S and is a function of the deformation. How S is computed depends on the choice of the
constitutive equation for the behavior of the material. See Section 2.3.1 for more details on material models. The
deformation gradient tensor is

F =
dx
dX

=
d(u + X)

dX
=
du

dX
+ I, (2)

where x and X denote the current and reference configuration, respectively. The first Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor
is:

P = FS. (3)

For the FEM analysis, the governing equation is formulated in terms of the potential energy, which also determines
the constitutive behavior of the material. However, it still comes down to an equilibrium of pressure and elastic
forces. See Section 3 for the formulation. Finally, for the MSS analysis, the tensor formulation is a bit excessive.
We can reduce Equation (1) to

ẍ = Fe/m, (4)

where Fe is the sum of pressure and spring forces. See Section 4 for the computation of these forces.

2.3 Material Models
In the previous section, we use the second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor to describe the stress in the material due
to a given deformation. There are a couple of material models to compute S. Of course, the choice for a material
model should be based on observations about the material we are actually modeling. So in the following section
we state some models for (hyper)elastic materials, after which we discuss the actual material properties of the
preforms.

2.3.1 Hyperelastic Material Models

The first Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor is used to compute the secondPiola-Kirchhoff stress tensor. It can be defined
in terms of the Green-Lagrange strain tensor, or more commonly, by defining the strain energy density function
Ψ(I1, I2, I3) using invariants of the right or left Cauchy-Green (also called Finger) deformation tensor. The right
Cauchy-Green deformation tensor and Green-Lagrange strain are, respectively

C = FTF, (5)

E =
1

2
(C− I). (6)

The first three invariants of C are [3]

I1 = Tr(C), I2 =
1

2

(
I2
1 − Tr(CTC)

)
, I3 = det(C). (7)

Sometimes, the principal stretches are used. They are denoted by λ1, λ2, λ3 and are the square root of the eigen-
values of C. The principal stretches are related to the invariants in the following way:

I1 = λ2
1 + λ2

2 + λ2
3, I2 = λ2

1λ
2
2 + λ2

2λ
3
3 + λ2

3λ
2
1, I3 = λ2

1λ
2
2λ

2
3. (8)

Having obtained the strain energy density function Ψ(I1, I2, I3), the second Piola-Kirchhoff stress is

S =
∂Ψ

∂E
= 2

∂Ψ

∂C
= 2

∂Ψ

∂I1

∂I1
∂C

+ 2
∂Ψ

∂I2

∂I2
∂C

+ 2
∂Ψ

∂I3

∂I3
∂C

. (9)

There aremanymodels for isotropic elasticmaterials. When the stress-strain relationship depends on the deforma-
tion they are called hyperelastic. Usually, these models are nonlinear. A non-exhaustive list follows here, generally
in order of publication.
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1. Saint Venant-Kirchhoff (SVK) [4, p.130]:

S = λTr(E)I + 2µE, (10)

where λ and µ are material parameters known as the Lamé parameters. SVK is a linear hyperelastic model
and is valid for small deformations. It is also easy to compute and uses just two material parameters.

2. The Mooney model (1940) [5]
Ψ(I1, I2) = c1(I1 − 3) + c2(I2 − 3), (11)

where c1 and c2 are material parameters. It was formulated in terms of principal stretches by Mooney and
Rivlin formulated it in terms of invariants [3, 6]. Hence, it is sometimes called the Mooney-Rivlin model. It is
valid up to moderate strains.

3. The Generalized Mooney-Rivlin Model (1948) [3, 6]

Ψ(I1, I2) =

∞∑
i=0,j=0

cij(I1 − 3)i(I2 − 3)j , (12)

where cij are material parameters and c00 = 0. It is valid for moderate strains. Many models are actually
simple cases of the Generalized Mooney-Rivlin model. In practice, the infinite sum is cut off depending on
the required accuracy. Its main drawback is the high number of material parameters.

4. The Neo-Hookean model (1948)[6]:

Ψ(I1) = C1(I1 − 3) =
1

2
NKT (I1 − 3), (13)

where C1 is a material constant, N is the chain density of the polymer per unit volume, K is the Boltzmann
constant and T is the absolute temperature. It is valid for low and moderate strains.

5. The Hart-Smith model [7] (1966) actually defines the derivatives of the strain energy density function:
∂Ψ(I1, I2)

∂I1
= Gek1(I1−3)2 ,

∂Ψ(I1, I2)

∂I2
= G

k2

I2
, (14)

where k1, k2 and G are material parameters. It is capable of reproducing the deformation regimes seen in
Figure 4.

6. The Ogden Model (1972) [8]

Ψ(λ1, λ2, λ3) =

N∑
i=1

µi
αi

(λαi
1 + λαi

2 + λαi
3 − 3), (15)

where µi and αi are material parameters. They should fulfill two conditions: µiαi > 0 and
∑
µiαi = µ,

where µ is the second Lamé parameter (or shear modulus). It is often used for large strains and shows good
agreement with experimental data.

Many models contain a factor with a −3 in it somewhere. This is due to the fact that in an undeformed domain,
I1 = I2 = 3 and Ψ should be zero. Also, the material parameters are sometimes available for a certain material,
but usually have to be determined experimentally.

It should be noted, that the above is only valid for three dimensions. If the spatial dimension is two, the invariants
are

I1 = Tr(C), I2 = det(C). (16)
However, the material models listed, except for Saint Venant-Kirchhoff, above assume the spatial dimension is
three. In the FEM analysis, we encounter d = 2, see Section 3. However, it assumes the Saint Venant-Kirchhoff
material model, so it does not cause any trouble there.

If the spatial dimension is three, but we model the preform as a surface, the material parameters need to be ad-
justed. Normally, they are in the same units as the stress, N/m2. However, in a surface stress is actually in N/m,
because we ignore the thickness direction. To incorporate this, we have to multiply the material parameters with
the thickness of the preform.
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Figure 3 Stress-strain curve for PLA at temperatures below Tg [9].

(a) Stress-strain curve for several plastics [10]. (b) Stress-strain curve for PET at two different tempera-
tures [11].

Figure 4 Stress-strain curves.

2.3.2 Real Materials

The material used before LIME got involved in the project was poly lactid acid (PLA). When the temperature of
a piece of PLA is around its glass transition temperature, it can be seen that PLA is an elastic material: after
deformation it returns to its original size and shape. Furthermore, by looking at its stress-strain curve in Figure 3,
we see that the relationship between stress and strain is non-linear. We also see that PLA exhibits a little strain
hardening, but it may not be enough to prevent the material from rupturing after starting to inflate at a weak point.
Thismeans that PLAmight not be the best thermoplastic for the blow forming process. Hence, we also investigated
other thermoplastics. See Figure 4a for the stress-strain curves of PMMA, PA6, ABS, PP, HDPE and LDPE and Figure
4b for PET. PMMA and ABS do not have strain hardening and are thus not suitable for our application. The other
materials do have strain hardening and are candidates for the blow forming process. While PET does not exhibit
a clear linear part, nor a dip in the stress, it does exhibit strain hardening and is already used in blow molding
processes. So it looks like a suitable candidate.

We summarize the properties of the discussedmaterials in Table 1. Note that these are not all available thermoplas-
tics. Some have been excluded because of unfavorable properties (for example very high temperature resistance
or release of toxic fumes when melted).
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Material Thermoplastic Available as filament Strain hardening Tg [◦C]
PMMA ( polymethyl methacrylate) X X × 85 — 165
ABS (Acrylonitrile butadiene styrene) X X × 88 — 128
PA (polyamide) X X X 44 — 56
PLA (polylactic acid) X X ? 60 — 65
PC (Polycarbonate) X X X 142 — 205
POM (Polyoxymethylene) X X × -18 — -8
PEEK (Polyetherether ketone) X X × 143 — 199
PE (Polyethylene) X X ? -25 — -15
PET (Polyethylene terephthalate) X X X 68 — 80
PP (Polypropylene) X X ? -25 — -15
PS (Polystyrene) X X × 74 — 110
PVC (Polyvinyl chloride) X X × 75 — 105

Table 1 Table containing relevant material properties [12]. A X means that the material has the property and a ×means that it
does not. ? means that sources are conflicted on whether or not that property is present.

We also carried out a couple of experiments with PP, PLA, PET and PA. The conclusion was that PLA was by far
the easiest material to print with. PLA also performed well even with holes in the preform. PET looked promising,
but seemed to have a slightly too high Tg to be effectively inflated in room temperature. PP and PA were difficult
to print as well as inflate. From a practical perspective, we conclude from the experiments that PLA seems to be
the best choice of material with the current process.

Finally, Table 1 lists materials that are classes of polymers, and generally do not represent one single material.
So even though we have been able to find some information about strain hardening, it might not represent every
material in this class well. Furthermore, there are many suppliers of filament [14, 15], which all have their own
variations on the samematerials [16, 17], or even their own variants within a certain plastic [16, 18]. All with their own
material properties. Even the color of the material effects ultimate tensile strength, yield strength and maximum
strain [19]. Besides these differences, batches of the samematerial bought at one supplier also differ [20]. The way
PLA is stored and air humidity [21], and the age [22] influence it before and after printing. Finally, the conditions under
which the material is printed, like nozzle temperature, printing speed, and layer height effect the final properties [19,
23].

Another difficulty, is that the material models need material parameters that are to be determined experimentally.
While typical values or ranges for quantities like Poisson’s ratio and Youngmodulus are available formostmaterials,
they are measured at room temperature. So to obtain these parameters at the temperatures that the material is
used, we would have to carry out some experiments or find it in literature, latter of which is difficult to find. What
we could find is shown in Figure 5: not only is Poisson’s ration of HDPE temperature dependent, but also strain rate
dependent. Neither of these two effects is taken into account in our physical model.
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Figure 5 Temperature dependence of Poisson’s ratio of a HDPE specimen plotted under elongation time for a constant elonga-
tion speed. [13].
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3 A FEM Approach to Solving Blow Forming
In this section we simulate inflation of a preform using FEM.We start with FEM, because it is often used to simulate
deformation of elastic solids [24, 25]. As an example related to inflation, Skouras et al. compute a balloon that,
when inflated, approximates a target shape as closely as possible [26]. They use a FEM formulation and show the
stress-strain curves for several material models and their fit with experimental data.

We consider the classical Kirchhoff-Love shell model, which uses the Saint Venant-Kirchhoff material law for the
constitutive behavior. The fundamental underlying assumption is that internal loads transverse to a reference sur-
face are negligible. This assumption causes the normal and director to coincide. In the present work, the model
will merely be posed and not derived. For more details, for instance on the parametrization dependence, see [27]
and references therein. We use an univariate beam model to show some simple results.

In this section we use a different notation from the rest of the thesis, because the flexural rigidity is not easily
expressed in terms of the Green-Lagrange strain tensor. Indices i and j take on values 0, . . . , n − 1 and indices
denoted with Greek letters range from 0 to n − 2. We also adhere to the Einstein summation convention. Finally,
indices following a comma denote derivatives. Tildes are used to indicate that quantities are in parameter domain.

3.1 Internal Energy Formulation
Following the derivation in [27, pp. 22-23], we obtain an expression containing the potential energy on the left hand
side and pressure forces on the right hand side:

W̃ ′(s; ρ̃) = F̃ (t; ρ̃), (17a)

with initial condition

s0 = χ̃0 := χ0 ◦ s. (17b)

In this case we also drop the t subscript. Finally, we also have a boundary condition:

s = s on ∂Ω. (17c)

The expression for the internal energy of a Kirchhoff-Love shell is [27]

W̃ (s) :=

∫
Ω

Ξ̃αβγδ
(
ε̃αβ(s)ε̃γδ(s) + εκ̃αβ(s)κ̃γδ(s)

)
◦ s−1dµ, (18)

=

∫
Σ

Ξ̃αβγδ
(
ε̃αβ(s)ε̃γδ(s) + εκ̃αβ(s)κ̃γδ(s)

)
|z|dµ,

where the membrane and bending strains are

ε̃αβ(s) :=
1

2
(si,αsi,β − si,αsi,β), (19a)

κ̃αβ(s) :=si,ανi,β − si,ανi,β . (19b)

Themembrane strain describes the behavior of the mid-plane of the surface we are interested in, while the bending
strain describes the behavior resulting from the thickness direction. The director ν̃ is given by

ν̃i := zi/|z|, (20)

where
zi := εijksj,0sk,1, with εijk = (i− j)(j − k)(k − i)/2, (21)

and
Ξ̃αβγδ := υaαβaγδ +

1

2
(1− υ)(aαγaβδ + aαδaβγ), (22)

in which aαβ is implicitly given by
aαβsi,βsi,γ = δαγ . (23)
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Lastly, υ and ε are material parameters, with υ Poisson’s ratio and ε = δ2

12l2 (where we can take l = 1), the flexural
rigidity. The definition of ε comes from nondimensionalization and δ is the thickness of the shell. Furthermore, κ̃α,β
can be rewritten as −si,αβ ν̃i + si,αβ ν̃i with the product rule.

In (17a) we need W̃ ′, so assuming existence of the derivative we get

W̃ ′(s; ρ̃) =

∫
Σ

Ξ̃αβγδ
(
ε̃αβ(s)ε̃′γδ(s; ρ̃) + εκ̃αβ(s)κ̃′γδ(s; ρ̃)

)
|z|dµ, (24)

where the variations of the bending and membrane strains are, respectively,

ε̃′αβ(s; ρ̃) := − 1

2
(ρ̃i,αsi,β − si,αρ̃i,β), (25a)

κ̃′αβ(s; ρ̃) := ρ̃i,αβ ν̃i(s) + si,αβ ν̃′i(s; ρ̃). (25b)

Finally, to complete (17a) we use the following as load on the surface:

F̃ (t, ρ̃) = −ω
∫

Σ

|Dst|(p ◦ st)(n ◦ st)ρ̃ dµ, (26)

which is a traction proportional to the pressure p and induces a load in the normal direction n. Note that both n and
p depend explicitly on the current configuration. ω is a nondimensionalization parameter and is chosen to equal
2(1−υ2)
Eδ . Lastly, we let χ0 be the identity, such that s0 = s.

3.2 Univariate Planar Case
The above equations can be used to get a 2D model [27]. In 3D space, we assume the solution s to be constant in
one direction and hence, we only have to consider the solution in a plane. We align the coordinate axes such that
the first two basis vectors span this plane and the third basis vector is normal to it. This way, the solution is zero in
the normal direction. Since s is a vector, we can summarize this by:

s2 = 0, si,1 = δi2. (27)

So s = (s0 s1 0). The spatial gradient becomes:

Ds = si,α =
(
s0,0 s1,0 s2,0

)
=
(
s0,0 s1,0 0

)
. (28)

The normal to the solution in the plane becomes:

z =
s,0 × s,1
|s,0 × s,1|

=
(s0,0, s1,0, 0)× (0, 0, 1)

|(s0,0, s1,0, 0)× (0, 0, 1)|
=

(s1,0,−s0,0, 0)

|(s1,0,−s0,0, 0)|
. (29)

We only have one parametrization variable, so we can always choose a parametrization such that |Ds| = 1, and all
indices denoted by a Greek letter are actually equal to 0, hence aαβ becomes

aαβsi,βsi,γ = δαγ ,

aαβsi,βsi,γ = 1,

aαβ = (si,βsi,γ)−1,

aαβ = |Ds|−2 = 1.

This also reduces the expression for Ξ̃αβγδ :

Ξ̃αβγδ := υaαβaγδ +
1

2
(1− υ)(aαγaβδ + aαδaβγ)

= υ +
1

2
(1− υ)(2)

= 1.
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When we assume the reference configuration is unstretched and flat −D2si = 0. The membrane and bending
strains become:

ε̃αβ(s) :=
1

2
(si,αsi,β − si,αsi,β) =

1

2
(1− |Ds|2),

κ̃αβ(s) :=− si,αβ ν̃i + si,αβ ν̃i = −D2siν̃i +D2siν̃i = ν̃ ·D2s.

Substituting these into the expression for the internal energy of the Kirchhoff-Love shell, we obtain the univariate
planar case:

W̃ (s) =
1

2

∫
Σ

(|Ds|2 − 1)2 + ε(ν̃ ·D2s)2 dµ, (31)

and its Fréchet derivative
W̃ ′(s; ρ̃) =

∫
Σ

(|Ds|2 − 1)DsDρ̃+ εD2sD2ρ̃ dµ. (32)

In the expression for W̃ ′ a linear approximation of the bending stiffness is taken: (D2s)2 = (ν̃ ·D2s)2 + (t̃ ·D2s)2,
with t̃ the tangential unit vector. The second term is assumed to be negligible.

Putting this together with Equation (26) gives us the variational statement∫
Σ

(|Ds|2 − 1)2DsDρ̃+ εD2sD2ρ̃ dµ = −ω
∫

Σ

|Ds|(p ◦ s)(n ◦ s)ρ̃ dµ, (33a)

with initial condition

s0 = χ̃0 := s. (33b)

3.3 FEM Results

0.00 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.10
Deformed configuration, dimensions in meters
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p=100
p=500
p=1000
p=2500
p=5000
p=10000
p=25000
p=50000

Figure 6 Deformed configurations for p ∈ {0, 100, 500, 1000, 2500, 5000, 10000, 25000, 50000}. The initial configuration is a
straight line.

In computations, we use pseudo time-stepping, as implemented by the nutils package [28]. It is amethod that com-
bines Newton and time stepping to solve a nonlinear problem and to find the steady-state solution. The reference
configuration, Ω , is an arc fixed at both endpoints, such that the displacement at the boundary, ∂Ω, in both x and y
direction is zero. This causes the boundary of Ω and Ω to coincide.

s(u) = s(u), for u on ∂Ω. (34)
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Figure 7 Deformed configurations for p ∈ {100, 500, 1000, 2500, 5000, 10000, 25000}. The initial configuration is half a circle.

As reference material, we look at a balloon. We use h = 3 · 10−4m, giving us a flexural rigidity of ε = 7.5 · 10−9, and
υ = 1/2 and E = 2 · 106 Pa give us ω = p 2.5 · 10−3 for some pressure p in N/m2.

We start with d = 2, where we inflate two different initial configurations: a straight line and a half of a circle. The
pressure can be seen as a load on the underside of the line, working upwards. The results for the former can be
seen in Figure 6 and the latter in Figure 7.

Besides introducing a load on the surface, we can also carry out a tensile test. For this problem, the reference
configuration is a line fixed at the left endpoint and at the right boundary, we prescribe a displacement ∆l to the
right. So the boundary conditions are

s0(t) = s0 = 0, (35)
s1 = l, (36)
s1 = l + ∆l. (37)

The stretch is equal to |Ds| and from (33a) we conclude that the (magnitude of the) tension is |Ds|2 − 1. Plotting
these against each other after performing tensile tests with several values for d gives us Figure 8. We see that the
values from the computations match what is expected from the theory.

While FEM is an often used method, we argue that it is not what we currently need. Convergence to the solution of
the partial differential equation is a nice property. However, because our material behavior is difficult to accurately
describe with a material model, FEM gives a solution that describes a different material than the one we truly have.
The finite element formulation also is not amenable to a data-driven approach, aswe can only compute the stresses
with the use of a material model. We can, however, still use FEM as a validation tool for other methods to compare
results when e.g. the geometry and material model are the same between the two methods.
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Figure 8 Tensile test for the univariate Kirchhoff-Love model. The dotted line is the expected stretch from the theory and the
crosses are computed values.
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4 Towards Data Driven Models: a Spring System
In order to be able to eventually use data for the solution of the blow forming, we turn to Mass Spring Systems.
They use a local formulation and use information about neighboring vertices to compute stresses. MSS have been
used to animate deformable surface due to their simplicity and speed [29, 30]. Often, they are used to model cloth
[31, 32], sometimes even for real-time applications, e.g., games [33].

We introduce a triangular mesh as discretization ofM. Let V be the set of vertices in this mesh and E be the set
of edges, with each e ∈ E such that e = {u, v}, for u, v ∈ V . Similarly, let F be the set of faces, such that each
f ∈ F : f = {u, v, w}, for u, v, w ∈ V . We assume that the vertices in f are named anticlockwise. We denote the
location of vertex v in R3 by xv. We call a face or edge adjacent to a vertex, if the vertex is included in one of the
edges of that face or is one of the vertices making up the edge. Similary, a face is adjacent to an edge if both of
the vertices of the edge are adjacent to the face.

4.1 Physics
We model each edge as a massless spring with a function, σ(ε) : R → R, whose graph is based on the stress-
strain curve. Given the initial, current and previous position of each vertex, we can compute all forces present in
the system, and combined with the mass in each vertex, we can use Verlet integration to find the new position of
the grid.

The governing equation, Equation (4), should hold in each vertex, so for one vertex v we have:

ẍv(t) = Fv(xv(t))/mv, (38)

where t is the time, xv is the position vector, mv is the mass, and Fv is a vector, the sum of all forces acting on v,
which depends on the location of v and the time. We can rewrite the above equation to:

ẍv(t) = Av, (39)

where Av is a vector representing the acceleration of particle v. We will use Verlet integration to discretize time,
because it provides good numerical stability and is computationally inexpensive. Let ∆t be the time step and let
tn = n∆t be the times at which we compute the new position of the grid. Finally, let xnv be the position of vertex v
at time step n. To get the second order derivative of xv , we use the central difference twice:

ẍv(t)
.
=

xn+1
v −xn

v

∆t − xn
v−xn−1

v

∆t

∆t
= An

v , (40)

where An
v is the acceleration in vertex v due to forces. Rewriting gives us:

xn+1
v = 2xnv − xn−1

v + ∆t2An
v . (41a)

with
x1
v = x0

v = Xv. (41b)

In the following, the superscript n is only usedwhen it is needed to distinguish between time steps. Most quantities
need to be recomputed every time step, so it is assumed they are at time step n and the notation is dropped.

As we need all forces in the system, we start with the pressure forces. Let p be the magnitude of the pressure and
a the area of the surface where the pressure works on, then the pressure force is

Fp = pan. (42)

We can only compute the pressure forces on faces, but we need it in vertices. Hence, we assign areas of faces to
vertices and use those areas to compute the pressure forces in the vertices. Let af be the area belonging to face
f , then

av =
∑
f∈Nfv

af/3, (43)
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Figure 9 Drawing of a part of a mesh, showing the normal vector nFi to faces Fi and the normal vector n1 in vertex 1.

whereNfv is the set of indices of faces adjacent to vertex v. We call av and af the vertex and face area, respectively.
To see that the sum of all vertex areas is equal to the sum of all face areas, consider the following. For every face,
there are three vertices that belong to that face. So when looking at Nfv for all v ∈ V , every face appears three
times. Hence ∑

v∈V
av =

∑
v∈V

∑
f∈Nfv

af/3 = 3
∑
f∈F

af/3 =
∑
f∈F

af . (44)

We now have the magnitude of the pressure force, which leaves the direction. Each face has a normal, nf . For face
f = {u, v, w} it is computed as follows

nf =
(v − u)× (w − u)

‖(v − u)× (w − u)‖
. (45)

See Figure 9 for a drawing of the faces and normals in a small part of a mesh. In each vertex, we define the normal
as the average of the adjacent face normals:

nv
.
=

∑
f∈Nf

nf

|
∑
f∈Nf

nf |
. (46)

This allows us to compute the pressure force in vertex v:

Fp,v = pavnv. (47)

For the spring force in vertex v, we need the initial and current lengths of all edges containing v. Denote the length
of an edge e = {u, v} by le0 = ‖x0

v − x0
u‖ and len = ‖xnv − xnu‖ respectively. For each edge containing v, we compute

the Cauchy strain:
εne =

len − le0
le0

=
len
le0
− 1. (48)

Using a function σ allows us to compute the stress resulting from the deformation: σ(εe). For linear springswe have
Hooke’s Law stating that σ(ε) = kε, where k is Young’s modulus, which is a constant describing the stiffness of the
spring. In Figure 10 it is the steepness of the straight line. In the same figure, several other options to describing
the stress-strain relationship of springs can be seen. Note that these are fictitious and do not represent an actual
material.
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Figure 10 Example stress-strain curves for a spring. The functions are

hyper1: σ(ε) = k(ε− 0.5e−4(ε−1)2), hyper2: σ(ε) = k


ε, if 0 < ε < 0.1,

ε− 0.9(ε− 0.5), if 0.1 ≤ ε < 1,

ε− 0.9(ε− 0.5) + 2(ε− 1), if ε ≥ 1,

hyper3: σ(ε) = k

{
log(ε+ 1), if ε < e− 1,

1, if ε ≥ e− 1,
linear: σ(ε) = kε,

In all cases shown here, k = 10.

We also need the direction of these stress forces. The direction of the stress in edge e = {u, v} is:

de = du,v =
xv − xu
‖xv − xu‖

. (49)

Finally, we need the cross sectional area belonging to edge e, as σ(ε) is a force per unit area. As e is an edge of a
triangle, it is not immediately clear what ae should be. For a beam, it would be its width times height. The height
corresponds to the thickness of the material and is denoted by δ. As we work with triangles, the width varies, so
we compute an average width instead. Let e be the edge we want to compute the spring force in. To compute the
average width belonging to e, we compute the width of a rectangle with area one third of the triangle and with the
same length as e, for all triangles adjacent to e. So the width of an edge e is

we =
∑
f∈Nfe

1

3

af
‖xv2 − xv1‖

, (50)

where Nfe is the set of indices of faces adjacent to edge e. The cross sectional area is then we times δ:

ae = weδ. (51)

Thus, the force in edge e resulting from the spring is:

Fs,e = deσ(εe)ae, (52)

and the spring force in vertex v is the sum over the spring forces in the edges surrounding v:

Fs,v =
∑
e∈Nev

Fs,e, (53)
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Figure 11 Drawing of a part of a mesh, showing the spring force Fs,Ei in edge i, as well as the resulting spring force Fs,1 in
vertex 1.

where Nev is the set of edges adjacent to vertex v. It is important to note that the direction of de is xu − xv when
computing Fs,v and xv − xu for Fs,v.

Our physical model described in Section 2.2, does not include any dissipative forces. So using only pressure and
spring forces results in a system that takes very long stabilize. Also, in practice the pressure is slowly increased
when inflating a preform, instead of immediately putting a large pressure on it. So we introduce a fictitious friction
force in each vertex. This force depends on the velocity, because friction forces oppose the direction of the vertex’
movement. As the velocity for the final position of the grid is zero, this friction force eventually disappears and does
not influence the final position of the vertices. For the friction forces, we need the previous and current position of
the vertices. We estimate the velocity vector:

uv
.
=

xnv − xn−1
v

∆t
, (54)

and use it to compute the friction force:
Ff = −µuv, (55)

where µ is a constant friction coefficient. The choice of µ depends on the geometry and p. Values between 0.5
and 0.01 seem to work well. Finally, we can compute the mass belonging to a vertex by using av when we have the
density of the material, ρ:

mv = avδρ. (56)

So we obtain for the acceleration in vertex v:

An
v = Fns + Fnp + Fnf . (57)

The stopping criterion we use is: ‖F‖ = ‖Fs + Fp + Ff‖ < ε.
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(a) The original mesh,m0. (b) Meshm1, which is equal tom0 with each triangle sub-
divided into 8 smaller triangles.

Figure 12 The meshes used.

4.2 Results
Weshow some results of inflating severalmeshes. Here, we assume that during inflation, the volume of the preform
domain Ωt does not change and that the thickness of the material is uniform. So the material is incompressible.
This means that anf δn is constant for all f ∈ F . So we only have to compute the volume of a face once, and then
use that to compute ane for all e ∈ E. Let δ0 denote the initial thickness of the preform, then the volume of a face f
is

vf = δnanf = δ0a0
f . (58)

Then we obtain the cross sectional area at time step n as follows:

ane = δnwne =
∑
f∈Nfe

1

3

δnanf
lne

=
∑
f∈Nfe

1

3

vnf
lne

=
∑
f∈Nfe

1

3

vf
lne

(59)

which means that we do not need to know δn, but only δ0.

For the same pressure, we compute the effect on two different meshes on [−0.5, 0.5] × [−0.5, 0.5]: see Figure 12
for the graph of the two meshes. The finer mesh (Figure 12b) is the result of a subdivision of the first mesh (Figure
12a). Each triangle is subdivided into eight smaller ones. We call these meshesm0 andm1. The boundary vertices
are fixed and do not move. We take a fictional material with: δ = 0.02 m, k = 100 N/m2, ρ = 1 kg/m3. See Figure
13 and 14 for the results with a linear spring. We see that both inflate to something similar to a sphere.
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(b) n = 2000.
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(c) n = 3000.
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(d) n = 4000.
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Figure 13 Inflation process ofm0 with ∆t = 0.001, p = 1, µ = 0.1, k = 100, ρ = 1 and δ = 0.02m.
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(d) n = 2000.
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(f) n = 3000.
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Figure 14 Inflation process ofm1 with ∆t = 0.001, p = 1N/m2, µ = 0.01, k = 100, ρ = 1, and δ = 0.02m.
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Figure 15 Fs,e as a function of the strain. The stress functions are the ones in given in Figure 10 with k = 100.

However, they also never stop inflating. An explanation is found when looking at the expression for ae. It decreases
with increasing edge length, resulting in a non-linear spring force magnitude, even though the springs themselves
are linear. We show this by looking at the spring force as a function of ε in an edge, e. According to Equation (52),
the magnitude of the spring force in e is equal to

‖Fs,e‖ = σ(εne )ane =
∑
f∈Nfe

σ(εne )
1

3

vf
lne
. (60)

So while σ may be increasing for increasing εne , the second part, vflne , is certainly decreasing for increasing εne .

As an example, we take vf = 0.000156525, as that is the value for all faces in m0, and l0e = 0.14, as that is the
average edge length before inflation in m0. See Figure 15 for a graph of the spring force magnitude in an edge as
a function of the strain. For comparison, the figure also shows the same graph for other springs.
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(a) Average pressure and spring force magnitude ofm0.
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(b) Average pressure and spring force magnitude ofm1.

Figure 16 Average pressure and spring force magnitude as a function of the strain, taken during the inflation of the mesh, with
k = 100, p = 1, ∆t = 0.001, µ = 0.01, and δ = 0.02m.
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(a) Average pressure and spring force magnitude ofm0.
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(b) Average pressure and spring force magnitude ofm1.

Figure 17 The same as Figure 16, with strain between 0 and 1.
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Figure 18 Average pressure and spring force magnitude as a function of the strain, taken during the inflation of meshm1, with
k = 1500, p = 1, ∆t = 0.001, µ = 0.01, and δ = 0.02m.

We can see that, while we use a linear spring, we do not end up with a linear force at all. This holds true even for the
vertex spring force, which is the sum of the edge forces. To compare, the pressure force magnitude for a vertex is

‖Fp,v‖ = pav, (61)

so it scales linearly with the area of the vertex. Of course, in general av does not scale linearly with the strain of
its edges. However, during inflation p is fixed, while av increases. So ‖Fp,v‖ is monotonically increasing, while
‖Fs,v‖ may even be decreasing. The result is that the inflation never stops if there exists an N ∈ N such that
‖Fnp,v‖ > ‖Fns,v‖ for all n > N . See Figure 16, which illustrates the above by showing the average pressure and
spring force magnitudes as a function of the strain for both meshes. In Figure 17 the same values are shown, but
for a smaller range of the strain. It clearly shows that the pressure force is always larger than the spring force.

A possible remedy is the case where Young’s modulus is higher, which can be seen in Figure 18. In this case, the
pressure and spring force magnitude are equal at some point, which implies static equilibrium. However, we also
see that we are stuck with small strains. Another option is that the stress functions do not exhibit enough strain
hardening, so we design a new one, see Figure 19. It is a cubic function and in Figure 20 we can see that for the
same conditions as in Figure 16, static equilibrium is reached with this spring. It also shows that the friction force
indeed disappears in that case. Finally, we observe that the hyper4 spring allows a much greater strain before the
pressure and spring forces cancel.

Finally, our assumption about the conservation of the volume also contributes to the above phenomenon. And
even though not all materials conserve their volume under stress, the thickness does in general decrease with
increasing stress. So we conclude that the material needs strain hardening to avoid this problem, or have a high
Young’s modulus.

Since we can obtain solutions with force equilibrium, we could plot a mesh after inflation to show the effect of
pressure. However, for a square mesh like m1 with fixed boundaries, the maximum height is a good indication of
its shape. Hence, we only look at the maximum height ofm1 after inflation as a function of the pressure. In Figure
21 we can see the results. We see that the choice of mesh,m0 orm1 differs little. The difference that is present, can
be explained by the fact thatm1 has more faces. One third of the triangle faces at the boundary ofm0 is not used,
whereasm1 does use a part of this area. So the pressure force is a little bit higher form1. Furthermore, we see that
not all springs have a value for the height for all pressures. This is caused by the fact that static equilibrium is not
reached for these pressures. Lastly, there is a sharp jump visible for the hyper1, hyper2 and hyper4 springs. This is
caused by the negative gradient of the stress-strain function.
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Figure 19 Example stress-strain curves for a spring. The functions hyper 4 function is

σ(ε) = kε(
1

3
ε2 − ε+

3

2
), with k = 10.

Of course, we also want to see the effect on a more interesting shape. To this end, we use a 3D test model called
Spot, see Figure 22. In Figures 23, 24, 25, 26, and 27 Spot is inflated with different springs. Note that none of these
actually reach static equilibrium and keep inflating.

Qualitatively, the difference between the springs is visible at the legs, nose bridge and tail. Spot with the hyper3
springs is more round, while with hyper4 springs it retains more of its original shape. With the linear spring it is in
between the two and the hyper2 spring differs little from the linear spring. As before, the hyper4 spring allows for
a much larger inflation. With the hyper1 spring, Spot’s shape differs qualitatively the most from the other springs.
An explanation lies in the fact that at the start of inflation, the areas of the head and body are closer to each other
in area. So when the dip in the stress-strain curve starts, the head also suddenly inflates quite a lot. Another
interesting feature is visible in Figure 26e. There are a couple of faces on Spot’s side that have increased more in
area than the surrounding faces. Hence, the thickness there has decreased much more. In Figure 26f we see that
this place inflates much more than the rest, which is as expected from the theory.

The advantages of an MSS are clear. It is a quick way to simulate the inflation of preforms and gives an intuition of
the effects of different stress-strain curves on the final shape of a mesh. However, there are also disadvantages.
It takes quite a bit of tweaking to get results with, e.g., the friction coefficient. It is also difficult to have realistic
elastic responses and relies on many heuristics, e.g. in the computation of the vertex areas from face areas and
edge cross sectional areas. Furthermore, while it is a local approach, it uses a small number of neighbors. Finally,
we use fictitious springs. While it is possible to use the Kawabata Evaluation System to measure mechanical
properties for fabrics, [34], the only option here is to use experimental data to model the stress-strain curve. Hence,
we conclude that an MSS is also a less than ideal tool to simulate the inflation of preforms.
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Figure 20 Average pressure, spring and friction force magnitude as a function of the strain with hyper4 spring, taken during the
inflation of meshm1, with k = 100, p = 1, ∆t = 0.001, µ = 0.01, and δ = 0.02m.
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Figure 21 The maximum height of a mesh at static equilibrium as a function of the pressure, with k = 1500, δ = 0.02, µ = 0.02
and ∆t = 0.001.
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Figure 22 3D test model, Spot.
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(b) n = 2000.
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Figure 23 Inflation process of Spot with linear spring and ∆t = 0.0001, p = 5N/m2, µ = 0.01, k = 500, ρ = 10, and δ = 0.02m.
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(c) n = 3000.
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Figure 24 Inflation process of Spot with hyper1 spring and ∆t = 0.0001, p = 5N/m2, µ = 0.001, k = 500, ρ = 10, and
δ = 0.02m.
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(c) n = 3000.
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Figure 25 Inflation process of Spot with hyper2 spring and ∆t = 0.0001, p = 5N/m2, µ = 0.001, k = 500, ρ = 10, and
δ = 0.02m.
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(b) n = 2000.
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(c) n = 3000.
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(e) n = 5000.
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(f) n = 6000.

Figure 26 Inflation process of Spot with hyper3 spring and ∆t = 0.0001, p = 5N/m2, µ = 0.001, k = 500, ρ = 10, and
δ = 0.02m. In Figure 26e, there are a couple of faces on Spot’s side that have increased in area more than others. In Figure 26f,
this effect is even larger, because the pressure forces scale with area.
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Figure 27 Inflation process of Spot with hyper4 spring and ∆t = 0.0001, p = 5N/m2, µ = 0.001, k = 500, ρ = 10, and
δ = 0.02m.
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5 Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics
In Section 4 we saw how we could heuristically make a particle system act like an inflatable membrane. The
connection to the underlying physics needed to be taken care of manually, while we would prefer to describe a
model from first principles. In this section we use SPH to do exactly this. We also note that SPH still uses a
material model as described in Section 2.3.1. It is, however, a step closer to a data-driven formulation, as it uses
a larger number of neighbors than the MSS. Also, it serves to show that a local approach using information from
neighboring particles can work.

5.1 Overview of Literature
SPH is a mesh-free method to discretize physical models by particle interactions. It is used in many disciplines,
among which astrophysics and fluid simulations. Its main advantage is that it does not need a grid to compute
spatial derivatives, but uses neighboring particles combinedwith a smoothing kernel to estimate and smooth these.
Because of this, it can handle large deformations, lack of boundaries and topological changes.

Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics was originally developed for astro-physics by Lucy [35] and Gingold and Mon-
aghan [36]. It is often used for fluid simulations [37, 38], but has also been used for solid dynamics. The first was
by Libersky and Petschek [39], where they modeled the impact of a rod on a surface. As it is a mesh-free method, it
was often used to model impacts and fracture [40–45]. Other applications include metal extrusion [46], simulating
lava flow [47], plastic deformation in metals [48], and elastic mechanics [2]. Finally, elastic solids and fluids are
sometimes combined [49, 50].

While SPH has certain advantages, there are also some drawbacks. It can suffer from tensile instability [51, 52].
Several remedies have been proposed, such as certain particle distributions and introducing an artificial stress [53,
54]. Also, SPH is often not consistent [55]. To resolve it, the kernel function or its gradient can bemodified [56–60].
Finally, boundaries also pose problems, due to a reduced number of neighbors for particles near the boundary. This
can usually be solved by using ghost particles [61, 62].

5.2 The SPH Formulation
To obtain a smooth approximation of the function f : Rd → R, a mollifier as introduced by Friedrichs [63] may be
used:

〈f(x)〉 =

∫
Rd

f(y)φ(x− y) dy, (62)

where φ : Rd → R is a smooth function. We can also obtain a smooth approximation of its derivative, in a weak
sense, in a similar fashion:

〈∂f(x)

∂xα
〉 =

∫
Rd

f(y)
∂φ(x− y)

∂xα
dy, (63)

where α is an index ranging over 1 to d. In SPH, these integrals are discretized and φ is replaced by a function
Wh called the smoothing function, smoothing kernel or kernel function. The parameter h ∈ (0,∞) is called the
smoothing length.

In SPH, a system is represented by a number of particles, i, each of which has a fixed mass, mi, and location in
Euclidean space, xi. A particle has no defined size and may vary wildly in volume between different applications.
If we are interested in any other scalar field than the mass, we use the neighboring particles to get a smoothed
approximation. Let f(x) and∇f(x) denote this scalar field and its gradient respectively, then:

〈f(xi)〉 =
∑
j∈Hi

mj

ρj
f(xj)W (xi − xj , h), (64)

〈∇f(xi)〉 =
∑
j∈Hi

mj

ρj
f(xj)∇iW (xi − xj , h), (65)

where∇i denotes the gradient with respect to xi, andHi is the set containing the indices of neighboring particles.
Whether two particles are neighbors, depends on the choice of smoothing kernel and the smoothing length. For
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any scalar field f(x) , we use fi as shorthand notation when we mean f(xi). The smoothing kernel can be written
in the form [64]:

W (x, h) =
cd
hd
w(q), q :=

‖x‖
h
, c−1

d :=

∫
Rd

w dx. (66)

The gradient ofW (x, h) is given by
∇iW (x) =

cd
hd+1

x

‖x‖
∂w

∂q
. (67)

Ideally, the smoothing kernel satisfies the following properties [64]:

1. infinite smoothness,W ∈ C∞,

2. compact support,W (q̃) = 0 for some q̃ ∈ R>0,

3. scaling to unity,
∫
Rd Wdx = 1,

4. convergence to the Dirac delta function,W (x, h→ 0) = δ(x),

5. radial symmetry,W (x, h) = W (‖x‖, h).

The correction factor cd in Equation (66) serves to scale
∫
Rd W (x, h)dx to unity. Often, smoothing kernels do not

satisfy all properties. A common choice for the smoothing function used to be the cubic B-spline,

w(q) =



2

3
− q2 +

1

2
q3 for 0 ≤ q < 1,

1

6
(2− q)3 for 1 ≤ q < 2,

0 for q ≥ 2,

(68a)

with derivative

∂w

∂q
=


−2q +

3

2
q2 for 0 ≤ q < 1,

−1

2
(2− q)2 for 1 ≤ q < 2,

0 for q ≥ 2.

(68b)

In this case cd is 1, 15/(7π) and 2/(3π) for one, two and three dimensions, respectively [65]. It has been shown that
the Wendland kernels result in better convergence [66]. The expression for the kernels depends on the dimension.
We use the C4 kernel, which we will refer to as the Wendland kernel, and have for n = 1

w(q) =

(1− 1

2
q)5(1 +

5

2
q + 2q2) for 0 ≤ q < 2,

0 for q ≥ 2,
(69a)

with derivative

∂w

∂q
=

−7q(1− 1

2
q)4(

1

2
+ q) for 0 ≤ q < 2,

0 for q ≥ 2,
(69b)

and for n = 2, 3:

w(q) =

(1− 1

2
q)6(1 + 3q +

35

6
q2) for 0 ≤ q < 2,

0 for q ≥ 2,
(70a)

with derivative

∂w

∂q
=


7

6
q(1− 1

2
q)5(1− 20q) for 0 ≤ q < 2,

0 for q ≥ 2.
(70b)
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For the Wendland kernel we have cd is 3
4 , 9/(4π) and 495/(256π) for one, two and three dimensions, respectively

[66].

Both the cubic B-spline kernel and the Wendland kernel are not in C∞. A kernel that is infinitely smooth, but does
not have compact support, is the Gaussian kernel:

w(q) = e−(3q/2)2 (71a)

with derivative
∂w

∂q
= −3qe−(3q/2)2 . (71b)

Its lack of compact support is the reason it is not often used, because it requires us to take all vertices into account
as neighbors. However, if we can cut it off and make it zero for q ≥ 6. The contributions of particles that far away
is much smaller than machine precision, as w(6) = 1

e324 ≈ 1.9 · 10−141.

As a shorthand notation, we will writeWij instead ofW (xi − xj , h).

5.3 Equations
From [2], we get the following smoothed approximations for F and dvi

dt at particle i, which we need in the governing
Equation (1):

Fi =
∑
j∈Hi

mj

ρj
(uj − ui)⊗∇iWij + I, (72)

dvi
dt

=
∑
j∈Hi

mj(
Pi
ρ2
i

+
Pj
ρ2
j

)∇iWij + (Fp + Fµ)/mi, (73)

where Fp and Fµ are pressure and artificial friction forces, and ⊗ denotes the Kronecker product. Equation (73)
uses a different form than expected from (65), as this form conserves linear and angular momentum [53]. The
derivation can also be found in [53]. As in Section 4, we add the artificial friction term, because we did not include
any dissipative terms in our physical model.

To compute the mass density, we use Equation (64):

〈ρi〉 =
∑
j∈Hi

mj
ρj
ρj
W (xi − xj , h) =

∑
j∈Hi

mjW (xi − xj , h). (74)

External forces are applied vertex-wise, and the acceleration is computed by dividing these by the vertex mass.
The only forces we account for are pressure forces and artificial friction. As before, the pressure is assumed to be
uniform and working in the normal direction:

Fp,i = paini, (75)

where p is the pressure, and ai and ni are the area and normal belonging to particle i, respectively. The artificial
friction depends on the current velocity of the particle and is defined as:

Fµ,i = −µvi = −µx
t
i − xt−1

i

∆t
, (76)

where µ is the friction parameter. The velocity is discretized with backward Euler, because it computationally inex-
pensive and ensures that Fµ,i = 0 when particle i has not moved for two consecutive time steps. As in Section 4,
we use the acceleration to compute the displacement with Verlet Integration. With respect to the maximum time
step, we use the following criterion [67]:

∆t ≤ 1

4
min
i

√ mih

3‖Fs + Fp‖

 . (77)
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Simply substituting the stress and deformation gradient tensor calculated using SPH into the governing equation,
while still using the external forces as separate terms, is not standard practice. However, we argue that it is quite
logical to do so in our case. Since we are simulating inflation and not, e.g., a fluid, we are certain that particles that
start out near each other, for example as neighbors, will remain neighbors during the entire simulation. As there is
no flow, the topology does not change. Hence, we can use this information to compute normal vectors, areas and
thus pressure forces. Additionally, we also need the distance between particles. In order to accurately compute
these distances, we need a mesh. See Sections 5.5, 5.6, and especially 5.6.4 for more information.

5.3.1 Vertex Quantities

For a triangular mesh, we have vertices, edges and faces. We identify the particles as used in SPH with the vertices
of the mesh. Computing the normals, mass, and areas for faces needs to be done each time step, but is relatively
straightforward. Let f = {u, v, w} denote a face spanned by vertices u, v, and w, and assume the vertices are
named in an anticlockwise manner. Then

af =
1

2
‖(v − u)× (w − u)‖, (78)

nf =
(v − u)× (w − u)

‖(v − u)× (w − u)‖
, (79)

mf = ρ̃δaf , (80)

where ρ̃ is the density and δ the thickness of the material. ρ̃ is the same for all vertices and is not the same as the
densities computed with Equation (74). We derive the quantities at a vertex using the values at the adjacent faces,
Nfi:

ai
.
=
∑
f∈Nfi

wnaf , (81)

ni
.
=

∑
f∈Nfi

afnf

‖
∑
f∈Nfi

afnf‖
, (82)

mi
.
= aiρ̃h, (83)

where wn is a weighting factor depending on the spatial dimension: wn = 1
n . A smoothed normal can be obtained

by
〈ni〉 =

∑
j∈Hi

mj

ρj
njWij . (84)

For the two dimensional case, we only have vertices and edges. Again we identify the particles and the vertices.
Let e = {v, w} be an edge. Then the edge length, normal and mass are

le = ‖v − w‖, (85)

ne =
(w2 − v2, v1 − w1)

‖(w2 − v2, v1 − w1)‖
, (86)

me = ρ̃δle. (87)

Similar to the three dimensional case, the quantities at the vertices are derived using the values at the adjacent
edges, Nei:

li
.
=
∑
e∈Nei

w2le, (88)

ni
.
=

∑
e∈Nei

lene

‖
∑
e∈Nei

lene‖
, (89)

mi
.
= liρ̃δ. (90)

The smoothed normal is obtained the exact same way as before.
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Finally, if we have a function f : Rn → R such thatM = {x ∈ Rn|f(x) = 0}, we can obtain the normal vector for a
particle as follows:

ni = ∇f(xi). (91)

The advantage is that we wouldn’t need a mesh to compute the normal vectors. The disadvantage is that it is
difficult to find such a function.

5.3.2 Smoothing Function Correction

One of the shortcomings of SPH is that it cannot accurately approximate even a constant function when parti-
cles are unevenly spaced or located near boundaries. The conditions for zeroth- and first order consistency (or
completeness) of the SPH approximation for a function are [2, 55]:

N∑
j=1

mj

ρj
Wij = 1, (92a)

N∑
j=1

mj

ρj
WijXj = Xi, (92b)

and for its derivative:
N∑
j=1

mj

ρj
∇jWij = 0, (93a)

N∑
j=1

mj

ρj
Xj ⊗∇jWij = I. (93b)

In order to fulfill first order completeness of the gradient, a correctionmatrix is computed. It is computed as follows
[2, 56]:

∇̃iWij = Mi∇iWij , (94)

where Mi is such that ∑
i∈Hi

Vj(Xj −Xi)⊗ ∇̃iWij = (
∑
i∈Hi

Vj(Xj −Xi)⊗∇iWij)M
T
i = I. (95)

The corrected equations become:

Fi =
∑
j∈Hi

mj

ρj
(uj − ui)⊗ ∇̃iWij + I, (96)

dvi
dt

=
∑
j∈Hi

mj(
Pi
ρ2
i

+
Pj
ρ2
j

)∇̃iWij + (Fp − Fµ)/mi, (97)

where Mi needs to be recomputed every time step.

5.4 Adaptive Smoothing Lengths and Densities
As we work with shapes that expand during the simulation, the smoothing length gets relatively smaller to the
size of the shape. With enough force pushing particles away, at some point they will not have any neighbors left,
resulting in a density equal to zero. Here, look at methods to make the smoothing length and the density of the
particle dependent on each other. Instead of just one h for all particles, we get h(xi).

It is possible to couple the smoothing length to the density [53, 64]:

h(xi) = η

(
mi

ρi

)1/d

. (98)
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This uses the definition of the volume around a particle. η is a constant, and usually chosen such that 1.2 ≤ η ≤ 1.5.
Together with Equation (74), we have a system of equations to solve.

Another option is to take Equation (98) and combine it with different definitions for the density. We look at a solution
from [61], which takes care of the density deficiency at boundaries. First, they compute the densities as in (74). Then
they use these ρj as input to

ρ̃i =

∑
j∈Hi

mjWij∑
j∈Hi

mj/ρjWij
. (99)

Finally, [2] provides the following option
ρi =

ρoJ0

J
, (100)

where ρ0 and J0 are the initial mass density and Jacobian determinant and the latter can be computed as

J = det(F). (101)

It is not immediately obvious, but this definition of ρi also depends on hi, by the dependence of∇W on hi.

For all options, we can use a root finding algorithm to find ρi and hi. Also, due to the dependence of ρi on hi, we
obtain a correction factor [64, p. 73]:

ωi = 1−
∑
j∈Hi

∂W (xi − xj , hi)

∂hi

∂hi
∂ρi

mj (102)

Equations (72) and (73) with the correction become:

Fi =
∑
j∈Hi

mj

ρj

(
uj ⊗∇iWij(hj)− ui ⊗∇iWij(hi)

)
+ I, (103)

dvi
dt

=
∑
j∈Hi

(
Pi
ρ2
iωt
∇iWij(hi) +

Pj
ρ2
jωj
∇iWij(hj)

)
mj + (Fp − Fµ)/mi. (104)

5.5 Neighbor Search
SPH requires the distances between particles as input for the kernel function. These have to be recomputed each
time step, as generally all particles can move to any part of the domain. A naive way to do this, is by computing for
each vertex the distances to all other vertices, resulting in an operation of O(n2

v). There are many ways to reduce
this, but we will explain two often used methods, the cell-linked list (CLL) and the Verlet list (VL).

In CLL the computational domain is divided in cells larger than the smoothing length. Each particle belongs to one
cell and each time step, an array is created which contains the cell index for each particle. When searching for
neighbors, only the particles in the same and neighboring cells are considered. So for each vertex, it is easy to find
potential neighbors. In 2 dimensions, only 9 cells need to be searched and in 3 dimensions 27 cells.

When using VL, the domain is again subdivided into cells with a length larger than the smoothing length. The array
containing the cell index for each particle is also created again. However, after this step, the real neighbors of each
vertex are stored in an array by searching the adjacent cells for vertices within the smoothing length.

The main difference between the two, is that during computation of the forces, in VL only particles actually con-
tributing to these forces are considered, whereas in CLL also particles are considered that in the end do not con-
tribute. For VL, it is also possible to not only take the actual neighbors, but also particles that are a little bit further
away. This way, the list can be kept for several time steps, during which no neighbor search has to be executed.
Domínguez et al. [68] analyzed the efficiency and memory requirements of the two algorithms combined with dif-
ferent ways of storing the location in the grid of the particles, as well as an improved VL method. They found that
for both methods the same storage algorithm worked best. It consists of storing the particle indices in an array
such that indices of particles in one cell are grouped together. Another array contains at index i the first index of
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a particle in cell i. Furthermore regarding the efficiency, VL required much more memory. They recommend their
improved version only when running a parallel code, as the runtime improvement of 10% does not outweigh the
additional memory needed. Finally, they find that reordering the particles such that adjacent particles are are close
in memory improves performance for both CLL and VL.

In the present work, we use neither, since the topology does not change. So we start with a list of all (possible)
neighbors, and keep it during the entire inflation period. We obtain the list of neighbors by doing one search where
we store all neighbors within 2.5 times the smoothing length. Because we compute the distance to all neighbors in
the list every time step, our neighbor search can be seen as a variation on the VL, where we keep a list of potential
neighbors during the entire simulation. See Section 5.6.4 for more details on how the distance computation is
done.

5.6 SPH on a Manifold
As mentioned in the first paragraph of Section 5, SPH is usually used to describe particle interactions in e.g. fluid
simulations. There are two important differences between those applications and ours. The first is that we have
a surface with a fixed topology; neighboring particles in the initial configuration stay neighbors during the entire
simulation. Secondly, if we let n denote the spatial dimension, then we model the preform as a surface of n − 1
dimensions. The third difference is the function to measure distances between particles. The standard is the
Euclidean distance, which measures the length of a straight line between particles. However, since surfaces can
be curved, the Euclidean distance might severely underestimate the geodesic distance between two points on the
surface. The result is that some particles effect on each other is larger than it would have been with the geodesic
distance. This section makes adjustments to the standard SPH formulation as stated in Section 5.2 to account for
these differences.

5.6.1 SPH Formulation

Let M ⊂ Rn be the middle surface of the preform. Suppose the function Φ : S → M mapping every point
s ∈ S ⊂ Rn−1 to a point x ∈ M exists. Denote the function measuring the distance between two points on the
surface by d(s). Instead ofW (x), the kernel function becomes

W (s, h) =
cn−1

hn−1
w(q), where now q =

d(s)

h
. (105)

Of course, we also need the gradient ofW . Let ∂d(s)
∂s denote the gradient of d(s), then the gradient is the following

vector on S

∇W (s, h) =
∂W (s, h)

∂s
=
cn−1

hn−1

∂w(q)

∂s
=
cn−1

hn−1

∂w

∂q

∂q

∂d(s)

∂d(s)

∂s

=
cn−1

hn
∂w

∂q

∂d(s)

∂s
. (106)

What we actually want is the gradient ofW (s, h) with respect to the coordinates in the space thatM is in, the same
space where the acceleration and deformation gradient tensor live. We denote this gradient by ∇x and the one in
S by∇s. We get

∇xW (s, h) =
∂W (s, h)

∂x
=
cn−1

hn−1

∂w(q)

∂x
=
cn−1

hn−1

∂w

∂q

∂q

∂d(s)

∂d(s)

∂s

∂s

∂x

=
cn−1

hn
∂w

∂q

∂d(s)

∂s

∂s

∂x
. (107)

This presents a problem, because ∂s
∂x = ∂Φ−1(x)

∂x does not necessarily exist for all x ∈ Rn, because Φ−1(x) does
not exist for all x ∈ Rn. However, ∂x∂s = ∂Φ(s)

∂s does exist for all s ∈ S. We can use the Moore-Penrose inverse to
obtain values for ∂s∂x . We denote the Moore-Penrose inverse of a matrix A, by A+, then

∇xW (s, h) =
cn−1

hn
∂w

∂q

∂d(s)

∂s

∂s

∂x
≈ cn−1

hn
∂w

∂q

∂d(s)

∂s

∂x

∂s

+

. (108)
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(a) An open discrete curve. (b) A closed discrete curve.

Figure 28 Two examples of a discrete curveM∈ R2.

The Moore-Penrose inverse can be computed in a number of ways. Let A be an l × k matrix. If k = 1, we compute
the Moore-Penrose inverse of a vector as follows:

A =
(
a1 a2 . . . an

)T
,

A+ =
1

ATA
AT . (109)

If n = 2, then A is a 3× 2 matrix. If it has linearly independent columns or rows, we can easily compute A+:

A+ = (ATA)−1AT , independent columns, (110a)
A+ = AT (AAT )−1, independent rows. (110b)

Finally, if neither the rows nor columns are independent, then AAT nor ATA is invertible. In that case, we can use
the singular value decomposition of A. If A = UΣV T , then A+ = V Σ+UT . Σ is an n × n diagonal matrix and the
elements of Σ+ are the reciprocal values of the non-zero diagonal entries of Σ.

5.6.2 Gradient of the Manifold’s Kernel in 2D

Of course, given a mesh in Rn, we do not explicitly have the parametrization Φ. If n = 2, we can use a function
giving us the distance between two points to make a parametrization. So letM be a discrete curve in R2 with nv
vertices. See Figure 28 for an example of an open and closed discrete curve. Suppose we have a distance function
d̃ :M×M→ R, with which we can compute distances between two given points inM. We now fix one point and
call it x1. IfM is an open curve, choose one of the two end points and number the other points. IfM is a closed
curve, choose any point to call x1 and number the rest in a clockwise fashion. Then we make the parametrization
as follows

s1 = d̃(x1) = d̃(x1,x1) = 0, (111a)
si = d̃(xi) = d̃(xi,x1). (111b)

We know that si ≥ 0, ∀i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , nv}, because of the way we chose x1 and numbered the points. We can now
alsomake a distance function d : S → R. We do have to distinguish between closed and open curves. LetL denote
the total length of the curve. Then the shortest distance between two points i and j in S is

d(s) =

{
|s|, if S is open,
min

(
|s|, L− |s|

)
if S is closed,

(112a)

d(si − sj) =

{
|si − sj |, if S is open,
min

(
|si − sj |, L− |si − sj |

)
if S is closed.

(112b)
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The derivatives are
∂d(s)

∂s
=

s

|s|
, if S is open, (112c)

∂d(s)

∂s
=


s

|s|
, if |s| ≤ L

2
,

− s

|s|
, if |s| > L

2
,

if S is closed. (112d)

For the closed curve, the two options for the shortest distance correspond to “walking” over the curve from vertex
i to j in a clockwise and anti-clockwise manner.

The kernel function is:
W (s, h) =

c1
h1
w(q), where q =

d(s)

h
, (113)

and its gradient:

∇xW (s, h) =
c1
h2

∂w

∂q

∂d(s)

∂s

∂x

∂s

+

, (114a)

so the only thing left is an expression for ∂x∂s
+. When we need to know the value of∇x,iW (x), we have the locations

of two vertices: xi and xj . So we use these to approximate the derivative of xi with respect to si:

∂xi
∂si
≈ xi − xj

si − sj
.

Then the Moore-Penrose inverse is:
∂x

∂s

+

=
si − sj
‖xi − xj‖2

(xi − xj).

Thus

∇xW (si − sj , h) =
σc1
h2

|si − sj |
‖xi − xj‖2

(xi − xj)
∂w

∂q
(115)

where σ = 1 ifM is open and ifM is closed σ = 1 if |si − sj | ≤ L
2 and σ = −1 if |si − sj | > L

2 and q = d(si − sj)/h.
We note that the distance between particles usually is much smaller than the total length of the curve, so σ should
practically never be −1. Finally, we can write d̃(xj) instead of sj , so we get an expression in terms of x only:

∇xW (xi − xj , h) =
σc1
h2

|d̃(xi)− d̃(xj)|
‖xi − xj‖2

(xi − xj)
∂w

∂q
(116)

where q = d(d̃(xi)− d̃(xj))/h.

5.6.3 Gradient of the Manifold’s Kernel in 3D

ForM a surface in R3, we cannot use a distance function to make a parametrization as we did in the two dimen-
sional case. Hence we turn to an algorithm that canmake a parametrization for us. It is called As-Rigid-As-Possible
parametrization (ARAP) [69]. It makes a parametrization of a triangular mesh, where it strives to preserve shape
and size as much as possible. Let Φ :M→ S be the mapping given bij the ARAP parametrization. Then for each
x ∈M, we have a corresponding s ∈ S : s = Φ(x).

Like before, we need an expression for the distance function. On S, we have

d(s) = ‖s‖, and
∂d(s)

∂s
=

s

‖s‖
. (117)

However, suppose we also have d :M×M→ R, giving us the geodesic distance between two points onM. If the
mapping Φ is isometric, it preserves distances. Then ‖si − sj‖ = d(xj ,xi). This was the case in Section 5.6.2. If
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the mapping is not isometric, but conformal, then the angles between intersecting curves onM are preserved on
S. Locally, it also introduces a uniform stretch around a point. So given a circle onM, a conformal map maps it to
a circle on S with a different radius. This stretch can be represented by a constant number: the conformal factor
[38]. It is denoted by λ2 and differs per point on the surface. It can be computed at vertex i as follows:

λi =
1

ni

∑
eij∈M

‖eij‖
‖e′ij‖

, (118)

where eij denotes an edge between vertex i and j inM and e′ij an edge between vertex i and j in S. ni is the
number of incident edges of vertex i. The influence of this stretching, is that particles’ interactions on each other
get over- or underestimated when we use a global smoothing length. [38] states a way to correct the smoothing
length per vertex:

hi =
h

λi
. (119)

However, as we assume we have the geodesic distance onM, we can use this distance with the global smoothing
length

q =
d(si)

hi
=
λid(si)

h
=
d(Φ−1(si))

h
. (120)

So the kernel function is:
W (s, h) =

c2
h2
w(q), where q =

d(Φ−1(s))

h
. (121)

The gradient of the kernel function is:

∇xW (s, h) =
c2
h3

∂w

∂q

∂d(s)

∂s

∂Φ−1(x)

∂x
. (122)

Again it is true the when we need to know the value of ∇x,iW (x), we are looking at two vertices: xi and xj . So we
approximate the Jacobian of the derivative of Φ with respect to s:

∂x

∂s
=

∂x1

∂s1
∂x1

∂s2
∂x2

∂s1
∂x2

∂s2
∂x3

∂s1
∂x3

∂s2

 ≈


x1
i−x

1
j

s1i−s1j

x1
i−x

1
j

s2i−s2j
x2
i−x

2
j

s1i−s1j

x2
i−x

2
j

s2i−s2j
x3
i−x

3
j

s1i−s1j

x3
i−x

3
j

s2i−s2j

 , (123)

where the exponent denotes the ith component of s or x. Since neither the rows or the columns of ∂x∂s are linearly
independent, we have to use the singular value decomposition to compute the the Moore-Penrose inverse. The
gradient of the kernel is

∇x,iW (si − sj , h) =
c2
h3

si − sj
‖si − sj‖


x1
i−x

1
j

s1i−s1j

x1
i−x

1
j

s2i−s2j
x2
i−x

2
j

s1i−s1j

x2
i−x

2
j

s2i−s2j
x3
i−x

3
j

s1i−s1j

x3
i−x

3
j

s2i−s2j


+

∂w

∂q
(124)

where si − sj is a 1× 2 row vector and q =
d(xi,xj)

h .

The parametrization also effects the computation of the density. Recall Equation (74):

〈ρi〉 =
∑
j∈Hi

mjW (xi − xj , h). (74, revisited)

Here, it is assumed thatW lives onM. However, we only have the smoothing kernel as a function of s. This means
that we have to adjust the equation to account for the fact that we want ρi onM. We can use the conformal factor
to obtain ρi onM [38]:

〈ρi〉 =
∑
j∈Hi

mj

λ2
j

W (si − sj , h). (125)
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It is important to remark that this density still is for a surface. So while it is corrected for differing length measures
onM and S, it is a quantity in kg/m2. If ρ̃ is the material density (in kg/m3), and we assume an incompressible
material model is used, we can retrieve the thickness in a vertex as follows

δi =
ρi
ρ̃
. (126)

Finally, we note that the ARAPparametrization algorithm thatwe use expects ameshwith disk topology as input. So
for every vertex, we create a list of neighboring vertices, at a distance of at most three times the smoothing length,
and the faces that belong to these vertices. This submesh will be used as input for the ARAP parametrization
algorithm. In this case, it might mean that edges present inM are not in S. For the computation of λ, this means
that these edges are discarded from the computation.

5.6.4 Geodesic Distance Computation

For the formulation of SPH on a manifold, we use a function d to compute the geodesic distance, which is the
length of a geodesic or shortest path between two points. Would we use the Euclidian distance, which measures a
straight line, as measure for the distance between vertices, then we underestimate the true distance between two
vertices. The result is that q =

‖xi−xj‖
h is smaller as well, and that more particles contribute to, e.g., the density of

particle i.

There are several algorithms available to compute shortest distances on meshes. One option is to use Dijkstra’s
algorithm for weighted graphs. However, this will result in an overestimation of the distance, as the shortest path
rarely goes over the edges between vertices. Then there are a couple of often used algorithms, that solve the
eikonal equation,

|∇φ(x)| = 1/f(x), x ∈ Ω, (127a)
subject to φ(x) = q(x), x ∈ ∂Ω. (127b)

φ(x) can be interpreted as the minimal amount of time required to travel from x to ∂Ω, with travel speed f(x) and
exit-time penalty q(x). The geodesic distance function is the special case where f(x) = 1 and q(x) = 0. Note that
∂Ω, called the source, is not necessarily the actual boundary of Ω, but the set containing the points to which the
distance is needed.

The first is MMP, introduced by Mitchell, Mount and Papadimitriou in 1987 [70]. An implementation was published
later [71], which presents an approximateO(nv log(nv)) version. To compute the shortest distance, a wave is prop-
agated from the source over the surface. The first time this wave hits a point, x, on the surface, the point is labeled
with the time, d(x), at which it received the wave. This time is theminimum distance from the source to x. The algo-
rithm uses a finite difference equation to solve the eikonal equation and does not reuse information, so even if the
geometry does not change, the algorithm takes just as long as when it does change. It also requires a triangulated
domain.

The next two method is fast marching [72]. The methods considers a boundary (i.e. the source) moving in its
normal direction with a known speed function. If the boundary crosses a point x, the time, and hence the distance,
is known. The algorithm is similar to Dijkstra’s in structure. It also needs a grid. Another often used algorithm is the
fast sweeping method [73]. It uses an upwind difference scheme to discretize the equation and uses Gauss-Seidel
iterations to solve the equation. It needs a rectangular grid.

A more recent algorithm is the heat method [74]. It separates solving the eikonal equation into two parts. First it
finds the direction in which the distance increases and then it computes the actual distance. It does not require a
regular grid or mesh and is faster than fast marching. It also computes the distance from the source to all other
points by solving one linear system. Finally, it can reuse information for a given mesh, as it used a matrix in the
first step that is the same for any vertex. So it is possible to factorize that matrix and reuse it for all other vertices
to solve the first step. See Figure 29 for the 3D model Spot as an example. While a mesh is not required, we do use
it, because it is the easiest way to implement the algorithm.
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Besides solving the eikonal equation, another option is to fit a shape on which it is easier to compute distances to
a set of points. The shape is generally a sphere or ellipse. Then the distance between two points is equal to the
distance between their projections on the known shape.

We note that the two dimensional case is much simpler. LetM⊂ R2 be a discrete curve. We can simply define the
geodesic distance between vertex i and j as the sum of Euclidean distances of the vectors between the vertices:

d(xi, xj) =



j−1∑
l=i

‖xl+1 − xl‖ if i < j,

i−1∑
l=j

‖xl − xl+1‖ if i > j.

(128)

Figure 29 Distances on Spot to a point on its nose, as computed with the heat method [74]. The colors indicate isolines, where
points on the same colored circle have the same distance to the point on the nose.

5.7 Results
In this section we present the results of the simulations. We compare FEM, SPH, and the Young-Laplace equation
to each other. We show 2D and 3D results of SPH, and finally we investigate the NN for distance computations. We
assume that the preform material behaves like a balloon, so we use the properties listed in Table 2.

5.7.1 2D Results

We use the Saint Venant-Kirchhoff material law, as it is easy to implement in the two dimensional case and we
know the material parameters.

First, we show some results of inflating a circle with radius 1, see Figure 30. We slowly increase the pressure, as
can be seen in Figure 30a. For four different points on the circle, we plot the magnitude of the forces, as well as
the vertex length. They can be seen in Figures 30b and 30c. We also plot the final shape. The reason that it seems
like the values for only one point were plotted, is because they are actually identical for all points. The final shape
is still a circle, but with a slightly bigger radius.
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Quantity Symbol Value Unit
Young’s Modulus E 1 · 106 Pa
Poisson’s ratio ν .48 1
1st Lamé parameter λ 8.11 · 106 Pa
2nd Lamé parameter µ 9.62 · 105 Pa
Thickness δ 2.54 · 10−4 m

Table 2 Table containing relevant material properties for a silicone rubber balloon [75].
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When we try exactly the same thing with the cubic B-spline kernel, the result is quite disastrous, as can be seen in
Figure 31. We see in Figure 31c that sometime after 0.03 s, the pressure and elastic forces start to increase and
decrease. A little bit later, all forces start to heavily fluctuate. When we look at the particle configuration, we see
that it looks nothing like a circle anymore. We look at the configuration before everything goes awry in Figure 32
and there we can see that the particles have moved towards each other.

A possible explanation is that we have found the tensile instability often seen in SPH [54, 76]. Swegle et al. carried
out a stability analysis and found that the tensile instability depends on the sign of the product of the stress, T , times
the second derivative of the kernel function,W ′′ [77]. The condition for unstable growth isW ′′T > 0. Importantly,
the instability is not caused by the time integration algorithm, nor are there stress or strain thresholds for the onset
of the instability.

Whether or not we use the correction from Equation (94), does not make a difference for the instability. In Figures
34 and 35 the results of inflating an ellipse with the Wendland kernel can be seen, respectively without and with the
correction applied. As it does not seem to resolve the tensile instability, we do not apply it fromhere on. Additionally,
we only use the Wendland kernel from here on, as it suffers less from the instability.

We can also show that the instability is indeed independent of the pressure, stress, and strain. We do so by showing
that for a higher pressure than used in Figure 34, the elastic forces are higher, as well as the strains, while the
instability sets in later. This can be seen in Figure 36.

We also look at the effect of using an adaptive smoothing length. We solve the system of Equations 74 and 98 to
find hi and ρi. In the subfigures of Figure 37 it can be seen that not only does it not help for stability when inflating
a circle, it makes matters worse, because we previously were able to inflate this configuration without any trouble.

We conclude that inflating anything to static equilibrium is difficult. We can however, stop the process before the
tensile instability sets in. Also, by looking at Figure 36d and 39d we see that at approximately static equilibrium,
both the ellipse and squircle resemble a circle, as expected.
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Figure 30 The result of inflating a circle with the Wendland kernel. Parameters are: ∆t = 1 · 10−5, µ = 0.04, and h = 0.4.
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Figure 31 The result of inflating a circle with the cubic B-spline kernel. Parameters are: ∆t = 1 · 10−5, µ = 0.04.
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Figure 32 The configuration of the circle during inflation as t = 0.033s before the fluctuations in the forces.
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Figure 33 The initial configuration of the ellipse, with locations of the tracked vertices indicated. Vertex 1 is the rightmost point,
the rest is numbered anti-clockwise.
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Figure 34 The result of inflating an ellipse with the Wendland kernel. Parameters are: ∆t = 1 · 10−5, µ = 0.04, and h = 0.4.
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Figure 35 The result of inflating an ellipse with the Wendland kernel and correction matrix from Equation (94). Parameters are:
∆t = 1 · 10−5, µ = 0.04, and h = 0.4.
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Figure 36 The result of inflating an ellipse with the Wendland kernel and an adaptive smoothing length. Parameters are: ∆t =
1 · 10−5, µ = 0.04.
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Figure 37 The result of inflating a circle with the Wendland kernel and an adaptive smoothing length. Parameters are: ∆t =
1 · 10−5, µ = 0.4.
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Figure 38 The initial configuration of the squircle, with locations of the tracked vertices indicated. Vertex 1 is the rightmost
point, the rest is numbered anti-clockwise. A parametrization for a squircle centered around the origin is:

x(t) = | cos(t)|0.5rsgn(cos(t)),

y(t) = | sin(t)|0.5rsgn(sin(t)),

where r is the radius of the minor radius of the squircle. In this case, r = 1.
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Figure 39 The result of inflating a squircle with the Wendland kernel. Parameters are: ∆t = 1 · 10−5, µ = 0.4.
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5.7.2 3D Results

For the three dimensional case, we show some examples with the Wendland kernel, without adaptive smoothing
and no correction for the kernel gradient. The result of the inflation of a sphere can be seen in Figure 41. We see
in Figure 41c that the spring forces increase quite slowly at the start, and then suddenly increase, quite unlike the
two dimensional case. Comparing Figure 41 and 42 shows that it happens for both small and large pressure. In
both cases, the simulation becomes unstable. It is difficult to say whether this is the tensile instability again, or
whether the ARAP parametrization plays some role in this effect. So not only is it impossible to inflate something
until static equilibrium, but we also do not have an approximately static case.
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Figure 40 The initial configuration of the sphere. It has radius 1 and 642 vertices.
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Figure 41 The result of inflating a sphere with the Wendland kernel. Parameters are: ∆t = 1 · 10−5, µ = 0.0, and h = 0.2.
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Figure 42 The result of inflating a sphere with the Wendland kernel. Parameters are: ∆t = 1 · 10−5, µ = 0.0, and h = 0.2.
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6 Applying Neural Networks to Blow Forming
In Section 5 we saw that SPH uses neighboring particles to find smoothed approximations for e.g. the deformation
gradient tensor. However, the elastic response still requires a material model. As we want to find a method that is
data-driven, we investigate Neural Networks, which are a way to obtain an approximation to an unknown function
using data. We will use NN to solve partial differential equations, namely the governing equation and the eikonal
equation. We also investigate the ability of NN to extract information from a geometry, namely computing the
geodesic distance. Before going into details, we will first give an explanation of how NN work, as well as a short
overview of NN in engineering. We conclude Section 6 with an observation that connects NN and SPH.

6.1 Introduction to Neural Networks
6.1.1 Neurons, Layers, and Networks

Neural Networks are systems comprised of highly interconnected processing elements in a certain architecture.
The term “neural” comes from the fact that neural networks were inspired by the biological structure of the brain
[78]. In the brain, as soon as a neuron receives a high enough signal, it releases a signal. This signal is propagated to
other neurons, which may also release a signal. The simplest mathematical implementation of a biological neuron
is called a perceptron, McCulloch-Pitts neuron, or linear threshold gate [78, p.67]. It takes binary input values,
assigns weights to them and returns a binary value depending on the weighted sum:

p(x) =

{
1 if

∑
i wixi > b,

0 if
∑
i wixi ≤ b.

The threshold value b is called the bias and says something about how difficult it is for the signal to propagate.
Usually, it is written as follows:

p(x) =

{
1 if

∑
i wixi − b > 0,

0 if
∑
i wixi − b ≤ 0.

(129)

The weights, or parameters, wi say something about how important their corresponding input is. In practice, not
only perceptrons are used and in general the output is the result of a function of the sum of the weighted input:

o(x) = σ(
∑
i

wixi − b), (130)

where σ is called the activation function. In the case of a perceptron, σ was the binary step function, but there are
more possibilities: see Figure 43 for some examples. For clarity, only one type of sigmoidal, or s-shaped, function is
shown in the figure, but other options exist besides the logistic function. These include the hyperbolic tangent and
the arctangent. Sigmoidal functions are essentially smooth versions of the step function. The choice of activation
function can greatly influence the ability of an NN to learn. In particular, their derivative plays an important role
during the backpropagation process. This will be explained in Section 6.1.2.

Of course, a single neuron, or node, could be used to base a decision on. However, a network can combine multiple
neurons to produce a more sophisticated output. In Figure 44 a simple NN is shown. Every circle represents
a neuron. The NN has several input neurons, two hidden layers and one output neuron and each layer is fully
connected with the next layer. The neurons in the hidden layers do the same as in the input layer: each one returns
a function of the weighted input values. As they are not immediately visible given the input or output of the network,
they are called hidden. The number of hidden layers and their sizes may vary. The input to an NN is often a vector,
but tensors of any size are possible, as long as everything fits in memory together with all the weights of the NN.
The output of the NN is usually a scalar or a vector.

In Figure 44, each neuron is connected to all neurons of the next layer: they are fully connected or dense layers.
However, other kinds of layers exist as well. We call a certain sequence of layers, their size and activation functions,
combined with the way the layers are connected, the network architecture. The choice for a given architecture de-
pends on the kind of input that the network gets and the desired output. The NN in Figure 44 is called a feedforward
neural network (FNN), or more specifically, a multilayer perceptron (MLP) [78]. It can have arbitrarily many input
and output nodes. Note that even though aMLP contains the name perceptron, that the neurons do not necessarily
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Figure 43 A couple of often used activation functions. The functions are

sigmoid: σ(x) =
1

1 + e−x
, swish [79]: σ(x) =

αx

1 + e−αx
, ReLU [80]: σ(x) = max(0, x),

Leaky ReLU [81]: σ(x) =

{
αx, if x < 0,

x if x,≥ 0,
eLU [82]: σ(x) =

{
(ex − 1), if x < 0,

x, if x ≥ 0,

where α is a trainable parameter or can be chosen in advance [79, 83]. Shown are leakyrelu with α = 0.01, and swish, and elu
with α = 1.

need to be perceptrons; any activation function is possible. The name “feedforward” is based on the fact that no
information from any part of the network is used as input in a previous layer. Neural networks which do are called
recurrent neural networks (RNN) [78, pp. 337-354]. Two examples are long short-term memory (LSTM) [85], and
gated recurrent units (GRU) [86]. More information about types of layers, architectures and activation functions
can be found in [87]. As we only use convolutional layers besides dense layers, that is the only additional type of
layer we will treat here. Neural networks using convolution in at least one of their layers are called Convolutional
Neural Networks (CNN), introduced in the “Neocognitron” [88].

As mentioned before, dense layers can process a vector of input values. However, some inputs are not logically
represented by a vector. Suppose we have a 28×28 image with RBG color values. When converting this to a vector,
we get an input length of 2352 values. While an option, this is not necessarily the most logical one, as spatial
information is lost. This is where convolutional layers come into play [87, pp. 326-335]. Convolutional layers work
as a kind of filter on multidimensional data. They smooth out noise, much like the kernel function in Equation (62).
For ease of reading we repeat it here:

〈f(x)〉 =

∫
Rd

f(y)φ(x− y) dy. (62, revisited)

In terms of Neural Networks, f(y) is referred to as the input and the function φ, the kernel, is called a filter. The
output is often called a feature map. As before, we only have discrete input values, so we discretize Equation (62):

〈f(x)〉 =
∑
j

f(yj)φ(x− yj). (131)

We can also use convolution for multiple dimensions:

〈f(xm, xn)〉 =
∑
i

∑
j

f(yi, yj)φ(xm − yi, xn − yj). (132)
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Figure 44 A simple neural network with two hidden layers [84].

Since convolution is commutative, we may also write:

〈f(xm, xn)〉 =
∑
i

∑
j

f(xm − yi, xn − yj)φ(yi, yj). (133)

In neural network applications, the input and kernel are represented by tensors, where the elements of the filter
are weights to be learned by the network. Let K and I be the tensor representing the filter and the discrete input,
respectively. For a two dimensional example, we obtain that the output, F , of the convolution is:

F (m,n) =
∑
i

∑
j

I(m− i, n− j)K(i, j), (134)

where i, j,m and n denote indices. Often, the implementation of a convolution is not truly a convolution, but a
cross-correlation:

F (m,n) =
∑
i

∑
j

I(m+ i, n+ j)K(i, j). (135)

The main difference is that cross-correlation is not commutative. However, as a convolutional layer is rarely used
on its own, this does not pose a problem. We will refer to both as convolution.

As an example to make this more concrete, suppose our input, I , is an image of 5× 5 pixels in grayscale, and that
we have a 2× 3 matrixK representing the kernel:

I =


I0,0 I0,1 I0,2 I0,3 I0,4
I1,0 I1,1 I1,2 I1,3 I1,4
I2,0 I2,1 I2,2I2,2 I2,3 I2,4
I3,0 I3,1 I3,2 I3,3 I3,4
I4,0 I4,1 I4,2 I4,3 I4,4

 (136a)

K =

(
K0,0 K0,1 K0,2

K1,0 K1,1 K1,2

)
. (136b)

In Equation (136a), two places with the locations of the elements with which the kernel is multiplied are highlighted.
The two highlighted convolutions of I andK are:

F (1, 0) =

1∑
i=0

2∑
j=0

Ii+1,jKi,j = I1,0K0,0 + I1,1K0,1 + I1,2K0,2 + I2,0K1,0 + I2,1K1,1 + I2,2K1,2,

F (2, 2) =

1∑
i=0

2∑
j=0

Ii+2,j+2Ki,j = I2,2K0,0 + I2,3K0,1 + I2,4K0,2 + I3,2K1,0 + I3,3K1,1 + I3,4K1,2.
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The kernelK can be thought of as a kind of window, sliding over the input and filtering information. In the example,
we only have one filter, but usually each convolutional layer consists of multiple filters. In images, a convolutional
layer can find oriented edges, curves or certain colors. These are the features of the images and the reason that the
output of the convolution is often called a featuremap. The advantage of using these filters, is that their parameters
are re-used, as opposed to dense layers, whose parameters are used only once per input. This makes it easier to
work with higher dimensional data.

A convolutional layer usually has three more parameters to set: padding, stride and dilation. Padding has to do
with the fact that the output of a convolution has a smaller size than the input. If it is desired that the output
has the same size as the initial input, it is possible to pad the input with a border of zeros. This is often done in
image analysis. Stride is the step that the kernel makes between convolutions. A stride of nmeans that we move
the kernel n columns or rows between convolutions. Note that care needs to be taken when choosing n. In our
example, if we choose a stride of 3, the kernel does not “fit” into I anymore. Finally, dilation is an expansion of the
kernel operator [89]. In stead of keeping the parameters together, there is room between them. Let l denote the
dilation, then the new convolution becomes

Fl(m,n) =
∑
i

∑
j

I(m+ (l + 1)i, n+ (l + 1)j)K(i, j). (137)

So normal convolution has a dilation of zero. As an example, suppose we have a dilation of 1 and use I and K as
before. We get

F (1, 0) =

1∑
i=0

2∑
j=0

I(l+1)i+1,(l+1)jKi,j = I1,0K0,0 + I1,2K0,1 + I1,4K0,2 + I3,0K1,0 + I3,2K1,1 + I3,4K1,2. (138)

Dilation and stride can both be used to reduce the number of parameters, whereas only dilation can be used to
connect information on multiple scales.

6.1.2 Training: Loss Functions and Backpropagation

Given an NN, it should be clear that it is capable of approximating a function. However, with random initial weights
the network will not approximate the function we look for at all. So we need a way to adjust the weights of the
neurons in the network. In order to do so, we need some kind of measure of how “good” its output is compared
to what we want. This is where the loss or cost function, backpropagation and, usually, a lot of data come in. We
start with the former.

Let N : Rn → Rn denote a feed forward neural network. We assume we have two sets X and Y , both of size n.
They contain, respectively, input values for the network and the corresponding true values of the function we are
trying to approximate. An element y ∈ Y is called a target or answer vector. So for a corresponding pair xi ∈ X
and yi ∈ Y , we want N(xi) = ŷ ≈ yi. A loss or cost function is a function giving us an indication in what measure
this is actually true. Some examples are

1. Mean Squared Error (MSE) or L2 norm: l(y, ŷ) = 1
n

∑n
i=1(ŷi − yi)

2,

2. Mean Absolute Error (MAE) or L1 norm: l(y, ŷ) = 1
n

∑n
i=1 ‖ŷi − yi‖,

3. Cross Entropy for binary classification: l(y, ŷ) = − 1
n

∑n
i=1 yi log(ŷi) + (1− y) log(1− ŷi), where yi is the ith

element of binary vector y and ŷ is a vector with elements between zero and one.

The choice of the loss function depends on the application. For example, cross entropy is used for classification
networks whose output is a probability value between 0 and 1. The choice also depends on the data. In some
applications, it is possible that the input data contains a lot of outliers. Since the L2 norm is more sensitive to
outliers, these values will influence the NN more and the L1 norm might be more appropriate. In the end, we want
a small value for the loss function, as that means that we have N(xi) = ŷ ≈ yi.

We will minimize the loss function by using gradient descent with backpropagation to calculate the derivatives of
the NN. Backpropagation was introduced by Rumelhart [90]. In the simplest form, each parameter is updated with
gradient descent:

w′ = w − λ∂l(y, ŷ)

∂w
, (139)
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where l is the loss function, w is the current value of the parameter, w′ is the new value, and y, ŷ are the target
vector and output of the NN respectively. λ is called the learning rate. Computing N(xi) = ŷ is called forward
propagation, as it corresponds with the natural order of feeding input to the network and receiving the output.
Updating the weights is called backpropagation, as we go from the output and the loss function’s derivative back
to all the weights. When we say we train the network, we mean that we are predicting, backpropagating derivatives
and updating the networks’ weights.

Although it is not immediately clear from the notation, ∂l(y,ŷ)
∂w depends on the choice of activation function. One

particular problem that sometimes occurs is called the “vanishing gradient problem”, where during training the
gradient become so small that the weights are not updated anymore [91]. The activation functions that suffer from
this property are the sigmoidal functions as well as deep networks. It is easily seen by looking at Figure 43 that
this can happen for values of |x| > 3, since there the sigmoid function’s gradient is small. Conversely, exploding
gradients can also be a problem [91].

∂l
∂w can be computed with symbolic, numeric or automatic differentiation. Additionally, they can be derived manu-
ally, but this is a time consuming and error-prone endeavor. Numeric differentiation can be highly inaccurate, while
symbolic differentiation can lead to long, cryptic expressions and “expression swell” [92]. Automatic differentia-
tion uses the chain rule and the fact that computer programs are essentially a sequence elementary operations
and functions, e.g., addition, division, sin, log, etc.

There are three variants of gradient descent and they correspond to the amount of predicted values that we use:
ŷ. If we first compute ŷ for all available data and then update the weights, it is called batch gradient descent [93].
This can be very slow and intractable for datasets that do not fit into memory. Batch gradient descent always
converges a local minimum. Stochastic gradient descent (SGD), or online gradient descent, is at the other end of
the spectrum, where the weights are updated after just one prediction [93]. As the gradient is based on only one
prediction, it produces a high variance in the loss function. As opposed to batch gradient descent, SGD can jump
between local minima. Finally, mini-batch gradient descent is in between the two and updates the weights after a
subset of the training samples [93]. While the word batch seems to refer to the entire dataset, it is more commonly
used to describe the mini-batches for mini-batch gradient descent. Furthermore, besides the three variants of
gradient descent, there are also some different flavors. These include, from generally worse to better performance,
gradient descent with momentum [78, 94], Nesterov Accelerated Gradient [95], Adagrad [96], ADADELTA [97], and
ADAM [98]. See also [87, Chapter 8.5] for more information on how Adagrad, RMSProp, and ADAM. Besides training
the network in batches, the dataset is often fed into the network multiple times. The number of times this happens
is called the number of epochs. One forward and backward propagation of a batch is called an iteration. So if we
have 1000 samples, and a batch size of 200, it takes 5 iterations to complete one epoch.

The batch size, learning rate, size of the network layers, and the padding, stride, and dilation, of convolutional
layers, etc. are all called hyperparameters. The term parameters is already used to describe the NN’s weights,
which cannot be chosen, whereas the hyperparameters can.

Finally, we would like to spend a few words on data. Assuming a dataset with labeled data is available, not all of
it is used in training the network. It is split into a training and testing part. The former is used to train the network,
while the latter is used to validate its performance. While a rule of thumb for a test/train split is to use 70-80% for
training and 30-20% for validation, there are more options [99–101]. A common thread is that holding out too much
for validation leaves too little data for training and the reverse, that using too much for training does not allow us
to assess the trained model well. Finally, it is often advantageous to normalize the data to have zero mean and
variance 1 [102].

6.1.3 Overview of Applications

Usually, NN are used to learn patterns in large amounts of data. What these patterns and data are can vary greatly. It
can be in natural language processing to translate human languages [103], image recognition [104] or even learning
the game Go [105].

Besides these more common applications, NN are also used in more traditional engineering fields. It has been
used to represent the Finite Element Method (FEM), by placing neural units on the FEM elements and nodes, and
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connecting them according to the system equation in discrete form [106]. Instead of updating the weights, they
update the input to decrease the output error. In another paper, a neural network, Monte Carlo simulation and FEM
are combined to predict elastic properties of fabrics [107]. First, they construct a parametric geometrical model of
a textile and use FEM to compute the solution to a boundary value problem. This process is automated and used
to generate samples using Monte Carlo simulation. These samples are then used as training data for an NN, which
afterwards is able to predict elastic properties. Finally, a use ofNN in solidmechanics is themodeling of constitutive
behavior [108]. As the relationship between stress and strain is not linear, NN are suited to learn it. A difficulty in
this application is obtaining enough data to train the network. Other examples include predicting maximum spring
back for plate material [109], coupling proportional-integral-derivative control with a neural network for roll bending
[110], and predicting deflections of concrete beams [111]. We summarize that in these kind of applications, the NN
is often used as an addition to existing techniques and usually not the only tool used. Another area of research is
to solve partial differential equations for simulations. Usually, the partial differential equation is used in the loss
function, so the training is unsupervised [112–114].

The above examples show that NN are useful and are capable of approximating a wide range of functions. Besides
these practical examples, it is important to note that there have also been some theoretical results explaining why
NN work. The most important of which is the universal approximation theorem. It states that an arbitrary function
defined on [0, 1] can be arbitrarily well uniformly approximated by amultilayer feed-forward neural network with one
hidden layer using neurons with arbitrary activation functions in the hidden layer and a linear neuron in the output
layer [115]. It does not touch upon the learnability of the parameters of the NN though.

6.2 Solving Partial Differential Equations Using Neural Networks
Usually, an NN needs a large dataset in order to train it. However, the loss function does not necessarily need the
data, it merely needs some expression to minimize. We will use the method explained in [114], which does exactly
this.

We use the following definition of a differential equation:

G(x,Ψ(x),∇Ψ(x),∇2Ψ(x)) = 0, x ∈ D, (140)

subject to boundary conditions (BCs), where x = (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ Rd, D ⊂ Rd, denotes the definition domain with
boundary ∂D, and Ψ(x) the function to be computed. The domain is discretized into a set of points D̂ and we
obtain the discretized equation:

G(xi,Ψ(xi),∇Ψ(xi),∇2Ψ(xi)) = 0, xi ∈ D̂, (141)

subject to the BCs. To formulate this in terms of neural networks, letΨt(x,p) denote a trial solutionwith parameters
p. We obtain the following minimization problem

min
p

∑
xi∈D̂

G
(
xi,Ψt(xi,p),∇Ψt(xi,p),∇2Ψt(xi,p)

)2

, (142)

which is subject to the constraints imposed by the BCs. The trial solution contains the neural network and is written
as

Ψt(x,p) = A(x) + F (x)N(x,p), (143)
whereA(x) satisfies the boundary conditions, F (x) is zero when x ∈ ∂D andN(x,p) is a single-output feedforward
neural network. This way, the neural network does not interfere with the BCs and the trial solution always satisfies
them. It also means that Ψ : Rn → R.

6.2.1 Solving the Eikonal Equation

In Section 5.6.4, it is explained that the solution to the eikonal equation is the geodesic distance function. Since
the eikonal equation is a first order partial differential equation, we will formulate it such that we can find an ap-
proximation to its solution with a neural network. The eikonal equation is given by

|∇φ(x)| = 1, x ∈ D, (144a)
subject to φ(x) = 0, x ∈ Γ, (144b)
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where Γ is not necessarily the boundary of D, but the set containing the points to which the geodesic distance is
needed. We write the trial solution as

Ψt(x) = A(x) + F (x)N(x,p)

= F (x)N(x,p), (145)

where F (x) should be zero if x ∈ ∂D and A(x) = 0, as Ψt(x) = 0 for x ∈ ∂D. We rewrite the first order partial
differential equation to

G
(
x,Ψt(x,p),∇Ψt(x,p),∇2Ψt(x,p)

)
= G

(
∇Ψt(x,p)

)
= |∇Ψt(x)| − 1, (146)

and thus the minimization problem on the discretized domain is

min
p

∑
xi∈D̂

(
|∇Ψt(xi)| − 1

)2
. (147)

In the minimization (147), the gradient of the trial solution is present. This means that we need the gradient of
F (x)N(x,p):

∇Ψt(xi) = ∇
(
F (x)N(x,p)

)
,

= ∇F (x)N(x,p) + F (x)∇N(x,p). (148)

An expression for the kth derivative of N(x,p) with respect to component j of x ∈ Rn, in the case of a multilayer
perceptron with n input units, one hidden layer withH sigmoid units and one output unit, is provided in [114]:

∂kN

∂xkj
=

H∑
i=1

viw
k
ijσ

(k)(zi), (149)

where zi =
∑n
j=1 wijxj + bi. wij and bi, respectively, are the weight from input node j to sigmoid unit i and the bias

of that same sigmoid unit. vi is the weight of sigmoid unit i to the output node. σ(k) is the kth order derivative of
the sigmoid function.

We test whether the above works for a simple example. Let D = [0, 10] × [0, 10], and Γ = xγ . Since D ⊂ R2, we
have two input nodes for the neural network. The trial solution needs a function F such that F (xγ) = 0. We take
F (x) = ‖x− xγ‖. So then the trial solution is

Ψt(x) = ‖x− xγ‖N(x,p). (150)

We note that this should be a very easy function to approximate for the NN, as it should beN(x,p) = 1 for all x. Let
w be the matrix containing the weights from node j to sigmoid unit i and let v be the vector containing the weights
from the sigmoid units to the output node. Then

∇N(x,p) =

H∑
i=1

(
viwi1
viwi2

)
σ

(1)
i (zi),

where zi = wi1x1 + wi2x1 + bi and the first derivative of the sigmoid function is

σ(1)(x) = σ(x)(1− σ(x)).

The gradient of F is
∇F (x) =

x− xγ
‖x− xγ‖

.

So we obtain for the gradient of the trial solution:

∇Ψt(xi) =
x− xγ
‖x− xγ‖

N(x,p) + ‖x− xγ‖∇N(x,p).
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We train and test the network with 4000 and 1000 random points in D respectively and take xγ = (5, 5). We use
SGD with a learning rate of 0.01. We choose to use a simple NN with two input units, 10 neurons in the hidden layer
and one output node as in [114]. In Figure 45 the average loss value per epoch can be seen. In Figure 46a, the result
of the trial solution can be seen with respect to the actual distance, whereas in Figure 46b the prediction of the
network can be seen. We have found that the trial solution returns either only negative or only positive numbers,
so we take the absolute value. The reason lies in the fact that the eikonal equation can be minimal for either one.
Since the test and train set both follow the line x = y closely, and the spread is actually quite low, we conclude that
an NN can indeed learn the solution to the eikonal equation.
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Figure 45 Average loss value after each epoch during training.

To be able to use this technique for a curve in R2, we would have to make an adjustment. Namely, we have to take
the gradient of φ on the curve, so

|∇Sφ(x)| = 1, x ∈M,

subject to φ(x) = 0, x ∈ Γ.

However, we would get a network that is trained on one specific domain and would give accurate results only for
that domain. To be able to effectively use an NN for distance computations, we need something that can handle
an arbitrary curve. Hence, we do not continue this line of research.

6.2.2 Inflation

As a note, instead of using the neural network to find a distance function, we could also use it to immediately solve a
partial differential equation describing our problem. So we would have to write Equation (1) in the form of Equation
(140). To do so, we first need to define which function we are trying to approximate. As P ultimately depends on
the displacement via the deformation gradient tensor, we define Ψ to be the displacement. So Ψ is a function of X,
such that x = X + Ψ(X). Note that the deformation gradient tensor, is now equal to the Jacobian matrix of Ψ plus
the identity:

F = JΨ + I. (151)
As Ψ(X) is a vector containing x and y values, we have to adjust the loss function a bit. We obtain the following
minimization problem:

min
p

∑
xi∈D

‖ − 1

ρi
∇ ·Pi + Fp,i/mi‖2. (152)

As boundary condition, we fix one point to its initial location. Initial experimentation with a small neural network
with one hidden layer with 10 neurons and small number of vertices showed that sometimes the NN did seem to
learn the solution of the PDE. One of the tries that seemed to produce resonable results is shown in Figure 47.
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(a) Absolute value of the distance that the trial solution predicts
as a function of the true distance.
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(b) Prediction of the network. Note the small range of the y-axis.

Figure 46 Results of the trial solution and network prediction after training.

However, training took quite a bit of time due to the computation of second derivatives. For aforementioned figure,
training took over 30minutes. Furthermore, the loss decreased very slowly for the problem even in two dimensional
space. To say nothing of finding a learning rate and stresses going to infinity. Finally, we would not be able to reuse
anything. We would have to train a network for each preform we want to inflate. For these reasons, this line of
research was not investigated further either.

6.3 Neural Networks with Data: Curves
As the results in previous section did not show enough promise, we continue with a more traditional approach to
NN: use a lot of data to train the network. We start with curves in two dimensional space and then continue with
surfaces in three dimensional space.

6.3.1 Data

The input data is generated using Bézier curves. A Bézier curve is defined as follows [116]:

B(t) =

n∑
i=0

(
n

i

)
(1− t)n−itiPi, (153)

whereP0, . . . ,Pn are control points and 0 ≤ t ≤ 1. We use cubic Bézier curves, which are made using four random
control points in [0, 1]×[0, 1]. Note that generally not all control points lie on the curve. See Figure 48 for an example.
We sample the curve such that we end up with approximately evenly spaced points. The number of points that we
sample per curve is variable, so that the length between two consecutive vertices varies between curves. After
making a set of curves, a fixed number, k, of consecutive points is taken from each curve. k will also be the number
of input nodes in the neural network. We translate this subcurve such that its middle point is the origin. The length
of a curve is computed by summing the Euclidean distances between consecutive points. The matrix containing
the x and y coordinates as columns will be the input to the network.

6.3.2 Network Architecture and Complexity

Let k be the number of points of which we have the x and y coordinates. Then the input, x, is a k × 2 matrix. Let
ndense and nconv denote integer values. The network architecture is

• a dense layer of size (k, ndense),

• one convolutional layer with one filter of size (nconv, 2),

• one dense layer of size (ndense − nconv − 1, 1).
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(d) Loss value after each epoch during training.

Figure 47 Results of the NN with Equation (152) as loss function and with pressure = 1. The configuration has 60 points.

The first dense layer and the convolutional layer use the relu activation function, while the final dense layer uses the
identity function. We choose the relu, because it does not suffer from the vanishing gradient problem and generally
gives good results. The reasoning for the architecture, is that the first dense layer makes sure that all information
about the curve can be present in all the nodes used by the convolutional layer. The convolution is needed to go
from a ndense × 2 input to a (ndense − nconv − 1) × 1 output. The final dense layer is used to give us one number
representing the distance.

Now we know what the network looks like, we can say something about the complexity of the network. A dense
layer is comprised of a matrix multiplication, an addition and an activation function. Let n ×m be the size of the
input matrix and m × l be the size of the weight matrix of the dense layer. Then the matrix multiplication has
complexity O(nml). Adding the biases and applying the activation function are both O(nl). So a dense layer has
complexity O(nml + 2nl) = O(nml).

For a convolutional layer, obtaining the complexity is a bit more complicated, as it depends on the size of the input
tensor, whether we use padding, and which stride and dilation we choose. Also, it is comprised of several matrix
multiplications and may have multiple filters. We assume that the input is a matrix here, as that is also the case
we use. So let n×m be the size of the input matrix and p× l of the filters with p < n and l < m. Let f denote the
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Figure 48 Bezier curve with controlpoints.

number of filters. For each filter, the output width and height are [117]

W =
n− p− 2 ∗ P1

S1
+ 1, (154a)

H =
m− l − 2 ∗ P2

S2
+ 1, (154b)

where Pi and Si are the pad and stride parameters. In our case, Pi = 0 and Si = 1 for all i, so we getW = n− p+ 1
and H = m − l + 1. This means that we have to execute (n − p + 1)(m − l + 1) convolutions. One convolution
is O(lp) multiplications and O(lp − 1) additions, so in total O(lp). Finally, adding the biases and applying the
activation function are bothO((n− p+ 1)(m− l+ 1)). Hence, we have that one convolutional layer has complexity
O((n− p+ 1)(m− l + 1)lpf).

Using the above, we can compute the complexity of our network architecture. The terms containingm in the above
two paragraphs simplify, as we always have m = 2. The first dense layer is O(kndense), the convolutional layer
O((ndense−nconv + 1)(2− 2 + 1)2nconv) = O(ndensenconv−n2

conv) and the final dense layerO((ndense−nconv + 1)2) =
O(n2

dense + n2
conv). We also know that nconv < ndense, because a convolutional filter cannot be larger than the input,

so nconv = O(ndense). We conclude that the neural network has time complexity O(n2
dense + kndense).

6.3.3 Results

Here we show the results of training an NN for distance computations on curves. We use the ADAM optimizer [98].
The loss function that we use is the MSE. For the curves, we have chosen k = 21. For particles with less than 19
other particles between them, it is possible to interpolate and add a few extra points.

We start with a simple plot of the loss with respect to the number of batches. In Figure 49, we see that the loss
decreases with an increasing number of batches, and plateaus after around 60 batches (or 7.5 epochs). We also
see that our test and train set are very similar. This is no surprise, as they are bothmade with randomBeziér curves,
as explained in Section 6.3.1. However, we do not know whether the hyperparameters that we have chosen there
result in the lowest loss. Hence, we look at the loss value during training of the NN, with respect to ndense, nconv,
and the learning rate. We note that we trained and restarted the NN as often as necessary to obtain something that
made sensible predictions. One local minimum that the NN learned especially often, was the average length from
the training set.
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Figure 49 Plot of the loss as a function of the number of batches, for 20 epochs with a batch size of 1000. Parameters are:
λ = 0.01, ndense = 50, nconv = 5,

From Figure 50a, we conclude that 80 neurons seems to be a sensible choice for the number of neurons in the
dense layer, because the loss is low for the test set. The values for the loss on the train set is also quite similar.
However, in Section 6.3.2 we concluded that the number of neurons in the dense layer had a large effect on the
time complexity. So we choose ndense = 50 in the following, at the risk of overfitting slightly more than we would
with 80 neurons. For the size of the filter in the convolutional layer we look at Figure 50b. We choose nconv = 5, as
larger results in a higher or equally high loss. Finally, we look at Figure 50d and set the learning rate at 0.01.

With the parameters described in the previous paragraph, we train an NN for 10 epochs and look at how well it
performs. The network we train has a final loss value of 0.00113 and 0.00086 for the test and train set respectively
and a total of 1158 parameters. We note that we actually trained networkswith other values for the hyperparameters
and obtained similar loss values after training for sufficiently long. A difference we observed, was that the network
seemed to get stuck in local minima less often.

See Figure 52 for plots of the NN’s predictions with respect to the true distance, as well as the Euclidean distance.
While the Euclidean distance never overestimates, the NN has a less wide spread around the true distance. While
simply summing over the Euclidean distances of edges between vertices is more efficient, this shows that NN can
approximate the geodesic distance function.
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(a) Plot of the loss as a function of the number of neurons in
the dense layer after training for 20 epochs with a batch size of
1000. Parameters are: λ = 0.01, and nconv = 5.
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(b) Plot of the loss as a function of the filter size in the convo-
lutional layer after training for 20 epochs with a batch size of
1000. Parameters are: λ = 0.01, and ndense = 50.
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(c) Plot of the loss as a function of the batch size after training
for 20 epochs. Parameters are: λ = 0.01, nconv = 5 and ndense =
50.
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(d)Plot of the loss as a function of the learning rate after training
for 20 epochs with batch size 200. Parameters are: nconv = 5
and ndense = 50.

Figure 50 The loss of the NN during training, with respect to several hyperparameters.
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Figure 51 Plot of the loss as a function of the number of batches, for 10 epochs with a batch size of 200. Parameters are:
λ = 0.01, ndense = 50, nconv = 5,
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(a) Euclidean distance and model prediction for test and train sets.
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(b) NN prediction on the train set.
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(c) NN prediction on the test set.
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(d) Euclidean distance on the train set.
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(e) Euclidean distance on the test set.

Figure 52 Results of training the NN for distance computations on curves. We show the NN’s predictions, as well as the results
of the Euclidean distance on both the train and test set. The Euclidean distance is always an underestimate of the true distance,
while the NN has a much smaller spread around the target. There is little difference between the test and train set.
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Figure 53 Bezier surface.

6.4 Neural Networks with Data: Surfaces
6.4.1 Data

Similar to the 2D case, we can use Beziér surfaces, which are defined as [116]:

B(t, s) =

n∑
i=0

m∑
j=0

Bni (t)Bmj (s)Pi,j , (155)

where Bni (t) =
(
n
i

)
(1 − t)n−iti, Pi,j ∈ R3 are control points and 0 ≤ t, s ≤ 1. We use cubic Bézier surfaces, so

we have sixteen control points. Again, the control points generally do not lie on the surface. We want to avoid
the surface from self-intersecting, so we divide the unit square up into sixteen equally sized smaller squares. Each
control point’s x and y value is taken randomly in the small square, and their z value is between 0 and 1. The surface
is sampled with t and s in a rectangular grid. See Figure 53 for an example of such a Beziér surface.

For each surface, multiple pairs of points are chosen between which the distance is calculated using the heat
method from [74]. Let u, v be such a pair. After computing the distance between them, a subsurface is made
with a fixed number of points, k. k also determines the size of the input of the neural network. This subsurface
contains at least the shortest path over the edges between u and v, as found by Dijkstra’s algorithm. We translate
the subsurface such that u is placed in the origin. We make a matrix where the first three columns contain x, y
and z coordinates and the rest of the columns contain the vertex adjacency matrix of the subsurface. Then we
switch the rows such that u and v are always on the first and second row respectively. This way, the network gets
connectivity information as well as locations in space.

6.4.2 Network Architecture and Complexity

Let k be the number of points in the subsurface, then the input to the neural network is a k × (k + 3) matrix. The
first three columns are the x, y and z coordinates, the rest of the matrix is the vertex adjacency matrix.

The network architecture is as follows:

• one dense layer of size (k, ndense1),
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• second dense layer of size (ndense1, ndense2),

• a convolutional layer with f1 filters of size (nconv1, k + 3),

• a second convolutional layer with f1 filters of size (nconv2, 1),

• final dense layer (ndense2 − nconv1 − nconv2 + 2, 1).

All layers, except for the last one use the relu activation function, while the last layer uses the identity function. The
reasoning behind this choice is similar to the 2D one. We need convolutions to lower the number of dimensions of
our output. The reason we add a dense and convolutional layer, is that we expect this to be a more difficult task.
In image analyses it is very common to have many more convolutional layers, so if the size of the input is not too
large, this NN will stay reasonably sized [104].

For each layer, we compute the complexity:

• O(k(k + 3)ndense1),

• O(ndense2ndense1(k + 3)),

• O((ndense2 − nconv1 + 1)nconv1(k + 3)f1),

• O((ndense2 − nconv1 − nconv2 + 2)nconv2f1),

• O((ndense2 − nconv1 − nconv2 + 2)2).

We know that nconv1 < ndense2, so nconv1 = O(ndense2) and nconv2 < ndense2−nconv1+1, so nconv2 = O(ndense2−nconv1).
We conclude that O(ndense2 − nconv1 − nconv2 + 2) = O(ndense2 + nconv1 + ndense2 + nconv1) = O(ndense2). Thus the
complexity of the NN for surface geodesics is O(kf1n

2
dense2 + k2ndense1 + kndense1ndense2).

6.4.3 Results
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Figure 54 Plot of the loss as a function of the number of batches, for 5 epochs with a batch size of 200. Parameters are:
λ = 0.01, ndense1 = 50, ndense2 = 50, nconv1 = 10, nconv1 = 10, and f = 5.

Here we show the results of training an NN for distance computations on surfaces. Again we use the ADAM
optimizer and the MSE as loss function. For surfaces, choosing k is less simple than is the case for curves. On one
hand, the input size depends on k2, as well as the time complexity, so we want k to be small. On the other hand,
we would like this NN to be usable for SPH and a too small number inhibits this use. As a trade-off between these
two considerations, we chose k = 50.
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(a) Plot of the loss as a function of the number of neurons in
the first dense layer. Parameters are: λ = 0.01, ndense2 = 50,
nconv1 = 5, nconv2 = 5.
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(b) Plot of the loss as a function of the number of neurons in
the second dense layer. Parameters are: λ = 0.01, ndense1 = 30,
nconv1 = 5, nconv2 = 5.
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(c) Plot of the loss as a function of the filter size in the first
convolutional layer. Parameters are: λ = 0.01, ndense1 = 30,
ndense2 = 30, nconv2 = 5, and f = 5.
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(d) Plot of the loss as a function of the filter size in the second
convolutional layer. Parameters are: λ = 0.01, ndense1 = 30,
ndense2 = 30, nconv1 = 5, and f = 5.

As in the 2D case, we start with a simple plot of the loss with respect to the number of batches. We use the
hyperparameters that we found in the previous section: ndense1 = ndense2 = 50, nconv1 = nconv2 = 5, λ = 0.01, and
a batch size of 200. The number of filters, f , we start with is 5. In Figure 54, we see that the loss decreases with
an increasing number of batches, and plateaus before 50 batches (or 2.5 epochs). Again, the test and train set are
very similar, for the same reason as before. To see whether different hyperparameters result in a lower loss, we
look at the loss value during training of the NN. We will vary ndense1, ndense2, nconv1 and nconv2. We note that we had
to restart training a lot, as the NN got stuck in local minima more often than in the 2D case.

We start with the number of neurons in the first dense layer. In Figure 55a we see that the loss suddenly drops for
30 neurons. As we know from Section 6.4.2 that the time complexity depends heavily on the size of the first layer,
we prefer to keep is as small as possible. So we choose ndense1 = 30. For the number of neurons in the second
layer we look at Figure 55b and see that its size seems to not matter that much. Again, we want ndense2 to be small.
We choose ndense1 = 30, because we do not seem to be overfitting there, while not having a too big value either. We
continue with the convolutional layers. See Figure 55c for the filter size in the first convolutional layer. It is quite
clear that nconv1 = 5 looks like the best choice. The loss for the filter size of the second convolutional layer can be
seen in Figure 55d. Again, nconv2 = 5 has the lowest test loss value.

We train a network with the values of the hyperparameters as found in the previous paragraph. The result is an NN
with a final train and test loss of 0.612 and 0.684, respectively, and 3839 parameters. See Figure 56 for plots of
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(e) Plot of the loss as a function of number of filters in the
convolutional layers. Parameters are: λ = 0.01, ndense1 = 30,
ndense2 = 30, nconv1 = 5 and nconv2 = 5.

Figure 55 The loss of the NN after training for 5 epochs with a batch size of 200, with respect to several hyperparameters.

the NN’s predictions with respect to the true distance, as well as the Euclidean distance. We see that the spread
for the NN predictions is a lot larger than in the 2D case. Furthermore, we now also see some points for which the
NN’s prediction is lower than the Euclidean distance. Above all, an interesting observation is that there appear to
be points for which the Euclidean distance is higher than the true distance, which is impossible. The explanation
for this is that we computed the true distances with the heat method, which returns an approximation to the true
distance. So our truth vector does not contain the actual geodesic distance. Additionally, the fact that the Euclidean
distance is such a good approximation of the geodesic distance, seems to suggest that our data contains many
pairs of points between which the geodesic is approximately a straight line.
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(a) Euclidean distance and model prediction for test and train sets.
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(b) NN prediction on the train set.
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(c) NN prediction on the test set.
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(d) Euclidean distance on the train set.
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(e) Euclidean distance on the test set.

Figure 56 Results of training the NN for distance computations on curves. We show the NN’s predictions, as well as the results
of the Euclidean distance on both the train and test set. The Euclidean distance is not always an underestimate of the true distance
here, because the true distances are actually approximations generated by the heat method. The NN has a larger spread around
the target than the Euclidean distance has. There is little difference between the test and train set.
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6.5 Neural Networks for Approximate Computing
We end this section with a couple of observations about SPH and NN. Recall that the output of an NN is a nonlinear
function that depends on the input. A single node, with e.g. a ReLU activation function, in the first layer is not
that complicated, while a neuron further down the NN is. Its input is already the result of a nonlinear function. So
suppose we have an NN with several layers and with a single output neuron, which has a linear activation function
and no bias. We can write the output as follows

N(x) =
∑
j

wjΨ(xj). (156)

Now, we look back at the smoothed approximations of the deformation gradient tensor and the acceleration:

Fi =
∑
j∈Hi

mj

ρj
(uj − ui)⊗∇iWij + I, (72, revisited)

dvi
dt

=
∑
j∈Hi

mj(
Pi
ρ2
i

+
Pj
ρ2
j

)∇iWij + (Fp + Fµ)/mi. (73, revisited)

As the first Piola Kirchhoff stress tensor depends on the deformation in a nonlinear way, as discussed in Section
2.3.1, dvi

dt is the result of a nonlinear function. Considering the above and the fact that it has previously been shown
that NN are capable of predicting concrete deflection [111], it is not a stretch to suppose that we can employ an NN
to determine the deformation of a preform. We want an NN that does so locally, so for a given node, a fixed number
of additional neighbors are used as input. This allows the NN to take derived quantities like curvature into account,
as these locally determine shape. The NN would depend on the current and initial (local) configuration. We would
use the NN to predict the acceleration due to the stress and get the following formulation:

dvi
dt

= Ψ(ix,iX) + (Fp + Fµ)/mi, (157)

where ix and iX are matrices containing the k nearest neighbors of xi in the current and initial configuration re-
spectively.

Training the network could happen based on real world data, possible augmented with data from simulations. The
advantage of using experimental data is that this route avoids modeling difficult material behavior. Additionally, an
NN might be much faster than conventional methods in producing results after training.
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7 Comparison between SPH, FEM and Young-Laplace
In this section, our SPH implementation is applied to a sphere. We compare the results for small strains to the
analytical solution of the Young-Laplace equation, and for both small and large strains to a FEM analysis.

7.1 Young-Laplace Equation
The Young-Laplace equation describes the pressure difference between two static fluids, due to surface tension
or wall tension, the latter of which is only valid for thin walls. Under the assumption that the preform is a thin
membrane and neglecting any bending stiffness, we can use the Young-Laplace equation to find an analytical
solution to the inflation of a sphere, as it allows us to relate the pressure difference, stress and the shape to each
other. The equation is

∆p = γ

(
1

R1
+

1

R2

)
, (158)

where ∆p is the pressure difference, γ is the wall tension and Ri are the principal radii of curvature. Since we look
at a sphere, R1 = R2 and we get

∆p =
2γ

R
. (159)

LetR0 denote the initial radius of the sphere. We can obtain the wall tension by computing the stress in the sphere
and using the thickness, δ. Let θ be the central angle between two points on the sphere with radius R0. The
geodesic distance between the two points is l0 = θR0. If the radius increases with ∆R, the new distance becomes
l∆ = θ(R0 + ∆R). This means that the Cauchy strain is

ε =
l∆
l0
− 1 =

θ(R0 + ∆R)

θR0
− 1 =

∆R

R0
, (160)

which is independent of the original choice of the two points. Hence, the stress in a point on the sphere is indepen-
dent of location. We compute the wall tension by multiplying the stress with the thickness [8]:

γ = σ(ε)δ. (161)

This means that we can compute ∆R for a given ∆p and R0:

∆p =
2γ

R
=

2δσ(∆R
R0

)

R0 + ∆R
. (162)

For small strains, we assume that the stress is linearly elastic, so σ(ε) = kε, and that the thickness δ is constant:

∆p =
2δk∆R

R0

R0 + ∆R
, (163)

which we rewrite to
∆R =

∆pR2
0

2δk −∆pR0
. (164)

Sadly, due to the tensile instability in the three dimensional SPH case, we can only compare two dimensional prob-
lems. We also get a slightly different Young-Laplace equation, because there is only one radius of curvature:

∆p =
γ

R1
. (165)

So the expression for the increase in radius becomes

∆R =
∆pR2

0

δk −∆pR0
. (166)
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Figure 57 Result of Equation (166) with the parameters of Table 1 for R0 ∈ {0.015, 0.02, 0.025}.

7.2 Comparison
To compare the two methods, we will use a silicone rubber balloon’s material parameters. They are listed in Table
2, where the Lamé parameters are computed with Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio and rounded to three digits:

λ =
Eν

(1 + ν)(1− 2ν)
, (167)

µ =
E

2(1 + ν)
. (168)

For SPH and FEM we use the Saint Venant-Kirchhoff material law. To find a value for k, the spring constant needed
for the Young-Laplace equation, we consider the following. The second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor is

S = λTr(E) + 2µE =

(
λ(E11 + E22) + 2µE11 2µE12

2µE21 λ(E11 + E22) + 2µE22

)
(169)

However, this is for a surface in two dimensions. We are actually dealing with a curve, a one dimensional object.
Hence, S12 = S21 = S22 = 0 and we take k = λ+ 2µ.

In Figure 57 we can see the increase of the radius as a function of the pressure difference as computed with the
Young-Laplace equation, FEM and SPH, for a circle with initial radius 1. We see that the radius increases linear
with the pressure for all three methods. For SPH, the radius at first seems to oscillate, but this is the result of the
pressure and elastic forces not being balanced there yet. The three methods do not actually agree on the result of
inflation. The reason may be that Equation (166) does not take into account the changing thickness of the material
during inflation, resulting in a lower radius increase. Similarly, while the density of SPH is computed each time step,
the values for the Lamé parameters are fixed during computation. Results more similar to FEM might be obtained
by doing so.
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8 Conclusion and Discussion
In this thesis, we investigated the numerical approximation of inflating hyperelastic 3D printed preforms. We show
a two dimensional example computed with FEM. While neural networks are sometimes used to fit parameters for
material models with experimental data, FEM does not allow us to easily use this data in another way to improve
the material model. Next, we find that MSS are a quick and easy way to simulate the inflation of a membrane, and
give an intuition about the effects of different types of springs on the inflation. However, they require too much
manual intervention and are based on heuristics. Additionally, they use a small amount of neighboring vertices, the
amount of which varies per vertex.

So we use SPH as a middle way, because it has a solid physical basis and is not dependent on a mesh. Since we
model the preforms asmanifolds of one dimension less than the spatial dimension, we adapt the SPH formulation.
In particular, we find a way to express the gradient of the kernel, which lives on the manifold, with respect to the
spatial variables. We also use the geodesic distance instead of the Euclidean to compute the distance between
particles, in order to not overestimate the importance of particles.

We obtain results for two and three dimensional configurations. In two dimensions we see that the cubic B-spline
kernel and using an adaptive smoothing length suffer more from what seems to be the tensile instability than
the Wendland kernel and a fixed smoothing length. We also find that correcting the gradient does not affect the
results. In the three dimensional case, inflating the preform becomes even more difficult, even for a simple sphere.
A comparison between the Young-Laplace equation, FEM and SPH shows that they are all linear for small strains,
but do not agree on the increase in radius of a circle with respect to the pressure.

Since we eventually want to remove the need to use material models, we investigate the use of Neural Networks.
We have shown that we can solve partial differential equations. Solving the eikonal or governing equation using NN,
however, reuses little information and training is too slow to effectively use this. The NN for distance computations
which were trained with data worked well. In the case of curves, it approximated the true distance quite well. For
surfaces we found that the network was able to learn the distance, but the Euclidean distance seemed to better
approximate the true distance. There are two possible explanations. The first is the algorithm with which the truth
vector is generated, and the second is that the geodesics between the points on the test and train surfaces are ap-
proximately straight lines. Still, we are convinced that, given more accurate data, a NN is capable of approximating
the geodesic distance function.

Finally, we compare the SPH formulation and a NN formulation, where the aim of the NN formulation is to avoid
material models altogether. The NNwould be trained on experimental data, and be used to predict the acceleration
due to the deformation.
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Appendix
In the following pages, the code written for the thesis is presented. Everything, except for the FEM analysis, is
written in Julia version 0.6.3 [118]. Especially since Julia recently released version 1.0, we list here which packages
were used together with their version number:

Flux for the neural networks, version 0.5.3 [119],

libigl for the ARAP parametrization [120],

StaticArrays, version 0.7.2,

Roots, version 0.6.0,

Plots, version 0.17.4,

PyCall, version 1.17.1,

PyPlot, version 2.6.0,

BSON, version 0.1.3,

SimpleWeightedGraphs, version 0.4.1,

LightGraphs, version 0.12.0.

Not all packages are needed to run one file. At the start of the document, all packages used are listed after the
keyword “using”. As a final note, there is quite a bit of code duplication. The reason is to keep dependencies per
application as light as possible. So, e.g., the Mass-Spring System code only depends on PyPlot and StaticArrays
and not also PyCall.

For the FEM analysis, we used Python version 3.6 with the package nutils, version 2.0 [28].

A Mass-Spring System

Listing 1 Demo file using BlowLogicSpring.jl.� �
1 println("@@@ STARTING")
2
3 include("BlowLogicSpring.jl")
4 using BlowLogicSpring
5 bls = BlowLogicSpring
6 using FileIO
7
8 ρ = 10.
9 k = 500

10 h = .02
11
12 # Creation of spring types
13
14 linear = bls.Linear(ρ, k)
15 hyper1 = bls.Hyper1(ρ, k)
16 hyper2 = bls.Hyper2(ρ, k)
17 hyper3 = bls.Hyper3(ρ, k)
18 hyper4 = bls.Hyper4(ρ, k)
19
20 spring = hyper4
21
22 # Creation via filename
23 filename = "../data/teddy2"
24 teddy = bls.BlowSim{typeof(spring)}(filename, spring, h, zerobased = false);
25 # Or via loading vertices and faces in another way:
26 plane = load("../data/plane_with_crosslinks.obj")
27 V = [Array(vertex) for vertex in plane.vertices]
28 F = [Array{Int64,1}(face) for face in plane.faces]
29 plane = bls.BlowSim{typeof(spring)}(V, F, spring, h)
30
31 plane2 = load("../data/plane_with_crosslinks_fine.obj")
32 V = [Array(vertex) for vertex in plane2.vertices]
33 F = [Array{Int64,1}(face) for face in plane2.faces]
34 plane2 = bls.BlowSim{typeof(spring)}(V, F, spring, h)
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35
36 spot = load("../data/spot_triangulated.obj")
37 V = [Array(vertex) for vertex in spot.vertices]
38 F = [Array{Int64,1}(face) for face in spot.faces]
39 spot = bls.BlowSim{typeof(spring)}(V, F, spring, h)
40
41 # Parameters
42 mesh = deepcopy(spot)
43 pressure = .5
44 µ = .01 # artificial friction
45 timestep = 0.001
46 j = 0
47 Niter = 1000
48
49 for i = 1:Niter
50 stop, fp, fs, ff, ε = bls.inflate!(mesh, pressure, µ, timestep)
51 if any(isnan, mesh.V)
52 println("Found NaN, quitting inflation at iteration $j")
53 break
54 end
55 if all(stop)
56 println("Stopping inflation, due to force balance, at iteration $j.")
57 break
58 end
59 j +=1
60 end
61
62 # Uncomment and use at own risk: Makie does not work for me
63 # bls.showmesh(teddy.V, elasticteddy.F)
64 bls.showplot(mesh.V, mesh.F, p = pressure, µ = µ, dt = timestep, nsteps = j)
65
66 bls.showplot(mesh.V, mesh.F, p = pressure, µ = µ, dt = timestep, nsteps = j,
67 meshname = "mesh2", save = true, spring = spring)� �

Listing 2 The main Mass-Spring System code.� �
1 module BlowLogicSpring
2
3 using StaticArrays
4 # Plotting. Makie does not work currently for me.
5 # using Makie, Colors, GeometryTypes
6 using PyPlot
7
8 const Vec = SVector{3,Float64}
9 const Edge = SVector{2, Int}

10 const Face = SVector{3, Int}
11
12 const VectorList = Array{Vec,1}
13 const EdgeList = Array{Edge,1}
14 const FaceList = Array{Face,1}
15 const ScalarList = Array{Float64,1}
16
17 const IntList = Array{Int64,1}
18 const IntIntList = Array{Array{Int64,1},1}
19
20 #import Base.isless
21
22 function edge_lt(e1 :: Edge, e2 :: Edge)
23 e1[1] < e2[1] || (e1[1] == e2[1] && e1[2] < e2[2])
24 end
25
26 function load_vertices(filename :: String)
27 # Read as matrix
28 Vmat = readdlm(filename)
29 # Convert to VectorList
30 [Vec(Vmat[i,:]) for i in 1:size(Vmat,1)]
31 end
32
33 function load_faces(filename :: String; zerobased :: Bool = true)
34 # Read as matrix and convert to 1 based numbering if needed
35 Fmat = readdlm(filename) + 1 * zerobased
36 # Convert to FaceList
37 [Face(Fmat[i,:]) for i in 1:size(Fmat,1)]
38 end
39
40 function ordered_edge(v1 :: Int, v2 :: Int)
41 Edge(minmax(v1, v2)...)
42 end
43
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44 function extract_edges(F :: FaceList)
45 E = EdgeList()
46 for f in F
47 push!(E, ordered_edge(f[1], f[2]))
48 push!(E, ordered_edge(f[2], f[3]))
49 push!(E, ordered_edge(f[3], f[1]))
50 end
51
52 # Return without duplicates
53 unique(sort(E, lt=edge_lt), 1)
54 end
55
56 """Create an array of arrays containing at index v the indices of the faces
57 adjacent to v"""
58 function build_face_map(nv :: Int, F :: FaceList)
59 fmap = [IntList() for k in 1:nv]
60
61 for (k, f) in enumerate(F)
62 push!(fmap[f[1]], k)
63 push!(fmap[f[2]], k)
64 push!(fmap[f[3]], k)
65 end
66
67 fmap
68 end
69
70 """
71 Compute the edge maps: for each vertex, finds its adjacent edges. This function
72 returns two maps: one with edges going out of the vertex (positive direction)
73 and one incident to the vertex (negative direction)
74 """
75 function build_edge_maps(nv :: Int, E :: EdgeList)
76 emap_pos = [IntList() for k in 1:nv]
77 emap_neg = [IntList() for k in 1:nv]
78
79 for (k,e) in enumerate(E)
80 push!(emap_pos[e[1]], k)
81 push!(emap_neg[e[2]], k)
82 end
83
84 emap_pos, emap_neg
85 end
86
87 """
88 Compute the edge to face map. Given the index of an edge, returns the faces
89 adjacent to that edge.
90 """
91 function build_edge_facemap(E :: EdgeList, fmap :: IntIntList)
92 edge_fmap = [IntList() for k in 1:length(E)]
93 for (k, e) in enumerate(E)
94 # The faces adjacent to an edge are the shared faces of its vertices
95 edge_fmap[k] = intersect(fmap[e[1]], fmap[e[2]])
96 end
97 edge_fmap
98 end
99

100 """
101 Method to compute boundary vertices of a mesh. Returns boundary vertex indices.
102 Returns empty arrays if the mesh is watertight.
103 """
104 function computeboundary(E :: EdgeList, edge_fmap :: IntIntList)
105 boundary_vertices = IntList()
106 for (k, faces) in enumerate(edge_fmap)
107 len = length(faces)
108 # If the edge is adjacent to just once face, it is on the boundary
109 if len == 1
110 push!(boundary_vertices, E[k][1], E[k][2])
111 elseif len == 0 || len == 2
112 continue
113 else
114 error("Edge $k shares more than two faces: $faces.")
115 end
116 end
117 sort(unique(boundary_vertices))
118 end
119
120 abstract type SpringMaterial
121 end
122
123 struct Linear <: SpringMaterial
124 ρ :: Float64 # Density
125 k :: Float64 # Spring constant
126 name :: String
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127 Linear(ρ, k) = new(ρ, k, "linear")
128 end
129
130 struct Hyper1 <: SpringMaterial
131 ρ :: Float64 # Density
132 k :: Float64 # Spring constant
133 name :: String
134 Hyper1(ρ, k) = new(ρ, k, "hyper1")
135 end
136
137 struct Hyper2 <: SpringMaterial
138 ρ :: Float64 # Density
139 k :: Float64 # Spring constant
140 name :: String
141 Hyper2(ρ, k) = new(ρ, k, "hyper2")
142 end
143
144 struct Hyper3 <: SpringMaterial
145 ρ :: Float64 # Density
146 k :: Float64 # Spring constant
147 name :: String
148 Hyper3(ρ, k) = new(ρ, k, "hyper3")
149 end
150
151 struct Hyper4 <: SpringMaterial
152 ρ :: Float64 # Density
153 k :: Float64 # Spring constant
154 name :: String
155 Hyper4(ρ, k) = new(ρ, k, "hyper4")
156 end
157
158 # Hooke's law and get functions for material parameters
159 stress(mat :: Linear, ε :: Float64) = mat.k * ε
160 stress(mat :: Hyper1, ε :: Float64) = mat.k * (ε - .5 * exp(-4. * (ε - 1.)ˆ2))
161 stress(mat :: Hyper2, ε :: Float64) =
162 mat.k * (ε - .9 * (ε - .5)*(ε > .5) + 2. * (ε - 1.)*(ε > 1.))
163 stress(mat :: Hyper3, ε :: Float64) =
164 mat.k * (log(ε + 1)*(ε < e - 1.) + (ε âĽě e - 1.))
165 stress(mat :: Hyper4, ε :: Float64) = mat.k * (.33*εˆ3 - 1.*εˆ2 + 1.5*ε)
166 density(material :: SpringMaterial) = material.ρ
167 springconstant(material :: SpringMaterial) = material.k
168
169 mutable struct BlowSim{T<:SpringMaterial}
170
171 material :: T
172
173 # Number of vertices, faces and edges
174 nv :: Int64
175 nf :: Int64
176 ne :: Int64
177
178 # Convenient representation of the mesh
179 V :: VectorList
180 F :: FaceList
181 E :: EdgeList
182
183 # Lookup tables
184 fmap :: IntIntList
185 emap_pos :: IntIntList
186 emap_neg :: IntIntList
187 edge_fmap :: IntIntList
188 boundary :: IntList
189 interior :: IntList
190
191 #
192 # Derived geometric quantities (normals, areas, lengths)
193 #
194
195 Nf :: VectorList
196 Af :: ScalarList
197
198 Te :: VectorList
199 Le :: ScalarList
200
201 Nv :: VectorList
202 Av :: ScalarList
203
204 Vf :: ScalarList
205
206 #
207 # Dynamic parameters
208 #
209 ρ :: Float64
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210 Le0 :: ScalarList # Edge lengths at rest
211 M :: ScalarList # Vertex mass
212 U :: VectorList # Vertex velocity
213 Vold :: VectorList # Vertex initial location
214
215 function BlowSim{T}(V :: VectorList, F :: FaceList,
216 material :: T, h :: Float64) where T <: SpringMaterial
217 self = new()
218
219 self.material = material
220 self.ρ = density(material)
221
222 # Load mesh
223 self.V = V
224 self.nv = length(self.V)
225 self.F = F
226 self.nf = length(self.F)
227 self.E = extract_edges(self.F)
228 self.ne = length(self.E)
229
230 # Create look up tables
231 self.fmap = build_face_map(self.nv, self.F)
232 self.emap_pos, self.emap_neg = build_edge_maps(self.nv, self.E)
233 self.edge_fmap = build_edge_facemap(self.E, self.fmap)
234 self.boundary = computeboundary(self.E, self.edge_fmap)
235 self.interior = setdiff(1:self.nv, self.boundary)
236
237 # Pre-allocate space for derived gemoetrical information
238 self.Nf = VectorList(self.nf) # face normals
239 self.Af = ScalarList(self.nf) # Face areas
240
241 self.Te = VectorList(self.ne) # edge tangentials
242 self.Le = ScalarList(self.ne) # edge lengths
243
244 self.Nv = VectorList(self.nv) # vertex normals
245 self.Av = ScalarList(self.nv) # vertex areas
246
247 # Compute derived geometric variables
248 update_geometry!(self)
249
250 # Compute mass, initial velocity, old position and face initial volume
251 self.M = self.Av .* self.ρ * h
252 self.U = zeros(Vec, self.nv)
253 self.Vold = deepcopy(self.V)
254 self.Vf = h * self.Af
255
256 # Fix start lengths
257 self.Le0 = deepcopy(self.Le)
258
259 return self
260 end
261
262 function BlowSim{T}(filename :: String, material :: T, h :: Float64;
263 zerobased :: Bool = true) where T
264 # Read from file
265 V = load_vertices(filename * "-V.txt")
266 F = load_faces(filename * "-F.txt", zerobased = zerobased)
267 BlowSim{T}(V, F, material, h)
268 end
269
270 function BlowSim{T}(V :: Array{Array{Float32,1},1},
271 F :: Array{Array{Int64,1},1},
272 material, h :: Float64) where T
273 V = [Vec(vertex) for vertex in V]
274 F = [Face(face) for face in F]
275 BlowSim{T}(V, F, material, h)
276 end
277 end
278
279 function update_faces!(b :: BlowSim)
280 for (k, f) in enumerate(b.F)
281 v :: Vec = b.V[f[2]] - b.V[f[1]]
282 w :: Vec = b.V[f[3]] - b.V[f[1]]
283
284 b.Nf[k] = cross(v, w)
285
286 mag = norm(b.Nf[k])
287 b.Nf[k] /= mag
288 b.Af[k] = 0.5 * mag
289 end
290 end
291
292 function update_edges!(b :: BlowSim)
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293 for (k, e) in enumerate(b.E)
294 b.Te[k] = b.V[e[2]] - b.V[e[1]]
295 b.Le[k] = norm(b.Te[k])
296 b.Te[k] /= b.Le[k]
297 end
298 end
299
300 function update_vertices!(b :: BlowSim)
301 for k = 1:b.nv
302 Ns = Vec(0.0, 0.0, 0.0)
303 As = 0.0
304
305 for f in b.fmap[k]
306 As += b.Af[f]
307 Ns += b.Af[f] * b.Nf[f]
308 end
309
310 b.Av[k] = As / 3.0
311 b.Nv[k] = Ns / norm(Ns)
312 end
313 end
314
315 """
316 Function to approximate the width belonging to an edge. Here, it assumes
317 that the volume of a face doet not change during inflation.
318 """
319 function edge_area(b :: BlowSim)
320 Ae = ScalarList(b.ne)
321 nsamples = 20
322 for (k, e) in enumerate(b.E)
323 Ae[k] = 0.
324 # The width is the height of a rectangle with area equal to 1/3
325 # of the area of the faces, divided by the edge length
326 Ae[k] = (sum(b.Vf[b.edge_fmap[k]])) / (3. * b.Le[k])
327 end
328 Ae
329 end
330
331 distanceline(v :: Vec, p :: Vec, d :: Vec) = norm(v - p - dot(v - p, d)*d)
332
333 function update_geometry!(b :: BlowSim)
334 update_faces!(b)
335 update_edges!(b)
336 update_vertices!(b)
337 end
338
339 function inflate!(b :: BlowSim, pressure :: Float64, µ :: Float64, dt :: Float64

)
340
341 # Update normals etc
342 update_geometry!(b)
343
344 # Spring forces in each edge
345 ε :: ScalarList = b.Le ./ b.Le0 - 1.0
346 Ae :: ScalarList = edge_area(b)
347 σ :: ScalarList = stress.(b.material, ε)
348
349 # dt squared
350 dt2 = dt * dt
351
352 # stopping criterion
353 stop = Array{Bool, 1}(length(b.interior))
354 fill!(stop, false)
355
356 # To compute average forces and strain during inflation
357 fp, fs, ff, strain = 0., 0., 0., 0.
358
359 @inbounds for (k, v) in enumerate(b.interior)
360 # Pressure force
361 Fp = pressure * b.Nv[v] * b.Av[v]
362
363 # Collect spring force from edges to vertices
364 Fs = Vec(0.0, 0.0, 0.0)
365 for ep in b.emap_pos[v]
366 t = b.Te[ep]
367 t *= σ[ep] * Ae[ep]
368 Fs += t
369 end
370 for en in b.emap_neg[v]
371 t = b.Te[en]
372 t *= σ[en] * Ae[en]
373 Fs -= t
374 end
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375
376 # Friction forces
377 Ff = -µ .* b.U[v]
378
379 # Acceleration
380 a = (Fp + Fs + Ff) / b.M[v]
381
382 # Verlet update
383 Vnew = 2.0 * b.V[v] - b.Vold[v] + a * dt2
384
385 # Averages
386 fp += norm(Fp)
387 fs += norm(Fs)
388 ff += norm(Ff)
389
390 # Swap V and Vold
391 b.Vold[v] = b.V[v]
392 b.V[v] = Vnew
393
394 # Speed update
395 b.U[v] = (b.V[v] - b.Vold[v]) ./ dt
396
397 # Track whether we can stop yet
398 if norm(Fp + Fs + Ff) < 1e-13
399 stop[k] = true
400 elseif norm(b.Vold[v] - Vnew) < 1e-13
401 stop[k] = true
402 end
403 end
404 stop, fp/b.nv, fs/b.nv, ff/b.nv, sum(ε) / b.ne
405 end
406
407 """ Plotting functions """
408 # function showmesh(V :: VectorList, F :: FaceList)
409 # nv = length(V)
410 # nf = length(F)
411 # V = [Point3f0(V[i]) for i in 1:nv]
412 # F = [GLTriangle(F[i]) for i in 1:nf]
413 # mesh = GLNormalMesh(V, F)
414 #
415 # scene = Scene(color=:white)
416 # Makie.wireframe(mesh, linewidth=2f0, color=:gray)
417 # Makie.mesh(mesh, color=:darkgray)
418 #
419 # pos = map(mesh.vertices, mesh.normals) do p, n
420 # p => p .+ (normalize(n) .* 4f0)
421 # end
422 # # linesegment(pos, color=RGBA(0.5,0.5,1.0,0.8))
423 #
424 # center!(scene)
425 # scene
426 # end
427
428 function showplot(VL :: VectorList, F :: FaceList;
429 spring :: SpringMaterial = Linear(1., 10.), p = 0., µ = 0.1, dt = 0.001,
430 nsteps = 0, meshname = "mesh", save :: Bool = false)
431 F = [f[i]-1 for f in F, i=1:3] # minus 1, because PyPlot is Python
432 xs = ScalarList(length(VL))
433 ys = ScalarList(length(VL))
434 zs = ScalarList(length(VL))
435 for (k, v) in enumerate(VL)
436 xs[k] = v[1]
437 ys[k] = -v[3]
438 zs[k] = v[2]
439 end
440 fig = figure()
441 plot_trisurf(xs, ys, zs, triangles = F, edgecolor = "white", linewidth =.5)
442 #, color="white", alpha=0., edgecolor = "gray")
443 s = round(nsteps*dt, 2)
444 title("Spot after $s seconds, with pressure $p and µ = $µ")
445 xlabel("x-axis")
446 ylabel("y-axis")
447 zlabel("z-axis")
448 # axis("off")
449
450 # gca()[:set_zlim](0., 1.)
451 gca()[:view_init](elev=10., azim=0.)
452 gca()[:grid](false)
453 k = spring.k
454 if save
455 savefig(meshname*"_$p"*"_$µ"*"_$dt"*"_$nsteps"*spring.name*"_$k.pdf")
456 end
457 show()
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458 end
459
460 end # module BlowLogicSpring� �

B Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics
B.1 2D Code

Listing 3 Demo file using SPH2D.jl� �
1 println("@@@ STARTING")
2
3 include("SPH2D.jl")
4
5 using SPH2D
6 using Plots
7
8 L = 6.
9 nv = 200

10 ngv = 40
11 h = 0.4
12 # Can choose between circle, square, ellipse, squircle, circlearc, parabola and

line.
13 shape = "squircle"
14 rho = 1.0
15
16 kernelname = "wendland"
17 fixedlength = SPH2D.Fixed(h, kernelname)
18 adaptivelength = SPH2D.Adaptive(nv, kernelname)
19
20 λ = 8.11e6
21 µ = 9.6e5
22 δ = 2.54e-4
23 balloon = SPH2D.LinearElastic(rho, δ*λ, δ*µ)
24
25 smoothinglength = fixedlength
26 material = balloon
27
28 println("--- Warming up")
29 b = SPH2D.BlowSim{typeof(material), typeof(smoothinglength)}(
30 nv, ngv, L, δ, material, smoothinglength, shape);
31 println();
32 SPH2D.inflate!(b, 10., 0.00001, 0.02)
33
34 print("--- Creation:")
35 b = SPH2D.BlowSim{typeof(material), typeof(smoothinglength)}(
36 nv, ngv, L, δ, material, smoothinglength, shape);
37 print("--- Plot:")
38 # Throws a method error the first time, second time runs fine.
39 @time SPH2D.showplot(b.V, [b.V-b.V], b.nv, 0., L)
40 # savefig("finalsquircle_p1000_ms3000_fixedlength2.pdf")
41 # [b.a .* b.M + b.fp, b.ff]
42 # b.a .* b.M, b.fp, b.ff
43 # [b.Nv]
44
45 timestep = 0.00001
46 mu = 0.4
47 nsteps = 500
48 pmax = 1000.
49 maxsteps = 3000
50 totaltime = 0.
51 dt = 0.
52 totalsteps = 0
53 T = maxsteps * timestep
54
55 v = Int[1, 20, 50, 75]
56 Fp = [Float64[] for i = 1:length(v)]
57 Fs = [Float64[] for i = 1:length(v)]
58 Ff = [Float64[] for i = 1:length(v)]
59 Lv = [Float64[] for i = 1:length(v)]
60 P = Float64[]
61 ds = Float64[]
62 Lv0 = deepcopy(b.Lv)
63
64 println("---$nsteps steps, maximum pressure: $pmax, timestep: $timestep, mu: $mu

")
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65 @time for m = 1:nsteps
66 pressure = pmaxˆ2 * min(1, sum(ds) / T)
67 push!(P, pressure)
68 try
69 dt = SPH2D.inflate!(b, sqrt(pressure), timestep, mu)
70 push!(ds, dt)
71 catch err
72 if isa(err, ArgumentError)
73 println(ArgumentError)
74 println("Quit loop at iteration "*string(m))
75 break
76 end
77 end
78
79 for i = 1:length(v)
80 push!(Fp[i], norm(b.fp[v[i]]))
81 push!(Fs[i], norm(b.a[v[i]] * b.M[v[i]]))
82 push!(Ff[i], norm(b.ff[v[i]]))
83 push!(Lv[i], b.Lv[v[i]])
84 end
85
86 if any(isnan, b.V)
87 println("NaN found, quit loop at iteration $m.")
88 break
89 end
90 if m % 100 == 1
91 # Plot the vectors which are the result of the pressure and elastic
92 # forces and the artificial friction, scaled to the length of the
93 # elastic forces, to not get crazy big vectors and small shapes.
94 SPH2D.showplot(b.V, [b.a .* b.M + b.fp, b.ff], b.nv, sum(ds), L)
95 println("At iteration $m.")
96 end
97 totalsteps += 1
98 end
99

100 # Plot forces
101 c = palette(:default)[1:length(v)]
102
103 times = cumsum(ds)
104 p1 = plot(title = "Force magnitude during inflation", xlabel = "Time",
105 ylabel = "Force magnitude", legend = :topleft, ylims = (0.,40.))
106 n1 = 0
107 n2 = 1
108 n3 = length(times)
109 for i = 1:length(v)
110 plot!(times[n2:end-n1], Fp[i][n2:n3-n1], label = "Pressure force, $i",
111 line = :dash, c = c[i])
112 plot!(times[n2:end-n1], Fs[i][n2:n3-n1], label = "Spring force, $i",
113 line =:solid, c = c[i])
114 plot!(times[n2:end-n1], Ff[i][n2:n3-n1], label = "Friction force, $i",
115 line =:dot, c = c[i])
116 end
117 display(p1)
118
119 p2 = plot(times, sqrt.(P)[1:n3], xlabel = "time", ylabel ="pressure", legend =

false)
120
121 p3 = plot(xlabel = "Time", ylabel = "Length", legend = :bottomleft, ylims = (0.,

0.06))
122 for i=1:length(v)
123 plot!(times[n2:end-n1], Lv[i][n2:n3-n1], label = "Vertex length, $i",
124 line = :solid, c = c[i])
125 end
126 display(p3)� �

Listing 4 Main SPH code.� �
1 module SPH2D
2
3 using StaticArrays
4 using Roots
5 using Plots
6 using Interpolations
7
8 const ε = 1e-10
9

10 const Scalar = Float64
11 const Index = Int
12
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13 const Vec = SVector{2, Scalar}
14 const Edge = SVector{2, Index}
15
16 const SparMat = SparseMatrixCSC{Scalar, Int64}
17 const Mat = SMatrix{2,2,Float64,4}
18 const MMat = MMatrix{2,2,Float64,4}
19 const MatList = Array{Mat, 1}
20 const MMatList = Array{MMat, 1}
21
22 const ScalarList = Array{Scalar,1}
23 const VectorList = Array{Vec,1}
24 const EdgeList = Array{Edge,1}
25 const ScalarMap = Array{ScalarList,1}
26 const VectorMap = Array{VectorList,1}
27
28 const IndexList = Array{Index,1}
29 const IndexMap = Array{IndexList,1}
30
31 """ Function to decide which shape vertices to use. """
32 function load_vertices(shape :: String, args...; kwargs...)
33 if shape == "line"
34 return load_vertices_line(args...; kwargs...)
35 elseif shape == "parabola"
36 return load_vertices_parabola(args...; kwargs...)
37 elseif shape == "circlearc"
38 return load_vertices_circlearc(args...; kwargs...)
39 elseif shape == "circle"
40 return load_vertices_circle(args...)
41 elseif shape == "square"
42 return load_vertices_square(args...)
43 elseif shape == "ellipse"
44 return load_vertices_ellipse(args...)
45 elseif shape == "squircle"
46 return load_vertices_squircle(args...)
47 else
48 error("No such shape implemented.")
49 end
50 end
51
52 """
53 Functions to create an array with vertex locations. Vertices are evenly spaced
54 where possible. If the shape is unconnected, standard 10 ghost vertices are
55 placed at both ends. In the case of a line, if ngv is uneven, (ngv-1)/2 are
56 placed on the left and (ngv+1)/2 on the right. If the shape is connected at the
57 first and last vertex, L is the circumference. Also, the vertices can start at
58 any point, but they need to go anti-clockwise from there, due to the
59 computation of the normal vectors later on. Depending on the exact shape, the
60 number of vertices returned may vary from the number specified.
61 """
62 function load_vertices_line(nv :: Index, L :: Scalar; ngv :: Index = 10)
63 n = nv + ngv
64 spacing = L / (nv - 1)
65 [Vec((i-1)*spacing - spacing * fld(ngv, 2), 0.0) for i in 1:n]
66 end
67
68 function load_vertices_parabola(nv :: Index, L :: Scalar; ngv :: Index = 10)
69 n = nv + ngv
70 # Note that the length returned is > L
71 x = linspace(- 0.5 * L, 0.5 * L, n)
72 [Vec(x[i], -x[i]ˆ2) for i in 1:n]
73 end
74
75 function load_vertices_circlearc(nv :: Index, L :: Scalar; ngv :: Index = 10)
76 # cospi and sinpi calculate their arugments times π.
77 n = nv + ngv
78 spacing = 1 / nv
79 # factor (0.5 * L / π) to get a circle with circumference âĽĹ L.
80 [Vec( -(0.5 * L / π) * cospi(spacing * (i - 1 - ngv * 0.5)),
81 (0.5 * L / π) * sinpi(spacing * (i - 1 - ngv * 0.5))) for i in 1:n+1]
82 end
83
84 function load_vertices_circle(nv :: Index, L :: Scalar)
85 # cospi and sinpi calculate their arugments times π.
86 spacing = 2 / nv
87 [Vec( (0.5 * L / π) * cospi(spacing * i),
88 (0.5 * L / π) * sinpi(spacing * i)) for i in 1:nv]
89 end
90
91 function load_vertices_ellipse(nv :: Index, L :: Scalar)
92 b = L*0.1
93 a = L*0.2
94 spacing = 2 / nv
95 [Vec( a * cospi(spacing * i), b * sinpi(spacing * i)) for i in 1:nv]
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96 end
97
98 function interp1(xpt, ypt, x; method=:linear, extrapvalue=nothing)
99

100 if extrapvalue == nothing
101 y = zeros(x)
102 idx = trues(x)
103 else
104 y = extrapvalue*ones(x)
105 idx = (x .>= xpt[1]) .& (x .<= xpt[end])
106 end
107
108 if method == :linear
109 intf = Interpolations.interpolate((xpt,), ypt, Gridded(Linear()))
110 y[idx] = intf[x[idx]]
111
112 elseif method == :cubic
113 itp = interpolate(ypt, BSpline(Cubic(Natural())), OnGrid())
114 intf = scale(itp, xpt)
115 y[idx] = [intf[xi] for xi in x[idx]]
116 end
117
118 return y
119 end
120
121 """Make the discrete curve unit speed"""
122 function unit_speedify(points; closed=true)
123 # Repeat first point if we deal with a closed loop
124 if closed
125 p = vcat(points, points[1:1])
126 else
127 p = points
128 end
129
130 # Compute the ordinate
131 s = [0; cumsum(norm.(diff(p)))]
132
133 # Compute equidistant ordinate mesh...
134 si = linspace(minimum(s), maximum(s), length(s))
135
136 # ... and get the coordinates there
137 xi = interp1(s, [el[1] for el in p], si)
138 yi = interp1(s, [el[2] for el in p], si)
139
140 # Remove added point
141 if closed
142 xi = xi[1:end-1]
143 yi = yi[1:end-1]
144 end
145
146 return [Vec(el) for el in zip(xi,yi)]
147 end
148
149
150 function load_vertices_squircle(nv :: Index, L :: Scalar)
151 spacing = 2 / nv
152 p = [Vec(sqrt(abs(cospi(spacing * i))) * sign(cospi(spacing * i)),
153 sqrt(abs(sinpi(spacing * i))) * sign(sinpi(spacing * i))) for i in 1:nv]
154 return unit_speedify(p)
155 end#
156
157 function load_vertices_square(nv :: Index, L :: Scalar)
158 # Creates four edges of the square, each with length L / 4
159 l = L / 4.0
160 # the total number of vertices returned will be 4 * floor(nv/4).
161 n = fld(nv, 4)
162 spacing = l / n
163 V1 = [Vec(l / 2.0 - (i-1) * spacing, l / 2.0) for i in 1:n]
164 V2 = [Vec(- l / 2.0, l / 2.0 - (i-1) * spacing) for i in 1:n]
165 V3 = [Vec(- l / 2.0 + (i-1) * spacing, - l / 2.0) for i in 1:n]
166 V4 = [Vec(l / 2.0, -l / 2.0 + (i-1) * spacing) for i in 1:n]
167 append!(V1, V2)
168 append!(V1, V3)
169 append!(V1, V4)
170 end
171
172 """ Loads the edges, depending on the shapetype (connected or not). """
173 function load_edges(shapetype :: String, nv :: Index)
174 E = [Edge([i, i+1]) for i in 1:nv-1]
175 if shapetype == "unconnected"
176 return E
177 elseif shapetype == "connected"
178 push!(E, Edge([nv, 1]))
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179 return E
180 else
181 error("No such shape implemented.")
182 end
183 end
184
185 # Abstract type to hold material parameters
186 abstract type SpringMaterial
187 end
188
189 # Saint Venant-Kirchhoff material
190 struct LinearElastic <: SpringMaterial
191 rho :: Scalar
192 λ :: Scalar
193 µ :: Scalar
194 end
195
196 density(material :: SpringMaterial) = material.rho
197
198 lambda(material :: LinearElastic) = material.λ
199 mu(material :: LinearElastic) = material.µ
200
201 """
202 Computes the second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor for linear elastic material

models.
203 """
204 function stress(material :: LinearElastic, F :: MMat)
205 E = 0.5 * (F * F' - eye(Mat))
206 material.λ * trace(E) * eye(Mat) + 2.0 * material.µ * E
207 end
208
209 # Abstract type to hold parameters for the kernel function
210 abstract type Kernel
211 end
212
213 struct Fixed <: Kernel
214 h :: Scalar # smoothing length
215 α :: Scalar # dimensional scaling factor
216 func :: Function # kernel function
217 gradfunc :: Function # gradient of kernel function
218
219 function Fixed(h :: Scalar, name :: String)
220 if name == "cubicBspline"
221 self = new(h, 1., cubicBspline, grad_cubicBspline)
222 elseif name == "wendland"
223 self = new(h, 4./3., wendland, grad_wendland)
224 else
225 error("no such kernel function")
226 end
227 end
228 end
229
230 struct Adaptive <: Kernel
231 h :: ScalarList # smoothing length
232 α :: Scalar # dimensional scaling factor
233 func :: Function # kernel function
234 gradfunc :: Function # gradient of kernel function
235
236 function Adaptive(nv :: Index, name :: String)
237 if name == "cubicBspline"
238 h = ScalarList()
239 self = new(h, 1.0, cubicBspline, grad_cubicBspline)
240 elseif name == "wendland"
241 h = ScalarList()
242 self = new(h, 3./4., wendland, grad_wendland)
243 else
244 error("no such kernel function")
245 end
246 end
247 end
248
249 smoothinglength(kernel :: Fixed, nv :: Index) = kernel.h
250 smoothinglength(kernel :: Adaptive, nv :: Index) = [0.0 for i = 1:nv]
251 kernelcorrection(kernel :: Kernel) = kernel.α # Gets the value
252
253 """ Cubic Bspline kernel function. """
254 function cubicBspline(h :: Scalar, α :: Scalar, dist :: Scalar)
255 s = dist / h
256 if s >= 2.0
257 return 0.0
258 elseif 0.0 <= s < 1.0
259 return α / h * ( 2.0/3.0 - sˆ2 + 0.5*sˆ3)
260 else
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261 return α / h * (2.0 - s)ˆ3 / 6.0
262 end
263 end
264
265 """
266 Gradient of cubic B spline kernel function on the line, so in 1 dimension.
267 """
268 function grad_cubicBspline(h :: Scalar, α :: Scalar, xi :: Vec, xj :: Vec, dist

:: Scalar)
269 s = dist / h
270 if s >= 2.0 || s < ε
271 return Vec(0.0, 0.0)
272 elseif 0.0 < s < 1.0
273 return α / (hˆ2 * norm(xj-xi)ˆ2) * dist * (-2.0*s + 1.5*sˆ2) * (xi - xj)
274 else 1.0 <= s < 2.0
275 return α / (hˆ2 * norm(xj-xi)ˆ2) * dist * -(2.0 - s)ˆ2 * 0.5 * (xi - xj)
276 end
277 end
278
279 """ Wendland kernel """
280 function wendland(h :: Scalar, α :: Scalar, dist :: Scalar)
281 q = dist / h
282 if q >= 2.
283 return 0.
284 else
285 return α / h * (1. - .5 * q)ˆ5 * (1. + 2.5 * q + 2. * qˆ2)
286 end
287 end
288
289 """ Gradient of the wendland kernel """
290 function grad_wendland(h :: Scalar, α :: Scalar, xi :: Vec, xj :: Vec, dist ::

Scalar)
291 q = dist / h
292 if q >= 2.0 || q < ε
293 return Vec(0.0, 0.0)
294 else
295 dwdq = - 7. * q * (1. - .5 * q)ˆ4 * (.5 + q)
296 return α / (hˆ2 * norm(xj-xi)ˆ2) * dist * (xi - xj) * dwdq
297 end
298 end
299
300 """
301 Distance between two points on the line, given by the absolute value of the
302 difference of the values at v and ov in the list containing the cumulative sums
303 of the distances. For shapes of which the first and last vertex are connected,
304 this function assumes that the last entry of LS contains circumference
305 of the shape.
306 """
307 function distance_connected(LS :: ScalarList, v :: Index, ov :: Index)
308 min(abs(LS[v] - LS[ov]), LS[end] - abs(LS[v] - LS[ov]))
309 end
310
311 function distance_unconnected(LS :: ScalarList, v :: Index, ov :: Index)
312 abs(LS[v] - LS[ov])
313 end
314
315 """ Takes a matrix and changes its entries such that it is an idenity matrix """
316 function eye!(A :: MMat)
317 n, m = size(A)
318 for j = 1:m
319 for i = 1:n
320 @inbounds A[i,j] = 1.0(i == j)
321 end
322 end
323 end
324
325 """
326 Returns for each vertex i the indices of the neighbors within 2.5*h.
327 """
328 function build_knn_map(h :: Scalar, V :: VectorList, nv :: Index,
329 distance :: Function, LS :: ScalarList)
330 knnmap = [IndexList() for k in 1:nv]
331
332 for i = 1:nv
333 for j = (i+1):nv
334 if distance(LS, i, j) < 2.5 * h
335 push!(knnmap[i], j)
336 push!(knnmap[j], i)
337 end
338 end
339 end
340 knnmap
341 end
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342
343 """
344 Returns for each vertex i the indices of the neighbors within a quarter of the
345 total length, since h is actually unknown at this point.
346 """
347 function build_knn_map(h :: ScalarList, V :: VectorList, nv :: Index,
348 distance :: Function, LS :: ScalarList)
349 knnmap = [IndexList() for k in 1:nv]
350
351 for i = 1:nv
352 for j = (i+1):nv
353 if distance(LS, i, j) < .25 * LS[end]
354 push!(knnmap[i], j)
355 push!(knnmap[j], i)
356 end
357 end
358 end
359 knnmap
360 end
361
362 """
363 Compute the edge maps: for each vertex, finds its two adjacent edges.
364 This function returns two maps: one with edges going out of
365 the vertex (clockwise) and one incident to the vertex
366 (anti-clockwise).
367 """
368 function build_edge_maps(nv :: Index, E :: EdgeList, shapetype :: String)
369 emap_pos = IndexList()
370 emap_neg = IndexList()
371
372 for e in E
373 push!(emap_pos, e[2])
374 push!(emap_neg, e[1]-1)
375 end
376
377 if shapetype == "connected"
378 emap_neg[1] = E[end][1]
379 elseif shapetype == "unconnected"
380 # The fist point sees itself as previous element, and the last one
381 # itself as the next element.
382 emap_neg[1] = 1
383 push!(emap_neg, nv - 1)
384 push!(emap_pos, nv)
385 else
386 error("No such shapetype implemented.")
387 end
388
389 emap_pos, emap_neg
390 end
391
392 """
393 Struct containing all relevant information of a mesh during and after inflation,
394 e.g., material parameters, vertex locations, number of vertices, density, etc.
395 Also contains the function to initialize the struct.
396 """
397 mutable struct BlowSim{T<:SpringMaterial, K<:Kernel}
398
399 # Kernel and material parameters, as well as the shape and distance function
400 kernel :: K
401 material :: T
402 shapetype :: String
403 distance :: Function
404
405 # Number of (ghost)vertices and edges
406 ngv :: Index
407 nv :: Index
408 ne :: Index
409
410 # Index of first and last moving particle
411 start_at :: Index
412 end_at ::Index
413
414 # Convenient representation of the mesh
415 V :: VectorList
416 E :: EdgeList
417
418 # Lookup tables
419 emap_pos :: IndexList
420 emap_neg :: IndexList
421 knnmap :: IndexMap
422 dual_knnmap :: IndexMap
423
424 #
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425 # Derived geometric quantities (normals, areas, lengths, cot of angles)
426 #
427
428 Ne :: VectorList
429 Te :: VectorList
430 Le :: ScalarList
431 LSe :: ScalarList
432
433 Nv :: VectorList
434 Nvs :: VectorList
435 Lv :: ScalarList
436
437 # Forces, used for plotting
438 a :: VectorList
439 fp :: VectorList
440 ff :: VectorList
441
442 #
443 # Dynamic parameters
444 #
445 l :: Scalar # Length of domain
446 h :: Union{Scalar, ScalarList} # Smoothing length
447 η :: Scalar # Parameter used in computation of ρ_i and h_i
448 α :: Scalar # Correction factor kernel
449 rho :: Scalar # Density
450 δ :: Scalar # thickness
451
452 R :: ScalarList # Vertex mass density
453 R0 :: ScalarList # Inital vertex mass density
454 M :: ScalarList # Vertex mass
455 U :: VectorList # Vertex displacement
456 Vold :: VectorList # Vertex old position
457 Vnew :: VectorList # Vertex new position
458 V0 :: VectorList # Vertex initial position
459
460 kernelgrad_hv :: VectorMap # Gradients of the kernel function, with h(v)
461 kernelgrad_hov :: VectorMap # Gradients of the kernel function, with h(ov)
462 kernelvals :: ScalarMap # All relevant values of the kernel function
463 ω :: ScalarList # Dissipative term for stability
464
465 P :: MatList # First P-K stress tensor for each vertex
466 CM :: MatList # Gradient correction matrix
467
468 Fdef :: MMatList # Deformation gradient for each vertex
469 eye :: Mat
470
471 # Initialize all quantities
472 function BlowSim{T, K}(
473 nv :: Index,
474 ngv :: Index,
475 l :: Scalar,
476 δ :: Scalar,
477 material :: T,
478 kernel :: K,
479 shape :: String,
480 ) where {T, K}
481
482 self = new()
483
484 # Find material and kernel parameters
485 self.material = material
486 self.kernel = kernel
487
488 if shape in ["circle", "square", "ellipse", "squircle"]
489 self.shapetype = "connected"
490 self.distance = distance_connected
491 self.ngv = 0
492 elseif shape in ["line", "parabola", "circlearc"]
493 self.shapetype = "unconnected"
494 self.distance = distance_unconnected
495 self.ngv = ngv
496 else
497 println("No such shape implemented.")
498 end
499
500 # Load mesh
501 self.V = load_vertices(shape, nv, l; ngv = self.ngv)
502 self.nv = length(self.V)
503
504 self.E = load_edges(self.shapetype, self.nv)
505 self.ne = length(self.E)
506
507 self.l = l
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508 self.rho = density(material)
509 self.h = smoothinglength(kernel, self.nv)
510 self.η = 1.3
511 self.α = kernel.α
512 self.δ = δ
513
514 # Indices of first and last moving particle. End points are fixed
515 # for the line, so do not have to loop over ghost vertices.
516 # For the circle, this reduces to v = 1:b.nv, since b.ngv = 0.
517 self.start_at = fld(self.ngv, 2) + 1
518 self.end_at = self.nv - cld(self.ngv, 2)
519
520 # Create look up table for edges
521 self.emap_pos, self.emap_neg = build_edge_maps(self.nv, self.E, self.

shapetype)
522
523 # Pre-allocate space for derived gemoetrical information
524 self.Ne = VectorList(self.ne) # edge normals
525 self.Te = VectorList(self.ne) # edge tangentials
526 self.Le = ScalarList(self.ne) # edge lengths
527 self.LSe = ScalarList(self.ne) # edge lengths cumulative sum
528
529 self.a = zeros(VectorList(self.nv)) # acceleration due to elastic

forces
530 self.fp = zeros(VectorList(self.nv)) # pressure forces
531 self.ff = zeros(VectorList(self.nv)) # friction forces
532
533 self.Nv = VectorList(self.nv) # vertex normals
534 self.Nvs = VectorList(self.nv) # smooth vertex normals
535 self.Lv = ScalarList(self.nv) # vertex lengths
536
537 self.ω = ScalarList(self.nv) # Dissipative term for stability
538
539 # Compute derived geometric variables
540 update_geometry!(self)
541
542 # Create neighbormap
543 self.knnmap = build_knn_map(self.h, self.V, self.nv, self.distance, self

.LSe)
544
545 # Compute mass, initial velocity, and old and start position
546 self.M = self.Lv .* self.rho .* self.δ
547 self.U = zeros(Vec, self.nv)
548 self.Vold = deepcopy(self.V)
549 self.Vnew = deepcopy(self.V)
550 self.V0 = deepcopy(self.V)
551 self.kernelgrad_hv = [VectorList(length(self.knnmap[k])) for k = 1:self.

nv]
552 self.kernelgrad_hov = [VectorList(length(self.knnmap[k])) for k = 1:self

.nv]
553 self.kernelvals = [ScalarList(length(self.knnmap[k])) for k = 1:self.nv]
554
555 # Compute first Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor, density and
556 # gradient correction matrix for each vertex
557 self.P = MatList(self.nv)
558 for v = 1:self.nv
559 self.P[v] = zeros(Mat)
560 end
561
562 self.CM = zeros(MatList(self.nv)) # Gradient correction matrices
563 self.Fdef = zeros(MMatList(self.nv)) # Deformation gradient
564 self.eye = eye(Mat)
565
566 self.R = ScalarList(self.nv)
567
568 update_densities!(self)
569 update_sph!(self)
570 return self
571 end
572 end
573
574 """ Updates the edge normals, areas, tangentials and lengths. """
575 function update_edges!(b :: BlowSim)
576 for (k, e) in enumerate(b.E)
577 v :: Vec = b.V[e[1]]
578 w :: Vec = b.V[e[2]]
579
580 b.Ne[k] = Vec(w[2] - v[2], v[1] - w[1])
581 if (b.shapetype == "unconnected") b.Ne[k] = -b.Ne[k] end
582 b.Ne[k] /= norm(b.Ne[k])
583
584 # Edge tangentials and lengths
585 b.Te[k] = v - w
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586 b.Le[k] = norm(b.Te[k])
587 # Add 0.0 at the front, so that LSe[end] - LSe[1] = LSe[end]
588 b.LSe = unshift!(cumsum(b.Le), 0.0)
589 end
590 end
591
592 """ Updates vertex normals and lengths. """
593 function update_vertices!(b :: BlowSim)
594 if b.shapetype == "unconnected"
595 from = 2
596 to = b.nv-1
597 b.Lv[1] = 0.5 * b.Le[1]
598 b.Lv[end] = 0.5 * b.Le[end]
599 # Approximate the normal in the last vertices with the edge normals
600 b.Nv[1] = b.Ne[1]
601 b.Nv[end] = b.Ne[end]
602 else
603 from = 1
604 to = b.nv
605 end
606 for k = from:to
607 # adjacent edge index, clockwise direction for circle, left for line.
608 p = b.emap_neg[k]
609 b.Lv[k] = 0.5 * (b.Le[p] + b.Le[k])
610 Ns = b.Le[p] * b.Ne[p] + b.Le[k] * b.Ne[k]
611 b.Nv[k] = Ns / norm(Ns)
612 end
613 end
614
615 """ Function which is zero for the optimal value of ρ """
616 function find_ρandh(b :: BlowSim, v :: Index, ρ :: Scalar)
617 sumWij = 0.0
618 for ov in b.knnmap[v]
619 d = b.distance(b.LSe, v, ov)
620 h = b.η * b.M[v] / ρ
621 sumWij += b.M[ov] * b.kernel.func(h, b.α, d)
622 end
623 sumWij - ρ
624 end
625
626 """
627 Updates the density of each vertex and the gradients of the kernel function
628 each vertex with its neighbors and the deformation gradient tensor.
629 """
630 function update_densities!(b :: BlowSim{T,K}) where {T <: SpringMaterial, K <:

Fixed}
631 # Computation of densities and kernel gradient for each vertex
632 for v = 1:b.nv
633 b.R[v] = 0.0
634 for (k, ov) in enumerate(b.knnmap[v])
635 d :: Scalar = b.distance(b.LSe, v, ov)
636 b.kernelvals[v][k] = b.kernel.func(b.h, b.α, d)
637 b.R[v] += b.M[ov] * b.kernelvals[v][k]
638 b.kernelgrad_hv[v][k] = b.kernel.gradfunc(b.h, b.α, b.V[v], b.V[ov],

d)
639 b.kernelgrad_hov[v][k] = b.kernelgrad_hv[v][k]
640 end
641 end
642 end
643
644 function update_densities!(b :: BlowSim{T,K}) where {T <: SpringMaterial, K <:

Adaptive}
645 # Computation of densities and kernel gradient for each vertex
646 for v = 1:b.nv
647 # Need to have a function that only depends on 1 variable
648 g(ρ) = find_ρandh(b, v, ρ)
649 # Use previous value of b.R[v] as inital guess
650 b.R[v] = find_zero(g, (ε, 3.0), Bisection())
651 if b.R[v] âĽď ε
652 error("Too small density at vertex: ", v)
653 end
654
655 # Update h[v]
656 b.h[v] = b.η * b.M[v] / b.R[v]
657
658 for (k, ov) in enumerate(b.knnmap[v])
659 d :: Scalar = b.distance(b.LSe, v, ov)
660 b.kernelvals[v][k] = b.kernel.func(b.h[v], b.α, d)
661 b.kernelgrad_hv[v][k] = b.kernel.gradfunc(b.h[v], b.α, b.V[v], b.V[

ov], d)
662 b.kernelgrad_hov[v][k] = b.kernel.gradfunc(b.h[ov], b.α, b.V[v], b.V

[ov], d)
663 end
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664 end
665 end
666
667 """ Computes the deformation gradient tensor. """
668 function deformationgradient!(v :: Index, b :: BlowSim)
669 eye!(b.Fdef[v])
670 for (k, ov) in enumerate(b.knnmap[v])
671 b.Fdef[v] += b.M[ov] / b.R[ov] * (kron(b.U[ov]', b.kernelgrad_hov[v][k])

-
672 kron(b.U[v]', b.kernelgrad_hv[v][k]))
673 end
674 if any(isnan, b.Fdef) error("NaN Fdef at vertex: $v") end
675 end
676
677 """
678 Updates the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor, smoothes the
679 normal vectors and computes the deformation gradient tensor. Also computes
680 correction matrices for all vertices (to ensure that the gradient
681 fulfills first order completenes).
682 """
683 function update_sph!(b :: BlowSim)
684 for v = 1:b.nv
685 deformationgradient!(v, b)
686 # First Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor using Green Lagrange Strain
687 b.P[v] = b.Fdef[v] * stress(b.material, b.Fdef[v])
688
689 # Smoothing of the normal vector and computation of dissipative term
690 n = Vec(0.0,0.0)
691 b.ω[v] = 1.0
692 for (k, ov) in enumerate(b.knnmap[v])
693 # normal
694 n += b.M[ov] / b.R[ov] * b.Nv[ov] * b.kernelvals[v][k]
695
696 # dissipative term
697 dhdr = - b.η * b.M[v] / b.R[v]ˆ2
698 dWdh = dW(b, v, ov, k)
699 b.ω[v] -= b.M[ov] * dhdr * dWdh
700 end
701 b.Nvs[v] = n / norm(n)
702
703 # Correction matrices
704 # b.CM[v] = zeros(Mat)
705 # for (k,ov) in enumerate(b.knnmap[v])
706 # b.CM[v] += b.M[ov] / b.R[ov] * (
707 # kron(b.kernelgrad_hov[v][k]', b.V0[ov]) -
708 # kron(b.kernelgrad_hv[v][k]', b.V0[v]) )
709 # end
710 # b.CM[v] = inv(b.CM[v])
711 # # If b.CM[v] was singular, set correction matrix to identity matrix
712 # if true || any(isnan, b.CM[v])
713 # b.CM[v] = eye(Mat)
714 # end
715 #
716 # # Adjust kernel gradient
717 # for i = 1:length(b.knnmap[v])
718 # b.kernelgrad_hv[v][i] = b.CM[v] * b.kernelgrad_hv[v][i]
719 # b.kernelgrad_hov[v][i] = b.CM[v] * b.kernelgrad_hov[v][i]
720 # end
721 end
722 end
723
724 function dW(b :: BlowSim{T,K}, v :: Index, ov :: Index, k :: Index
725 ) where {T <: SpringMaterial, K <: Fixed}
726 d = b.distance(b.LSe, v, ov)
727 s = d / b.h
728 if s > 2. || s < ε
729 dwdq = 0.
730 else
731 dwdq = -2.5 * (1. - .5 * s)ˆ4 * (1. + 2.5 * s + 2. * sˆ2) +
732 (1. - .5 * s)ˆ5 * (2.5 + 2. * s)
733 end
734 return -b.kernel.α / b.h * (b.kernelvals[v][k] + dwdq / d)
735 end
736
737 function dW(b :: BlowSim{T,K}, v :: Index, ov :: Index, k :: Index
738 ) where {T <: SpringMaterial, K <: Adaptive}
739 d = b.distance(b.LSe, v, ov)
740 s = d / b.h[v]
741 if s > 2. || s < ε
742 dwdq = 0.
743 else
744 dwdq = -2.5 * (1. - .5 * s)ˆ4 * (1. + 2.5 * s + 2. * sˆ2) +
745 (1. - .5 * s)ˆ5 * (2.5 + 2. * s)
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746 end
747 return -b.kernel.α / b.h[v] * (b.kernelvals[v][k] + dwdq / d)
748 end
749
750 """ Collects update functions regarding to geometrical quantities. """
751 function update_geometry!(b :: BlowSim)
752 update_edges!(b)
753 update_vertices!(b)
754 end
755
756 """ Collects all update functions, geometrical and SPH-related. """
757 function update_all!(b :: BlowSim)
758 # Order is important! E.g. update_vertices! before update_densities!, so
759 # that the current (and not previous) normals are used to smooth.
760 update_edges!(b)
761 update_vertices!(b)
762 update_densities!(b)
763 update_sph!(b)
764 end
765
766 """
767 Executes a Stormer-Verlet integration step, given a BlowSim, pressure,
768 time step, and friction coefficient.
769 """
770 function inflate!(b :: BlowSim, pressure :: Scalar, dt :: Scalar, mu :: Scalar)
771 # Update normals etc
772 update_all!(b)
773
774 # Time step for comparison
775 dt_f = 48. * dtˆ2
776
777 for v = b.start_at:b.end_at
778 # Acceleration using equation of motion, due to elastic forces.
779 b.a[v] = Vec(0.0, 0.0)
780 b.fp[v] = Vec(0.0, 0.0)
781 b.ff[v] = Vec(0.0, 0.0)
782
783 for (k, ov) in enumerate(b.knnmap[v])
784 # Stress contribution
785 b.a[v] += (b.P[v] / (b.ω[v] * b.R[v]ˆ2) * b.kernelgrad_hv[v][k] +
786 b.P[ov] / (b.ω[v] * b.R[ov]ˆ2) * b.kernelgrad_hov[v][k]) * b.M[ov]
787 end
788
789 # Pressure contribution
790 b.fp[v] = pressure * b.Lv[v] * b.Nvs[v]
791
792 current_cfl = cfl(b, v)
793 if current_cfl < dt_f
794 dt_f = current_cfl
795 end
796 end
797
798 # adjust timestep, and compute dt squared and inverse
799 dt = .25 / sqrt(3.) * sqrt(dt_f)
800 dt2 = dt * dt
801 dtinv = 1.0 / dt
802
803 # Compute everything needing dt and execute verlet update
804 for v = b.start_at:b.end_at
805 # Friction contribution
806 b.ff[v] = -mu * (b.V[v] - b.Vold[v]) * dtinv
807
808 a = (b.fp[v] + b.ff[v]) / b.M[v]
809
810 # Verlet update
811 b.Vnew[v] = 2.0 * b.V[v] - b.Vold[v] + (b.a[v] + a) * dt2
812 end
813
814 # Swap V and Vold
815 b.Vold = deepcopy(b.V)
816 b.V = deepcopy(b.Vnew)
817
818 # Displacement update, used in update_stress!
819 b.U = b.V - b.V0
820 dt
821 end
822
823 function cfl(b :: BlowSim{T,K}, v :: Index) where {T <: SpringMaterial, K <:

Fixed}
824 (b.M[v] * b.h) / norm(b.a[v] * b.M[v] + b.fp[v])
825 end
826 function cfl(b :: BlowSim{T,K}, v :: Index) where {T <: SpringMaterial, K <:

Adaptive}
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827 (b.M[v] * b.h[v]) / norm(b.a[v] * b.M[v] + b.fp[v])
828 end
829
830
831 """ Function to plot the inflated shape. """
832 function showplot(V :: VectorList, fs :: VectorList, fp :: VectorList,
833 ff ::VectorList,
834 nv :: Index, s :: Scalar, l :: Scalar)
835 X = [v[1] for v in V]
836 Y = [v[2] for v in V]
837
838 # Also plot pressure, friction and elastic forces.
839 Fs = Array{Float64,2}(nv, 2)
840 Fp = Array{Float64,2}(nv, 2)
841 Ff = Array{Float64,2}(nv, 2)
842 for v = 1:nv
843 for j = 1:2
844 Fs[v,j] = fs[v][j]
845 Fp[v,j] = fp[v][j]
846 Ff[v,j] = ff[v][j]
847 end
848 end
849 p = plot(X, Y, shape = :circle,
850 # Options if you only want markers, without borders and no lines
851 # linewidth = 0,
852 # markersize = 2,
853 # markerstrokealpha = 0
854 label = "Vertex locations, at $s s.",
855 legend = :bottomright,
856 # xlims = (-1.5, 1.5),
857 # ylims = (-1.5, 1.5)
858 )
859 quiver!(X, Y, quiver = (Fs[:,1], Fs[:,2]), color = :blue)
860 quiver!(X, Y, quiver = (Ff[:,1], Ff[:,2]), color = :green)
861 quiver!(X, Y, quiver = (Fp[:,1], Fp[:,2]), color = :red,
862 aspect_ratio = :equal)
863 annotate!([(-2,-1.5,text("Pressure forces", :left, :red, 8)),
864 (-2,-1.7,text("Elastic forces", :left, :blue, 8)),
865 (-2,-1.9,text("Friction forces", :left, :green, 8))])
866
867 display(p)
868 end
869
870 function showplot(V :: VectorList, VM :: VectorMap,
871 nv :: Index, s :: Scalar, l :: Scalar)
872 X = [v[1] for v in V]
873 Y = [v[2] for v in V]
874
875 # Also plot pressure, friction and elastic forces.
876 n = length(VM)
877 F = [Array{Float64, 2}(nv, 2) for i = 1:n]
878
879 for (i, VL) in enumerate(VM)
880 for v = 1:nv
881 for j = 1:2
882 F[i][v,j] = VL[v][j]
883 end
884 end
885 end
886
887 p = plot(X, Y, shape = :circle,
888 # Options if you only want markers, without borders and no lines
889 # linewidth = 0,
890 # markersize = 2,
891 # markerstrokealpha = 0
892 label = "Vertex locations, at $s s.",
893 aspect_ratio = :equal,
894 legend = :bottomleft,
895 # xlims = (-1.5, 1.5),
896 # ylims = (-1.5, 1.5)
897 )
898
899 for i = 1:n
900 quiver!(X, Y, quiver = (F[i][:,1], F[i][:,2]))
901 end
902
903 tracked = Int[1, 20, 50, 75]
904 xs = [V[i][1] for i in tracked]
905 ys = [V[i][2] for i in tracked]
906 scatter!(xs, ys, label = "Tracked vertices", c = :orange, markersize = 6)
907
908 display(p)
909 end
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910
911 end # module SPH2D� �

B.2 3D Code

Listing 5 Demo file using BlowLogicSPH.jl� �
1 println("@@@ STARTING")
2
3 include("BlowLogicSPH.jl")
4
5 # push!(LOAD_PATH, "./data/")
6 using BlowLogicSPH
7 sph = BlowLogicSPH # alias
8 using FileIO
9

10 #--- Initialization
11 E = 1.e6
12 nu = .48
13 λ = E*nu / (1+nu) / (1-2*nu)
14 µ = E / (2 - 2*nu)
15 ρ = 1.1
16 δ = 2.54e-4
17
18 steel = sph.LinearElastic(ρ, δ*λ, δ*µ)
19
20 h = .2
21 kernel = "wendland"
22 fixedlength = sph.Fixed(h, kernel)
23
24 # via .txt file
25 filename = "sphere"
26 zerobased = filename == "cube"
27 b = sph.BlowSim{sph.LinearElastic, sph.Fixed}(
28 "./data/"*filename, steel, δ, fixedlength, zerobased = zerobased);
29 # or .obj
30 sphere = load("./data/sphere.obj")
31 R0 = 1. # sphere has radius 1, but we can adjust it
32 V = [Float64(vertex[j])*R0 for vertex in sphere.vertices, j = 1:3]
33 F = [Int(face[j]) for face in sphere.faces, j =1:3]
34 s = sph.BlowSim{sph.LinearElastic, sph.Fixed}(V, F,steel, δ, fixedlength)
35
36 #--- Actual inflation
37 mesh = deepcopy(s); # copying is much faster than making it again
38
39 timestep = 0.001
40 mu = 0.
41 nsteps = 10
42 pmax = 10.
43 maxsteps = 300
44 totaltime = 0.
45 dt = 0.
46 totalsteps = 0
47 T = maxsteps * timestep
48
49 v = Int[1, 20, 50, 75]
50 Fp = [Float64[] for i = 1:length(v)]
51 Fs = [Float64[] for i = 1:length(v)]
52 Ff = [Float64[] for i = 1:length(v)]
53 Le = [Float64[] for i = 1:length(v)]
54 R = [Float64[] for i = 1:length(v)]
55 P = Float64[]
56 ds = Float64[]
57 Le0 = deepcopy(mesh.Le)
58
59 println("---$nsteps steps, maximum pressure: $pmax, timestep: $timestep, mu: $mu

")
60 @time for k = 1:nsteps
61 if k % 1 == 0; println("At iteration $k.") end
62
63 pressure = pmaxˆ2 * min(1, sum(ds) / T)
64 push!(P, pressure)
65
66 dt = sph.inflate!(mesh, sqrt(pressure), timestep, mu)
67 push!(ds, dt)
68
69 for i = 1:length(v)
70 push!(Fp[i], norm(mesh.fp[v[i]]))
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71 push!(Fs[i], norm(mesh.a[v[i]] * mesh.M[v[i]]))
72 push!(Ff[i], norm(mesh.ff[v[i]]))
73 push!(Le[i], mesh.Le[v[i]])
74 push!(R[i], norm(mesh.V[v[i]]))
75 end
76
77 if any(isnan, mesh.V)
78 println("NaN found, quit loop at iteration $m.")
79 break
80 end
81
82 radius = sum([R[i][end] for i = 1:length(v)]) / length(v)
83 fpress = sum([Fp[i][end] for i = 1:length(v)]) / length(v)
84 fel = sum([Fs[i][end] for i = 1:length(v)]) / length(v)
85 ffric = sum([Ff[i][end] for i = 1:length(v)]) / length(v)
86 println("Average radius: $radius, Fp: $fpress, Fs: $fel],
87 Fm: $ffric, dt: $dt")
88 totalsteps += 1
89 end
90
91 #--- Plotting
92
93 # mesh
94 sph.showplot(mesh.V, mesh.F)
95
96 # forces
97 using Plots
98 # Plot forces
99 c = palette(:default)[1:length(v)]

100
101 times = cumsum(ds)
102 p1 = plot(title = "Force magnitude during inflation", xlabel = "Time",
103 ylabel = "Force magnitude", legend = :topleft, ylims = (0.,.2))
104 n1 = 0
105 n2 = 1
106 n3 = length(times)
107 for i = 1:length(v)
108 plot!(times[n2:end-n1], Fp[i][n2:n3-n1], label = "Pressure force, $i",
109 line = :dash, c = c[i])
110 plot!(times[n2:end-n1], Fs[i][n2:n3-n1], label = "Spring force, $i",
111 line =:solid, c = c[i])
112 plot!(times[n2:end-n1], Ff[i][n2:n3-n1], label = "Friction force, $i",
113 line =:dot, c = c[i])
114 end
115 display(p1)
116
117 p2 = plot(times, sqrt.(P)[1:n3], xlabel = "time", ylabel ="pressure", legend =

false)
118
119 p3 = plot(xlabel = "Time", ylabel = "Length", legend = :bottomleft, ylims = (0.,

0.15))
120 for i=1:length(v)
121 plot!(times[n2:end-n1], Le[i][n2:n3-n1], label = "Vertex length, $i",
122 line = :solid, c = c[i])
123 end
124 display(p3)
125
126 p4 = plot(xlabel = "Time", ylabel = "Radius", legend = :bottomleft, ylims = (0.,

1.6))
127 for i=1:length(v)
128 plot!(times[n2:end-n1], R[i][n2:n3-n1], label = "Radius, $i",
129 line = :solid, c = c[i])
130 end
131 display(p4)
132
133 # savefig(p1, "forces_bol_p100_ms300_2.pdf")
134 # savefig(p2, "pressure_bol_p100_ms300_2.pdf")
135 # savefig(p3, "vertexlength_bol_p100_ms300_2.pdf")
136 # savefig(p4, "radius_bol_p100_ms300_2.pdf")
137
138
139
140 # Show original and current mesh using Makie # Does not work currently
141
142 # if any(isnan, b.V)
143 # println("NaN found")
144 # else
145 # sph.showtwomeshes(b.V, b.F, b.nv, b.nf, original.V, original.F,
146 # original.nv, original.

nf)
147 # end
148
149 # Show only current mesh using Makie
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150 # if any(isnan, b.V)
151 # println("NaN found")
152 # else
153 # sph.showmesh(b.V, b.F, b.nv, b.nf)
154 # end� �

Listing 6 Main SPH code.� �
1 module BlowLogicSPH
2
3 using StaticArrays
4 using PyPlot
5 using PyCall
6
7 @pyimport pyigl as igl
8 @pyimport numpy as np
9 # using GeometryTypes, Makie, Colors

10
11 const Scalar = Float64
12 const Index = Int
13
14 const Vec3 = SVector{3, Scalar}
15 const Vec2 = SVector{2, Scalar}
16 const Edge = SVector{2, Index}
17 const Face = SVector{3, Index}
18
19 const SparMat = SparseMatrixCSC{Scalar, Int64}
20 const Mat = SMatrix{3,3,Float64,9}
21 const MMat = MMatrix{3,3,Float64,9}
22 const MatList = Array{Mat, 1}
23
24 const ScalarList = Array{Scalar,1}
25 const Vector2List = Array{Vec2,1}
26 const VectorList = Array{Vec3,1}
27 const EdgeList = Array{Edge,1}
28 const FaceList = Array{Face,1}
29 const VectorMap = Array{VectorList,1}
30
31 const IndexList = Array{Index,1}
32 const IndexMap = Array{IndexList,1}
33 #import Base.isless
34
35 """ Conversion from Eigen to Julia matrices. """
36 function e2j(V :: PyCall.PyObject)
37 if pyrepr(pytypeof(V)) == "<class 'pyigl.eigen.MatrixXd'>"
38 # Convert to Python array, to Julia is done automatically by PyCall
39 t = np.array(V, dtype = "float64")
40 return t
41 elseif pyrepr(pytypeof(V)) == "<class 'pyigl.eigen.MatrixXi'>"
42 # Convert to Python array, to Julia is done automatically by PyCall
43 t = np.array(V, dtype = "int64") + 1
44 return t
45 else
46 error("Numerical type not supported.")
47 end
48 end
49
50 """ Conversion from Julia to Eigen matrices. """
51 j2e(V :: Array{Float64, 2}) = igl.eigen[:MatrixXd](V)
52 function j2e(F :: Array{Int64, 2})
53 F = convert(Array{Int32, 2}, F) - Int32(1)
54 igl.eigen[:MatrixXi](F)
55 end
56 j2e(V :: VectorList) = igl.eigen[:MatrixXd](arr2mat(V))
57 j2e(F :: FaceList) = j2e(arr2mat(F))
58
59 """ Conversion between Array of StaticArrays and Matrix. """
60 arr2mat(V :: Union{FaceList, VectorList}) = [v[i] for v in V, i = 1:3]
61 function mat2vec(V :: Matrix)
62 if size(V, 2) == 3
63 return [Vec3(V[i,:]) for i in 1:size(V,1)]
64 elseif size(V, 2) == 2
65 return [Vec2(V[i,:]) for i in 1:size(V,1)]
66 else
67 error("No such vector defined.")
68 end
69 end
70 mat2face(F :: Matrix) = [Face(F[i,:]) for i in 1:size(F,1)]
71
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72 """ Load vertices from a file. """
73 function load_vertices(filename :: String)
74 # Read as matrix
75 Vmat = readdlm(filename)
76 # Convert to VectorList
77 [Vec3(Vmat[i,:]) for i in 1:size(Vmat,1)]
78 end
79
80 """ Load faces from a file. Assumes faces are given zero indexed. """
81 function load_faces(filename :: String; zerobased :: Bool = true)
82 # Read as matrix and convert to 1 based numbering if needed
83 Fmat = readdlm(filename) + 1 * zerobased
84 # Convert to FaceList
85 [Face(Fmat[i,:]) for i in 1:size(Fmat,1)]
86 end
87
88 """ Orders an edge, such that the smallest element comes first. """
89 ordered_edge(v1 :: Index, v2 :: Index) = Edge(minmax(v1, v2)...)
90
91 """
92 Extract all edges to a list from a list of Faces. Returns a list of Edges.
93 """
94 function extract_edges(F :: FaceList)
95 E = EdgeList()
96 for f in F
97 push!(E, ordered_edge(f[1], f[2]))
98 push!(E, ordered_edge(f[2], f[3]))
99 push!(E, ordered_edge(f[3], f[1]))

100 end
101 # Return without duplicates
102 unique(sort(E, lt=edge_lt), 1)
103 end
104
105 """ Lexical ordering of edges. """
106 edge_lt(u :: Edge, w :: Edge) = u[1] < w[1] || (u[1] == w[1] && u[2] < w[2])
107
108 """
109 Compute the edge maps: for each vertex, finds its adjacent edges.
110 """
111 function build_edge_map(nv :: Int, E :: EdgeList)
112 emap = [IndexList() for k in 1:nv]
113
114 for (k,e) in enumerate(E)
115 push!(emap[e[1]], k)
116 push!(emap[e[2]], k)
117 end
118
119 emap
120 end
121
122 """
123 Create an array of arrays containing at index v the indices of the Faces
124 adjacent to v.
125 """
126 function build_face_map(nv :: Index, F :: FaceList)
127 fmap = [IndexList() for k in 1:nv]
128
129 for (k, f) in enumerate(F)
130 push!(fmap[f[1]], k)
131 push!(fmap[f[2]], k)
132 push!(fmap[f[3]], k)
133 end
134 fmap
135 end
136
137 # Abstract type to hold material parameters
138 abstract type SpringMaterial
139 end
140
141 struct LinearElastic <: SpringMaterial
142 ρ :: Scalar
143 λ :: Scalar
144 µ :: Scalar
145 end
146
147 density(material :: LinearElastic) = material.ρ
148 lambda(material :: LinearElastic) = material.λ
149 mu(material :: LinearElastic) = material.µ
150
151 """ Computes the second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor. """
152 function stress(material :: LinearElastic, E :: Mat)
153 material.λ * trace(E) * eye(Mat) + 2.0 * material.µ * E
154 end
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155
156 # Abstract type to hold parameters for the kernel function
157 abstract type Kernel
158 end
159
160 mutable struct Fixed <: Kernel
161 h :: Scalar # smoothing length
162 α :: Scalar # dimensional scaling factor
163 func :: Function # kernel function
164 gradfunc :: Function # gradient of kernel function
165
166 function Fixed(h :: Scalar, name :: String)
167 if name == "cubicBspline"
168 self = new(h, 1., cubicBspline, grad_cubicBspline)
169 elseif name == "wendland"
170 self = new(h, 1., wendland, grad_wendland)
171 else
172 error("no such kernel function")
173 end
174 end
175 end
176
177 smoothinglength(fixed :: Fixed) = fixed.h
178 kernelcorrection(kernel :: Kernel) = kernel.α
179
180 """ Cubic Bspline kernel function. """
181 function cubicBspline(h :: Scalar, α :: Scalar, dist :: Scalar)
182 q = dist / h
183 if q >= 2.
184 return 0.
185 elseif 0. <= q < 1.
186 return α / hˆ2 * ( 2. / 3. - qˆ2 + .5*qˆ3)
187 else
188 return α / hˆ2 * (2. - q)ˆ3 / 6.
189 end
190 end
191
192 """ Gradient of cubic B spline kernel function. """
193 function grad_cubicBspline(h :: Scalar, α :: Scalar, si :: Vec2, sj :: Vec2,
194 xi :: Vec3, xj :: Vec3, dist :: Scalar)
195 u = si - sj
196 q = dist / h
197 if q >= 2.0 || q âĽď 1e-10
198 return Vec3(0.0, 0.0, 0.0)
199 elseif 1e-10 < q < 1.0
200 âĹĆxâĹĆs = repmat(xi - xj, 1, 2)
201 âĹĆxâĹĆs[:,1] /= u[1]
202 âĹĆxâĹĆs[:,2] /= u[2]
203 âĹĆsâĹĆx = pinv(âĹĆxâĹĆs)
204 return α / (hˆ3 * norm(u)) * u' * âĹĆsâĹĆx * (-2.0 + 1.5 * q)*q
205 else 1.0 <= q < 2.0
206 âĹĆxâĹĆs = repmat(xi - xj, 1, 2)
207 âĹĆxâĹĆs[:,1] /= u[1]
208 âĹĆxâĹĆs[:,2] /= u[2]
209 âĹĆsâĹĆx = pinv(âĹĆxâĹĆs)
210 return α / (hˆ3 * norm(u)) * u' * âĹĆsâĹĆx * -(2.0 - q)ˆ2 * 0.5
211 end
212 end
213
214 """ Wendland kernel """
215 function wendland(h :: Scalar, α :: Scalar, dist :: Scalar)
216 q = dist / h
217 if q >= 2.
218 return 0.
219 else
220 return α * (1. - .5 * q)ˆ5 * (1. + 2.5 * q + 2. * qˆ2)
221 end
222 end
223
224 """ Gradient of the wendland kernel """
225 function grad_wendland(h :: Scalar, α :: Scalar, si :: Vec2, sj :: Vec2,
226 xi :: Vec3, xj :: Vec3, dist :: Scalar)
227 u = si - sj
228 q = dist / h
229 if q >= 2.0 || q < 1e-10
230 return Vec3(0.0, 0.0, 0.0)
231 else
232 âĹĆxâĹĆs = repmat(xi - xj, 1, 2)
233 âĹĆxâĹĆs[:,1] /= u[1]
234 âĹĆxâĹĆs[:,2] /= u[2]
235 âĹĆsâĹĆx = pinv(âĹĆxâĹĆs)
236 âĹĆwâĹĆq = - 7. * q * (1. - .5 * q)ˆ4 * (.5 + q)
237 return α / (hˆ3 * norm(u)) * dist * u' * âĹĆsâĹĆx * âĹĆwâĹĆq
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238 end
239 end
240
241 """ Takes a matrix and changes its entries such that it is an idenity matrix """
242 function eye!(A::MMat)
243 for j = 1:3
244 for i = 1:3
245 @inbounds A[i,j] = 1.0(i == j)
246 end
247 end
248 end
249
250 """
251 Struct containing all relevant information of a mesh during and after inflation,
252 e.g., material parameters, vertex locations, number of vertices, density, etc.
253 Also contains the function to initialize the struct.
254 """
255 mutable struct BlowSim{T<:SpringMaterial, K<:Kernel}
256
257 # Kernel and material parameters
258 kernel :: K
259 material :: T
260
261 # Number of vertices, faces and edges
262 nv :: Index
263 nf :: Index
264 ne :: Index
265
266 # Convenient representation of the mesh
267 V :: VectorList
268 F :: FaceList
269 E :: EdgeList
270
271 # Lookup tables
272 emap :: IndexMap
273 fmap :: IndexMap
274 F_subinds :: IndexMap
275 V_subinds :: IndexMap
276
277 #
278 # Derived geometric quantities (normals, areas, lengths, cot of angles)
279 #
280
281 Nf :: VectorList
282 Af :: ScalarList
283
284 Te :: VectorList
285 Le :: ScalarList
286
287 Nv :: VectorList
288 Av :: ScalarList
289
290 # Forces, used for plotting
291 a :: VectorList
292 fp :: VectorList
293 ff :: VectorList
294
295 #
296 # Dynamic parameters
297 #
298
299 h :: Scalar # Smoothing length
300 α :: Scalar # Correction factor kernel
301 ρ :: Scalar # Density
302 δ :: Scalar # Thickness
303 λ :: Scalar # First Lame parameter
304 µ :: Scalar # Second Lame parameter
305
306 R :: ScalarList # Vertex density
307 M :: ScalarList # Vertex mass
308 U :: VectorList # Vertex displacement
309 Vold :: VectorList # Vertex old position
310 Vnew :: VectorList # Vertex new position
311 V0 :: VectorList # Vertex initial position
312
313 kernelgrad :: VectorMap # All gradients of the kernel function
314
315 P :: MatList # First P-K stress tensor for each vertex
316 Fdef :: MMat # Deformation gradient of a point
317
318 eye :: Mat
319
320 #
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321 # Necessary information needed for geodesic distance
322 #
323
324 A :: SparMat
325 An :: SparMat
326 cots :: Matrix{Scalar}
327 nLC :: SparMat
328
329 m :: Scalar
330 lfac :: SparMat
331 fact_nLC :: Base.SparseArrays.CHOLMOD.Factor{Float64}
332
333 gradu :: VectorList
334 divx :: ScalarList
335
336 # Initialize all quantities
337 function BlowSim{T, K}(
338 V :: VectorList,
339 F :: FaceList,
340 material :: T,
341 δ :: Scalar,
342 kernel :: K,
343 ) where {T, K}
344
345 self = new()
346
347 # Find material and kernel parameters
348 self.material = material
349 self.kernel = kernel
350
351 self.ρ = density(material)
352 self.δ = δ
353 self.µ = mu(material)
354 self.λ = lambda(material)
355 self.h = smoothinglength(kernel)
356 self.α = kernelcorrection(kernel)
357
358 # Load mesh
359 self.V = V
360 self.nv = length(self.V)
361
362 self.F = F
363 self.nf = length(self.F)
364
365 self.E = extract_edges(self.F)
366 self.ne = length(self.E)
367
368 # Create look up tables
369 self.emap = build_edge_map(self.nv, self.E)
370 self.fmap = build_face_map(self.nv, self.F)
371
372 # Pre-allocate space for derived gemoetrical information
373 self.Nf = VectorList(self.nf) # face normals
374 self.Af = ScalarList(self.nf) # Face areas
375
376 self.Te = VectorList(self.ne) # edge tangentials
377 self.Le = ScalarList(self.ne) # edge lengths
378
379 self.Nv = VectorList(self.nv) # vertex normals
380 self.Av = ScalarList(self.nv) # vertex areas
381
382 self.a = zeros(VectorList(self.nv)) # acceleration due to elastic

forces
383 self.fp = zeros(VectorList(self.nv)) # pressure forces
384 self.ff = zeros(VectorList(self.nv)) # friction forces
385
386 # Pre-allocate space for geodesic distance
387
388 self.A = spzeros(self.nv, self.nv) # cotangents of angles
389 self.An = spzeros(self.nv, self.nv) # mass diagonal materix
390 self.cots = zeros(self.nf, 3) # cotangents of angles per face
391 self.nLC = spzeros(self.nv, self.nv) # negative laplace opterator
392 self.lfac = spzeros(self.nv, self.nv) # Backward Euler matrix
393 self.gradu = VectorList(self.nf) # gradient of heat u
394 self.divx = ScalarList(self.nf) # integrated divergence of u
395 self.m = 1.
396
397 # Compute derived geometric variables
398 update_geometry!(self)
399 update_edges!(self)
400 update_cotangents!(self)
401 laplaceoperator!(self)
402 nLCfactor!(self, self.m)
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403
404 self.V_subinds, self.F_subinds = build_submeshmaps(self)
405
406 # Compute mass, initial velocity, and old and start position
407 self.M = self.Av .* self.ρ .* self.δ
408 self.U = zeros(Vec3, self.nv)
409 self.Vold = deepcopy(self.V)
410 self.Vnew = deepcopy(self.V)
411 self.V0 = deepcopy(self.V)
412 self.kernelgrad = [VectorList(length(self.V_subinds[k])) for k = 1:self.

nv]
413
414 # Compute first Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor, density and
415 # gradient correction matrix for each vertex
416 self.P = MatList(self.nv)
417 for v = 1:self.nv
418 self.P[v] = zeros(Mat)
419 end
420
421 self.R = ScalarList(self.nv)
422 update_density_grads!(self)
423
424 self.Fdef = eye(MMat) # Deformation gradient
425 self.eye = eye(Mat)
426
427 update_sph!(self)
428
429 return self
430 end
431
432 function BlowSim{T, K}(
433 filename :: String,
434 material :: T,
435 δ :: Scalar,
436 kernel :: K;
437 zerobased :: Bool = true,
438 ) where {T, K}
439
440 # Load mesh
441 V = load_vertices(filename * "-V.txt")
442 F = load_faces(filename * "-F.txt", zerobased = zerobased)
443
444 return BlowSim{T, K}(V, F, material, δ, kernel)
445 end
446
447 function BlowSim{T, K}(
448 Vmat :: Matrix{Scalar},
449 Fmat :: Matrix{Index},
450 material :: T,
451 δ :: Scalar,
452 kernel :: K
453 ) where {T, K}
454
455 0 âĹĹ Fmat ? zerobased = true : zerobased = false
456 # Convert to Vector- and FaceList
457 V = [Vec3(Vmat[i,:]) for i = 1:size(Vmat, 1)]
458 F = [Face(Fmat[i,:]) for i = 1:size(Fmat, 1)] + 1 * zerobased
459
460 return BlowSim{T, K}(V, F, material, δ, kernel)
461 end
462
463 # Initialize only geometric quantities
464 function BlowSim{T, K}(V :: VectorList, F :: FaceList, k :: Index) where {T,

K}
465 self = new()
466
467 # Load mesh
468 self.V = V
469 self.nv = length(self.V)
470
471 self.F = F
472 self.nf = length(self.F)
473
474 self.E = extract_edges(self.F)
475 self.ne = length(self.E)
476
477 # Create look up tables
478 self.fmap = build_face_map(self.nv, self.F)
479
480 # Pre-allocate space for derived gemoetrical information
481 self.Nf = VectorList(self.nf) # face normals
482 self.Af = ScalarList(self.nf) # Face areas
483
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484 self.Te = VectorList(self.ne) # edge tangentials
485 self.Le = ScalarList(self.ne) # edge lengths
486
487 self.Nv = VectorList(self.nv) # vertex normals
488 self.Av = ScalarList(self.nv) # vertex areas
489
490 self.a = zeros(VectorList(self.nv)) # acceleration due to elastic

forces
491 self.fp = zeros(VectorList(self.nv)) # pressure forces
492 self.ff = zeros(VectorList(self.nv)) # friction forces
493
494 # Pre-allocate space for geodesic distance
495
496 self.A = spzeros(self.nv, self.nv) # cotangents of angles
497 self.An = spzeros(self.nv, self.nv) # mass diagonal materix
498 self.cots = zeros(self.nf, 3) # cotangents of angles per face
499 self.nLC = spzeros(self.nv, self.nv) # negative laplace opterator
500 self.lfac = spzeros(self.nv, self.nv) # Backward Euler matrix
501 self.gradu = VectorList(self.nf) # gradient of heat u
502 self.divx = ScalarList(self.nf) # integrated divergence of u
503 self.m = 0.0
504
505 # Compute derived geometric variables
506 update_geometry!(self)
507
508 # Compute mass, initial velocity, and old and start position
509 self.M = self.Av .* self.ρ
510 self.U = zeros(Vec3, self.nv)
511 self.Vold = deepcopy(self.V)
512 self.Vnew = deepcopy(self.V)
513 self.V0 = deepcopy(self.V)
514
515 self.eye = eye(Mat)
516
517 return self
518 end
519
520 function BlowSim{T, K}(
521 filename :: String,
522 k :: Index;
523 zerobased :: Bool = true) where {T, K}
524 # Load mesh
525 V = load_vertices(filename * "-V.txt")
526 F = load_faces(filename * "-F.txt", zerobased = zerobased)
527
528 return BlowSim{T,K}(V, F, k)
529 end
530
531 function BlowSim{T, K}(
532 Vmat :: Matrix{Scalar},
533 Fmat :: Matrix{Index},
534 k :: Index;
535 zerobased :: Bool = true) where {T, K}
536 # Convert to Vector- and FaceList
537 V = [Vec3(Vmat[i,:]) for i = 1:size(Vmat, 1)]
538 F = [Face(Fmat[i,:]) for i = 1:size(Fmat, 1)] + 1 * zerobased
539
540 return BlowSim{T,K}(V, F, k)
541 end
542 end
543
544 """
545 Given an index, finds surrounding faces and vertices in a radius of 2.5*h.
546 Returns indices of these vertices and faces.
547 """
548 function submesh(b :: BlowSim, v :: Index; update :: Bool = false)
549 verts = IndexList()
550
551 # Find vertices closer than 2.5*h to v
552 dists = geodesicdistance(b, [v], update = update)
553 for ov = 1:b.nv
554 if dists[ov] âĽď 2.5*b.h
555 push!(verts, ov)
556 end
557 end
558
559 # Find faces the verts are in
560 faces = unique(vcat(b.fmap[verts]...))
561 # Find vertices not in verts yet, so that all faces are complete.
562 verts = unique([f[i] for f in b.F[faces], i = 1:3])
563
564 verts, faces
565 end
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566
567 function build_submeshmaps(b :: BlowSim)
568 V_subinds = [IndexList() for k in 1:b.nv]
569 F_subinds = [IndexList() for k in 1:b.nv]
570 for i = 1:b.nv
571 V_subinds[i], F_subinds[i] = submesh(b, i)
572 end
573 V_subinds, F_subinds
574 end
575
576 """ Collects some update functions. """
577 function update_geometry!(b :: BlowSim)
578 update_faces!(b)
579 update_vertices!(b)
580 end
581
582 """ Collects all update functions. """
583 function update_all!(b :: BlowSim)
584 update_density_grads!(b)
585 update_faces!(b)
586 update_vertices!(b)
587 update_sph!(b)
588 end
589
590 """ Updates the face normals and areas. """
591 function update_faces!(b :: BlowSim)
592 for (k, f) in enumerate(b.F)
593 v :: Vec3 = b.V[f[2]] - b.V[f[1]]
594 w :: Vec3 = b.V[f[3]] - b.V[f[1]]
595
596 b.Nf[k] = cross(v, w)
597
598 mag = norm(b.Nf[k])
599 b.Nf[k] /= mag
600 b.Af[k] = 0.5 * mag
601 end
602 end
603
604 """ Updates vertex normals and areas. """
605 function update_vertices!(b :: BlowSim)
606 for k = 1:b.nv
607 Ns = Vec3(0.0, 0.0, 0.0)
608 As = 0.0
609
610 for f in b.fmap[k]
611 As += b.Af[f]
612 Ns += b.Af[f] * b.Nf[f]
613 end
614
615 b.Av[k] = As / 3.0
616 b.Nv[k] = Ns / norm(Ns)
617 end
618 end
619
620 """
621 Updates the density of each vertex and the gradients of each vertex with
622 its neighbors.
623 """
624 function update_density_grads!(b :: BlowSim)
625 d = geodesicdistance(b, [1], update=true)
626 for v = 1:b.nv
627 # Compute parametrization
628 V_uv, F_uv = parametrization(b.V[b.V_subinds[v]], b.F[b.F_subinds[v]])
629 i = find(x-> x == v, b.V_subinds[v])[1]
630 b.R[v] = 0.0
631
632 # Compute density and gradient of the kernel function
633 for (k, ov) in enumerate(b.V_subinds[v])
634 # conformal factor of ov
635 λov = conformalfactor(b, V_uv, ov, k, b.V_subinds[v])
636 b.R[v] += b.M[ov] / λovˆ2 * b.kernel.func(b.h, b.α, d[ov])
637 if v == ov
638 b.kernelgrad[v][k] = Vec3(0., 0., 0.)
639 continue
640 end
641 if any(iszero, V_uv[i] - V_uv[k])
642 error("si = sj, divide by zero coming up.")
643 end
644 b.kernelgrad[v][k] = b.kernel.gradfunc(b.h, b.α, V_uv[i], V_uv[k],
645 b.V[v], b.V[ov], d[ov])
646 end
647 if v âĽă b.nv
648 d = geodesicdistance(b, [v+1], update=false)
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649 end
650 end
651 end
652
653 """ Computes the deformation gradient tensor. """
654 function deformationgradient!(v :: Index, b :: BlowSim)
655 eye!(b.Fdef)
656 for (k, ov) in enumerate(b.V_subinds[v])
657 b.Fdef += b.M[ov] / b.R[ov] * kron((b.U[ov] - b.U[v])',
658 b.kernelgrad[v][k])
659 end
660 if any(isnan, b.Fdef) error("NaN Fdef at vertex: $v") end
661 end
662
663 """
664 Updates the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor, smoothes the
665 normal vectors and computes the deformation gradient tensor.
666 """
667 function update_sph!(b :: BlowSim)
668 for v = 1:b.nv
669 deformationgradient!(v, b)
670 # First Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor using Green Lagrange Strain
671 b.P[v] = b.Fdef * stress(b.material, (b.Fdef * b.Fdef' - b.eye)*0.5)
672
673 # Smoothing the normal vector
674 # n = Vec3(0.0,0.0)
675 # for (k, ov) in enumerate(b.V_subinds[v])
676 # n += b.M[ov] / b.R[ov] * b.Nv[ov] * b.kernelvals[v][k]
677 # end
678 # b.Nvs[v] = n / norm(n)
679 end
680 end
681
682 """
683 Executes a Stormer-Verlet integration step, given a BlowSim, pressure,
684 time step, and friction coefficient.
685 """
686 function inflate!(b :: BlowSim, pressure :: Scalar, dt :: Scalar, mu :: Scalar)
687 # Update normals etc
688 update_all!(b)
689
690 # Time step for comparison
691 dt_f = 48. * dtˆ2
692
693 for v = 1:b.nv
694 # Acceleration using equation of motion, includes pressure and
695 # elastic forces.
696 b.a[v] = Vec3(0.0, 0.0, 0.0)
697
698 for (k, ov) in enumerate(b.V_subinds[v])
699 # Stress contribution
700 b.a[v] += (b.P[v] / b.R[v]ˆ2 + b.P[ov] / b.R[ov]ˆ2) *
701 b.kernelgrad[v][k] * b.M[ov]
702 end
703
704 # Pressure contribution
705 b.fp[v] = pressure * b.Av[v] * b.Nv[v]
706
707 current_cfl = cfl(b, v)
708 if current_cfl < dt_f
709 dt_f = current_cfl
710 end
711 end
712
713 # adjust timestep, and compute dt squared and inverse
714 dt = .25 / sqrt(3.) * sqrt(dt_f)
715 dt2 = dt * dt
716 dtinv = 1.0 / dt
717
718 # Compute everything needing dt and execute verlet update
719 for v = 1:b.nv
720 # Friction contribution
721 b.ff[v] = -mu * (b.V[v] - b.Vold[v]) * dtinv
722
723 a = (b.fp[v] + b.ff[v]) / b.M[v]
724
725 # Verlet update
726 b.Vnew[v] = 2.0 * b.V[v] - b.Vold[v] + (b.a[v] + a) * dt2
727 end
728
729 # Swap V and Vold
730 b.Vold = deepcopy(b.V)
731 b.V = deepcopy(b.Vnew)
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732
733 # Displacement update, used in update_stress!
734 b.U = deepcopy(b.V - b.V0)
735
736 dt
737 end
738
739 function cfl(b :: BlowSim{T,K}, v :: Index) where {T <: SpringMaterial, K <:

Fixed}
740 (b.M[v] * b.h) / norm(b.a[v] * b.M[v] + b.fp[v])
741 end
742
743 function rename(F :: Matrix{Int})
744 for (k,v) = enumerate(sort(unique(F[:])))
745 if v == k
746 nothing
747 else
748 F[find(x -> x==v, F)] = k
749 end
750 end
751 F
752 end
753
754 function rename(F :: FaceList)
755 F = [f[i] for f in F, i=1:3]
756 Fr = rename(F)
757 [Face(Fr[i,:]) for i=1:size(Fr,1)]
758 end
759
760 """
761 Find the conformal factor of vertex v. V_uv is an ARAP parametrization,
762 v is the index in b.V en i is the index in V_uv.
763 """
764 function conformalfactor(b :: BlowSim, V_uv :: Vector2List,
765 v :: Index, i :: Index, subinds :: IndexList)
766 n = length(b.emap[v])
767 λv = 0.
768 for (k, edge) in enumerate(b.emap[v])
769 ov = symdiff(b.E[edge], v)[1] # find other vertex in edge
770 j = find(x-> x == ov, subinds) # find index of ov in V_uv
771 # if ov and thus the edge is not present in V_uv, continue
772 if isempty(j) || ov âĹĽ subinds
773 n -= 1
774 continue
775 else
776 j = j[1]
777 end
778 λv += b.Le[edge] / norm(V_uv[i] - V_uv[j])
779 end
780 λv / n
781 end
782
783 """ ARAP parametrization from libigl. """
784 function parametrization(V :: VectorList, F :: FaceList)
785 # Rename F, such that it does not index into V at i > length(V)
786 F = arr2mat(F)
787 F = rename(F)
788
789 # Convert to Eigen matrices
790 V = j2e(V)
791 F_uv = j2e(F)
792
793 # Make Eigen matrices needed for the parametrization computations
794 bnd = igl.eigen[:MatrixXi]() # indices of boundary vertices
795 bnd_uv = igl.eigen[:MatrixXd]() # position of vertices on UV plane
796 initial_guess = igl.eigen[:MatrixXd]() # intial solution
797 b = igl.eigen[:MatrixXi][:Zero](0, 0) # boundary indices (of V)
798 bc = igl.eigen[:MatrixXd][:Zero](0, 0) # boundary values
799 V_uv = igl.eigen[:MatrixXd]() # UV coordinates
800
801 # Compute the initial solution for ARAP (harmonic parametrization)
802 igl.boundary_loop(F_uv, bnd)
803 if isempty(bnd)
804 error("Boundary is empty, no disk topology. Set smoothing length lower."

)
805 end
806 igl.map_vertices_to_circle(V, bnd, bnd_uv)
807 igl.harmonic(V, F_uv, bnd, bnd_uv, 1, initial_guess)
808
809 V_uv = igl.eigen[:MatrixXd](initial_guess) # important, make a copy of it!
810
811 # Add dynamic regularization to avoid to specify boundary conditions
812 arap_data = igl.ARAPData()
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813 arap_data[:with_dynamics] = true
814
815 # Initialize ARAP
816 arap_data[:max_iter] = 100
817 igl.arap_precomputation(V, F_uv, 2, b, arap_data) # 2 for solving in 2D
818
819 # Solve arap using the harmonic map as initial guess
820 igl.arap_solve(bc, arap_data, V_uv)
821
822 mat2vec(e2j(V_uv)), mat2face(e2j(F_uv))
823 end
824
825 """
826 Minimum geodesic distance from each vertex in surface to any vertex in
827 "verts" using the algorithm from 'geodesics in heat', Crane et al, 2012. m is
828 a smoothing parameter, with larger values smoothing more. Returns a ScalarList
829 of distances. Implementation of this, including functions used in this one,
830 follows the one found at
831 https://github.com/gallantlab/pycortex/blob
832 /79350a6d6df8025f12a7ecfa1bd8fc5246322d65/cortex/polyutils.py.
833 """
834 function geodesicdistance(b :: BlowSim, verts :: IndexList;
835 m :: Scalar = 1.0, update :: Bool = false)
836 # Update the factorization of the negative Laplace operator if m differs
837 # or if update is needed (e.g. every time step)
838 if b.m âĽă m
839 b.m = m
840 update_edges!(b)
841 update_cotangents!(b)
842 laplaceoperator!(b)
843 nLCfactor!(b, m)
844 elseif update
845 update_edges!(b)
846 update_cotangents!(b)
847 laplaceoperator!(b)
848 nLCfactor!(b, m)
849 end
850
851 # I. Find u, the heat values
852
853 # Set initial heat values
854 u0 = zeros(b.nv)
855 u0[verts] = 1.0
856 # Solve system using factorization
857 u = b.fact_nLC \ u0
858
859 # II. Use u to find phi, the distances
860
861 # Compute the surface gradient of u
862 surfacegradient!(b, u)
863 # Normalized negative gradient of u
864 X = -b.gradu ./ norm.(b.gradu)
865 # Integrated divergence of X
866 divx!(b, X)
867 # Solve system for the distances
868 ϕ = b.nLC \ b.divx
869 ϕ - minimum(ϕ)
870 end
871
872 """
873 Returns the factorization of the negative Laplace operator.
874 """
875 function nLCfactor!(b :: BlowSim, m :: Scalar)
876 # Time of heat evolution
877 t = m * (sum(b.Le) / b.ne)ˆ2
878 # Backward Euler matrix
879 b.lfac = spdiagm(b.Av, 0) - t * b.nLC
880 b.fact_nLC = ldltfact(b.lfac)
881 nothing
882 end
883
884 """ Updates the edge tangentials and lengths. """
885 function update_edges!(b :: BlowSim)
886 for (k, e) in enumerate(b.E)
887 b.Te[k] = b.V[e[2]] - b.V[e[1]]
888 b.Le[k] = norm(b.Te[k])
889 end
890 end
891
892 """
893 Updates the values of the cotangents of the angles between vectors and the
894 matrix used to normalize it.
895 """
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896 function update_cotangents!(b :: BlowSim)
897 for (i, f) in enumerate(b.F)
898 b.cots[i,1] = cot(b.V[f[2]] - b.V[f[1]], b.V[f[3]] - b.V[f[1]])
899 b.cots[i,2] = cot(b.V[f[3]] - b.V[f[2]], b.V[f[1]] - b.V[f[2]])
900 b.cots[i,3] = cot(b.V[f[1]] - b.V[f[3]], b.V[f[2]] - b.V[f[3]])
901 end
902 end
903
904 """ Cotangens of angle between two vectors. """
905 cot(a :: Vec3, b :: Vec3) = dot(a,b) / norm(cross(a,b))
906
907 """ To compute the negative Laplace operator. """
908 function laplaceoperator!(b :: BlowSim)
909 fill!(b.A, 0.)
910 for (i, f) in enumerate(b.F)
911 b.A[f[2], f[3]] += 0.5 * b.cots[i, 1]
912 b.A[f[3], f[2]] += 0.5 * b.cots[i, 1]
913 b.A[f[3], f[1]] += 0.5 * b.cots[i, 2]
914 b.A[f[1], f[3]] += 0.5 * b.cots[i, 2]
915 b.A[f[1], f[2]] += 0.5 * b.cots[i, 3]
916 b.A[f[2], f[1]] += 0.5 * b.cots[i, 3]
917 end
918 b.An = spdiagm(squeeze(sum(b.A,1),1), 0)
919
920 # Negative laplace operator
921 b.nLC = b.A - b.An
922 nothing
923 end
924
925 """
926 For a given scalar-valued function across vertices, returns the
927 gradients in x, y, and z direction at each vertex.
928 """
929 function surfacegradient!(b :: BlowSim, u :: ScalarList)
930 for (k,f) in enumerate(b.F)
931 fe12 = cross(b.Nf[k], b.V[f[2]] - b.V[f[1]])
932 fe23 = cross(b.Nf[k], b.V[f[3]] - b.V[f[2]])
933 fe31 = cross(b.Nf[k], b.V[f[1]] - b.V[f[3]])
934 b.gradu[k] = (fe12 * u[f[3]] + fe23 * u[f[1]] + fe31 * u[f[2]]) / (2.0 *

b.Af[k])
935 end
936 end
937
938 """
939 Computes the integrated divergence of X at each vertex.
940 """
941 function divx!(b, X :: VectorList)
942 b.divx = zeros(b.nv)
943 for (i, v) in enumerate(b.V)
944 for j in b.fmap[i]
945 # Find the two indices in the face not equal to i, and their index
946 # in the face
947 ind = findfirst(b.F[j], i)
948 k, l = deleteat!([b.F[j].data...], ind)
949 n, m = deleteat!([1,2,3], ind)
950 # Compute the integrated divergence
951 b.divx[i] += 0.5 * (b.cots[j, m] * dot((b.V[k] - b.V[i]), X[j]) +
952 b.cots[j, n] * dot((b.V[l] - b.V[i]), X[j]))
953 end
954 end
955 end
956
957 # """
958 # Function to show a mesh using Makie and GeometryTypes, given a list of
959 # vertices and faces, and the number of vertices and faces.
960 # """
961 # function showmesh(V :: VectorList, F :: FaceList, nv :: Index, nf :: Index)
962 # V = [Point3f0(V[i]) for i in 1:nv]
963 # F = [GLTriangle(F[i]) for i in 1:nf]
964 # mesh = GLNormalMesh(V, F)
965 #
966 # scene = Scene(color=:white)
967 # wireframe(mesh, linewidth=2f0, color=:gray)
968 # Makie.mesh(mesh, color=:darkgray)
969 #
970 # pos = map(mesh.vertices, mesh.normals) do p, n
971 # p => p .+ (normalize(n) .* 4f0)
972 # end
973 # linesegment(pos, color=RGBA(0.5,0.5,1.0,0.8))
974 #
975 # center!(scene)
976 # scene
977 # end
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978
979 # """
980 # Function to show a two meshes as wireframes using Makie and GeometryTypes,
981 # given a list of vertices and faces, and the number of vertices and faces for
982 # both meshes. It assumes the second mesh is smaller and colors besides the
983 # edges also the faces.
984 # """
985 # function showtwomeshes(V1 :: VectorList, F1 :: FaceList, nv1 :: Index, nf1 ::

Index,
986 # V2 :: VectorList, F2 :: FaceList, nv2 :: Index, nf2 ::

Index)
987 # V1 = [Point3f0(V1[i]) for i in 1:nv1]
988 # F1 = [GLTriangle(F1[i]) for i in 1:nf1]
989 # mesh1 = GLNormalMesh(V1, F1)
990 # V2 = [Point3f0(V2[i]) for i in 1:nv2]
991 # F2 = [GLTriangle(F2[i]) for i in 1:nf2]
992 # mesh2 = GLNormalMesh(V2, F2)
993 #
994 # scene = Scene(color=:white)
995 # wireframe(mesh1, linewidth=2f0, color=:blue)
996 #
997 # wireframe(mesh2, linewidth=2f0, color=:gray)
998 # Makie.mesh(mesh2, color=:white)
999 #

1000 # pos = map(mesh1.vertices, mesh1.normals) do p, n
1001 # p => p .+ (normalize(n) .* 4f0)
1002 # end
1003 # linesegment(pos, color=RGBA(0.5,0.5,1.0,0.8))
1004 #
1005 # center!(scene)
1006 # scene
1007 # end
1008
1009 function showplot(VL :: VectorList, F :: FaceList)
1010 F = [f[i]-1 for f in F, i=1:3] # minus 1, because PyPlot is Python
1011 xs = ScalarList(length(VL))
1012 ys = ScalarList(length(VL))
1013 zs = ScalarList(length(VL))
1014 for (k, v) in enumerate(VL)
1015 xs[k] = v[1]
1016 ys[k] = v[2]
1017 zs[k] = v[3]
1018 end
1019 fig = figure()
1020 plot_trisurf(xs, ys, zs, triangles = F)
1021 xlabel("x-axis")
1022 ylabel("y-axis")
1023 zlabel("z-axis")
1024 show()
1025 end
1026
1027 end # module BlowLogicSPH� �

C Neural Networks
C.1 Solving Partial Differential Equations

Listing 7 Demo file using Eikonal.jl.� �
1 println("@@@ STARTING")
2
3 include("Eikonal.jl")
4
5 using Eikonal
6 using Flux
7 using Flux.Tracker
8 using Plots
9 Eik = Eikonal # alias

10
11 # Make data
12 # Domain is [0., 10]x[0., 10]
13 L = 10.
14 nx = 5000 # total number of points
15 data = [[L*rand(), L*rand()] for i = 1:nx]
16
17 # Split in test and train set
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18 shuffled_data = shuffle(data[:])
19 ntrain = Int(nx * .8)
20 x_train = shuffled_data[:][1:ntrain]
21 x_test = shuffled_data[:][ntrain+1:end]
22
23 # Plot the points
24 scatter([x[1] for x in x_train], [x[2] for x in x_train], label = "Trainset")
25 scatter!([x[1] for x in x_test], [x[2] for x in x_test], label = "Testset")
26
27 # Boundary point
28 x_γ = [5., 5.]
29
30 # Make NN
31 ndense = 10 # Number of units in hidden layer
32 λ = 0.001 # Learning rate
33
34 dist = Eik.Distance(ndense, λ)
35 opt = SGD(params(dist.m), dist.λ)
36
37 epochs = 20
38 Trainloss = [Float64[] for i=1:epochs]
39 Testloss = [Float64[] for i=1:epochs]
40
41 for i = 1:epochs
42 shuffled_x = shuffle!(x_train)
43 trloss = 0.0
44 teloss = 0.0
45 for x in shuffled_x
46 back!(Eik.loss(x, x_γ, dist.m))
47 # Check if any of the gradients of the weights was NaN. If so, set to
48 # zero, so that the NaN does not propagate to the weights and biases.
49 # This means that this value of x does not change the weights, and is
50 # essentially skipped.
51 for p in params(dist.m)
52 if any(isnan, p.grad) p.grad .= 0 end
53 end
54 opt()
55 end
56 # test loss is average per epoch
57 for xt in x_test
58 push!(Testloss[i], Flux.Tracker.data(Eik.loss(xt, x_γ, dist.m)))
59 end
60 for xt in x_train
61 push!(Trainloss[i], Flux.Tracker.data(Eik.loss(xt, x_γ, dist.m)))
62 end
63
64 if i % 1 == 0
65 trloss = sum(Trainloss[i])
66 teloss = sum(Testloss[i])
67 println("Epoch $i, current train loss is $trloss, test loss is $teloss."

)
68 end
69 end
70
71 # Plot average loss per epoch
72 trloss = [sum(Trainloss[i])/length(x_train) for i = 1:epochs]
73 teloss = [sum(Testloss[i])/length(x_test) for i = 1:epochs]
74
75 plot(trloss, xlabel = "Number of epochs", ylabel = "Average loss", label = "

Train loss")
76 plot!(teloss, label = "Test loss")
77
78 # Plot distances of NN as a function of the true distance
79 traindistances = [Flux.Tracker.data(Eik.Ψt(x_train[i], x_γ, dist.m))[1]
80 for i = 1:length(x_train)]
81 testdistances = [Flux.Tracker.data(Eik.Ψt(x_test[i], x_γ, dist.m))[1]
82 for i = 1:length(x_test)]
83 truetrain = [norm(x_γ - x_train[i]) for i = 1:length(x_train)]
84 truetest = [norm(x_γ - x_test[i]) for i = 1:length(x_test)]
85
86 plot(xlabel = "True distance", ylabel = "Model prediction", legend = :topleft)
87 scatter!(truetrain, abs.(traindistances), label = "Traindistances")
88 scatter!(truetest, abs.(testdistances), label = "Testdistances")
89
90 # Plot of network output
91 trainΨ = [Flux.Tracker.data(dist.m(x_train[i]))[1] for i = 1:length(x_train)]
92 testΨ = [Flux.Tracker.data(dist.m(x_test[i]))[1] for i = 1:length(x_test)]
93
94 plot(xlabel = "True distance", ylabel = "Network prediction", legend = :

bottomleft)
95 scatter!(truetrain, abs.(trainΨ), label = "Train set")
96 scatter!(truetest, abs.(testΨ), label = "Test set")� �
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Listing 8 Neural Network to solve the eikonal equation main code.� �
1 module Eikonal
2
3 using Flux
4 using Flux.Tracker
5
6 mutable struct Distance
7 ndense :: Int
8 m :: Flux.Chain
9 λ :: Float64

10
11 function Distance(ndense :: Int, λ :: Float64)
12 self = new()
13 self.ndense = ndense # Number of units in hidden layer
14 self.λ = λ # Learning rate
15 self.m = Chain( # Network
16 Dense(2, ndense, σ),
17 Dense(ndense, 1))
18
19 return self
20 end
21 end
22
23 """
24 Function satisfying the boundary condition, A, and F, a function that is zero
25 on the boundary. Note that the boundary does not neccesarily mean the boundary
26 of the domain, but the set of points to which we wish to know the distance.
27 """
28 A(x, x_γ) = 0.
29 âĹĞA(x, x_γ) = 0.0
30
31 F(x, x_γ) = norm(x - x_γ)
32 âĹĞF(x, x_γ) = norm(x - x_γ) > 1e-10 ? (x - x_γ) / norm(x - x_γ) : x - x
33
34 """ First derivative of sigmoid """
35 âĹĞσ(x) = σ(x) * (1.0 - σ(x))
36
37 """ Trial solution """
38 Ψt(x, x_γ, m) = A(x, x_γ) + F(x, x_γ) * m(x)
39
40 """ Gradient of the neural network """
41 function âĹĞm(x, m)
42 z = m[1].W * x + m[1].b
43 m[2].W * (âĹĞσ.(z) .* m[1].W)
44 end
45
46 """ Gradient of trial solution """
47 âĹĞΨt(x, x_γ, m) = âĹĞA(x, x_γ) + âĹĞF(x, x_γ) * m(x)[1] + F(x, x_γ) * âĹĞm(x, m

)'
48
49 """ Loss function """
50 function loss(x, x_γ, m)
51 dΨt = âĹĞΨt(x, x_γ, m)
52 normâĹĞΨt = dΨt[1]^2 + dΨt[2]^2
53 # If x = x_γ, the loss function does not work.
54 if norm(x - x_γ) < 1e-10
55 return normâĹĞΨt
56 else
57 return normâĹĞΨt - 2.0 * sqrt(normâĹĞΨt) + 1
58 end
59 end
60
61 end # module Eikonal� �

Listing 9 Demo file using BlowNN.jl.� �
1 println("@@@ STARTING")
2
3 include("BlowNN.jl")
4
5 using BlowNN
6 using Flux
7 using Flux: @epochs, throttle
8 using Plots
9 using BSON: @load, @save

10 bnn = BlowNN
11
12 # Material parameters
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13 rho = 1.0
14 λ = 10.0
15 µ = 10.0
16 # Can choose between circle, square, ellipse, circlearc, parabola and line.
17 shape = "circle";
18 nv = 60
19 ngv = 20
20 L = 6.0
21
22 # NN parameters
23 η = 1e-8 # Learning rate
24 n = 10 # Number of sigmoid units
25 # Can choose between relu and sigmoid
26 activationfunction = "relu";
27 pressure = 1.0 # pressure
28
29 # Creation
30 material = bnn.LinearElastic(rho, λ, µ);
31 model = bnn.Model(n, η, 1, activationfunction);
32
33 # Load/save weights
34 @load "zeroinit.bson" weights
35 Flux.loadparams!(b.model.NN, weights)
36 # weights = Tracker.data.(params(b.model.NN));
37 # @save "zeroinit.bson" weights
38
39 # Create geometry
40 b = bnn.BlowSim{typeof(material)}(
41 nv, ngv, L, material, shape, model, pressure);
42 print("--- Plot initial:")
43 bnn.showplot(b.V0, [], b.nv, L)
44 savefig("initialPDEinflate.pdf")
45
46 print("--- Plot NN initial guess:")
47 bnn.showplot(b.Vold, [], b.nv, L)
48 savefig("initialguessPDEinflate.pdf")
49
50 opt = Momentum(params(b.model.NN), b.model.η)
51 # SGD(Flux.params(b.model.NN), b.model.η)
52 # ADAM(params(b.model.NN), b.model.η)
53 # Nesterov(params(b.model.NN), b.model.η)
54 #
55 Loss = Float64[]
56 epochs = 10
57
58 @time for i = 1:epochs
59 Flux.back!(bnn.loss(b))
60 # Check if any of the gradients of the weights was NaN. If so, set to
61 # zero, so that the NaN does not propagate to the weights and biases.
62 # This means that this value of x does not change the weights, and is
63 # essentially skipped.
64 for p in Flux.params(b.model.NN)
65 if any(isnan, p.grad) p.grad .= 0 end
66 end
67 opt()
68 push!(Loss, Flux.Tracker.data(bnn.loss(b)))
69 bnn.update_all!(b)
70
71 if i % 1 == 0
72 println("Epoch ", i, ", mean loss is ", bnn.loss(b) / b.nv)
73 bnn.showplot(b.V, [b.a .* b.M, b.fp], b.nv, L)
74 end
75 end
76
77 # Plotting
78 bnn.showplot(V, [], b.nv, L)
79
80 # loss
81 plot(Loss, xlabel = "Number of epochs", ylabel = "Loss value", legend = false)
82 savefig("PDEinflateloss.pdf")� �

Listing 10 Neural Nerwork to solve governing equation main code.� �
1 module BlowNN
2
3 using Flux
4 using Flux.Tracker
5 using StaticArrays
6 using Plots
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7
8 const ε = 1e-10
9

10 const Scalar = Float64
11 const Index = Int
12 const TrReal = Flux.Tracker.TrackedReal{Scalar}
13
14 const ScalarList = Array{Scalar,1}
15 const IndexList = Array{Index,1}
16
17 const Param = TrackedArray
18 const Edge = SVector{2, Index}
19 const EdgeList = Array{Edge,1}
20
21 const ParamList = Array{Param, 1}
22 const ParamMap = Array{ParamList, 1}
23 const TrRealList = Array{TrReal, 1}
24 const TrRealMap = Array{TrRealList, 1}
25
26 ParamList(nv :: Index, A :: Array{Scalar,1}) = ParamList([param(A) for i = 1:nv]

)
27 TrRealList(nv :: Index, a :: Scalar) = TrRealList([a for i= 1:nv])
28
29 """ Function to decide which shape vertices to use. """
30 function load_vertices(shape :: String, args...; kwargs...)
31 if shape == "line"
32 return load_vertices_line(args...; kwargs...)
33 elseif shape == "parabola"
34 return load_vertices_parabola(args...; kwargs...)
35 elseif shape == "circlearc"
36 return load_vertices_circlearc(args...; kwargs...)
37 elseif shape == "circle"
38 return load_vertices_circle(args...)
39 elseif shape == "square"
40 return load_vertices_square(args...)
41 elseif shape == "ellipse"
42 return load_vertices_ellipse(args...)
43 else
44 error("No such shape implemented.")
45 end
46 end
47
48 """
49 Functions to create an array with vertex locations.
50 If the shape is unconnected, standard 10 ghost vertices are placed at both ends.
51 In the case of a line, if ngv is uneven, (ngv-1)/2 are placed on the left and
52 (ngv+1)/2 on the right. If the shape is connected at the first and last vertex,
53 L is the circumference. Also, the vertices can start at any point, but they
54 need to go anti-clockwise from there, due to the computation of the normal
55 vectors later on. Depending on the exact shape, the number of vertices
56 returned may vary from the number specified. If a unit speed parametrization is
57 easy to make, the length is L and vertices are evenly spaced.
58 """
59 function load_vertices_line(nv :: Index, L :: Scalar; ngv :: Index = 20)
60 n = nv + ngv
61 spacing = L / (nv - 1)
62 [param([(i-1)*spacing - spacing * fld(ngv, 2), 0.0]) for i in 1:n]
63 end
64
65 function load_vertices_parabola(nv :: Index, L :: Scalar; ngv :: Index = 10)
66 n = nv + ngv
67 # Note that the length returned is > L
68 x = linspace(- 0.5 * L, 0.5 * L, n)
69 [param([x[i], -x[i]ˆ2]) for i in 1:n]
70 end
71
72 function load_vertices_circlearc(nv :: Index, L :: Scalar; ngv :: Index = 10)
73 # cospi and sinpi calculate their arugments times π.
74 n = nv + ngv
75 spacing = 1 / nv
76 # factor (0.5 * L / π) to get a circle with circumference âĽĹ L.
77 [param( [-(0.5 * L / π) * cospi(spacing * (i - 1 - ngv * 0.5)),
78 (0.5 * L / π) * sinpi(spacing * (i - 1 - ngv * 0.5))]) for i in 1:n+1]
79 end
80
81 function load_vertices_circle(nv :: Index, L :: Scalar)
82 # cospi and sinpi calculate their arugments times π.
83 spacing = 2 / nv
84 [param( [(0.5 * L / π) * cospi(spacing * i),
85 (0.5 * L / π) * sinpi(spacing * i)]) for i in 1:nv]
86 end
87
88 function load_vertices_ellipse(nv :: Index, L :: Scalar)
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89 b = L*0.1
90 a = L*0.2
91 spacing = 2 / nv
92 [param( [a * cospi(spacing * i), b * sinpi(spacing * i)]) for i in 1:nv]
93 end
94
95 function load_vertices_square(nv :: Index, L :: Scalar)
96 # Creates four edges of the square, each with length L / 4
97 l = L / 4.0
98 # the total number of vertices returned will be 4 * floor(nv/4).
99 n = fld(nv, 4)

100 spacing = l / n
101 V1 = [param([l / 2.0 - (i-1) * spacing, l / 2.0]) for i in 1:n]
102 V2 = [param([- l / 2.0, l / 2.0 - (i-1) * spacing]) for i in 1:n]
103 V3 = [param([- l / 2.0 + (i-1) * spacing, - l / 2.0]) for i in 1:n]
104 V4 = [param([l / 2.0, -l / 2.0 + (i-1) * spacing]) for i in 1:n]
105 append!(V1, V2)
106 append!(V1, V3)
107 append!(V1, V4)
108 end
109
110 """ Loads the edges, depending on the shapetype (connected or not). """
111 function load_edges(shapetype :: String, nv :: Index)
112 E = [Edge([i, i+1]) for i in 1:nv-1]
113 if shapetype == "unconnected"
114 return E
115 elseif shapetype == "connected"
116 push!(E, Edge([nv, 1]))
117 return E
118 else
119 error("No such shape implemented.")
120 end
121 end
122
123 """
124 Compute the edge maps: for each vertex, finds its two adjacent edges.
125 This function returns two maps: one with edges going out of
126 the vertex (clockwise) and one incident to the vertex
127 (anti-clockwise).
128 """
129 function build_edge_maps(nv :: Index, E :: EdgeList, shapetype :: String)
130 emap_pos = IndexList()
131 emap_neg = IndexList()
132
133 for e in E
134 push!(emap_pos, e[2])
135 push!(emap_neg, e[1]-1)
136 end
137
138 if shapetype == "connected"
139 emap_neg[1] = E[end][1]
140 elseif shapetype == "unconnected"
141 # The fist point sees itself as previous element, and the last one
142 # itself as the next element.
143 emap_neg[1] = 1
144 push!(emap_neg, nv - 1)
145 push!(emap_pos, nv)
146 else
147 error("No such shapetype implemented.")
148 end
149
150 emap_pos, emap_neg
151 end
152
153 # Abstract type to hold material parameters
154 abstract type SpringMaterial end
155
156 # Saint Venant-Kirchhoff material
157 struct LinearElastic <: SpringMaterial
158 rho :: Scalar
159 λ :: Scalar
160 µ :: Scalar
161 end
162
163 density(material :: SpringMaterial) = material.rho
164 lambda(material :: LinearElastic) = material.λ
165 mu(material :: LinearElastic) = material.µ
166
167 mutable struct Model
168 ndense :: Index
169 η :: Scalar
170 x0 :: Index
171 NN :: Chain
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172 af :: Function
173 âĹĞaf :: Function
174 âĹĞâĹĞaf :: Function
175
176 function Model(ndense :: Index, η :: Scalar, x0 :: Index, name :: String)
177 self = new()
178 self.ndense = ndense # Number of units in hidden layer
179 self.η = η # Learning rate
180 self.x0 = x0
181 if name == "sigmoid"
182 self.af = σ
183 self.âĹĞaf = âĹĞσ
184 self.âĹĞâĹĞaf = âĹĞâĹĞσ
185 elseif name == "relu"
186 self.af = relu
187 self.âĹĞaf = âĹĞrelu
188 self.âĹĞâĹĞaf = âĹĞâĹĞrelu
189 else
190 error("No such activation function implemented.")
191 end
192 self.NN = Chain( # Neural network architecture
193 Dense(3, ndense, self.af),
194 Dense(ndense, 2))
195 self
196 end
197 end
198
199 # Activation functions' derivatives
200 âĹĞσ(x) = σ(x) * (1.0 - σ(x))
201 âĹĞâĹĞσ(x) = âĹĞσ(x) * (1.0 - 2.0 * σ(x))
202
203 âĹĞrelu(x) = x < 0.0 ? 0.0 : 1.0
204 âĹĞâĹĞrelu(x) = 0.0
205
206 """
207 Computes the second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor for linear elastic and
208 hyperelastic constitutive material models.
209 """
210 function stress(material :: LinearElastic, F :: TrackedArray)
211 E = 0.5 * (F' * F - eye(2))
212 material.λ * trace(E) * eye(2) + 2.0 * material.µ * E
213 end
214
215 """
216 Distance between two points on the line, given by the absolute value of the
217 difference of the values at v and ov in the list containing the cumulative sums
218 of the distances. For shapes of which the first and last vertex are connected,
219 this function assumes that the last entry of LS contains circumference
220 of the shape.
221 """
222 function distance_connected(LS :: TrRealList, v :: Index, ov :: Index)
223 Flux.Tracker.data(min(abs(LS[v] - LS[ov]), LS[end] - abs(LS[v] - LS[ov])))
224 end
225
226 function distance_unconnected(LS :: TrRealList, v :: Index, ov :: Index)
227 Flux.Tracker.data(abs(LS[v] - LS[ov]))
228 end
229
230 """
231 Struct containing all relevant information of a mesh during and after inflation,
232 e.g., material parameters, vertex locations, number of vertices, density, etc.
233 Also contains the function to initialize the struct.
234 """
235 mutable struct BlowSim{T<:SpringMaterial}
236 # Neural Network and its parameters
237 model :: Model
238
239 # Material parameters, as well as the shape and distance function
240 material :: T
241 shapetype :: String
242 distance :: Function
243
244 # Number of (ghost)vertices and edges
245 ngv :: Index
246 nv :: Index
247 ne :: Index
248
249 # Index of first and last moving particle
250 start_at :: Index
251 end_at ::Index
252
253 # Convenient representation of the mesh
254 V :: ParamList
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255 E :: EdgeList
256
257 # Lookup tables
258 emap_pos :: IndexList
259 emap_neg :: IndexList
260
261 #
262 # Derived geometric quantities (normals, areas, lengths, cot of angles)
263 #
264
265 Ne :: ParamList
266 Te :: ParamList
267 Le :: TrRealList
268 LSe :: TrRealList
269
270 Nv :: ParamList
271 Nvs :: ParamList
272 Lv :: TrRealList
273
274 # Forces, used for plotting
275 a :: ParamList
276 fp :: ParamList
277
278 #
279 # Dynamic parameters
280 #
281 l :: Scalar # Length of domain
282 rho :: Scalar # Density
283 p :: Scalar # Pressure
284
285 M :: ScalarList # Vertex mass
286 Vold :: ParamList # Vertex position initial guess
287 V0 :: ParamList # Vertex initial position
288
289 P :: ParamList # First P-K stress tensor for each vertex
290 Fdef :: ParamList # Deformation gradient for each vertex
291
292 x0 :: Param
293
294 # Initialize all quantities
295 function BlowSim{T}(
296 nv :: Index,
297 ngv :: Index,
298 l :: Scalar,
299 material :: T,
300 shape :: String,
301 model :: Model,
302 p :: Scalar,
303 ) where {T}
304
305 self = new()
306 # NN
307 self.model = model
308
309 # Find material and kernel parameters
310 self.material = material
311
312 if shape in ["circle", "square", "ellipse"]
313 self.shapetype = "connected"
314 self.distance = distance_connected
315 self.ngv = 0
316 elseif shape in ["line", "parabola", "circlearc"]
317 self.shapetype = "unconnected"
318 self.distance = distance_unconnected
319 self.ngv = ngv
320 else
321 println("No such shape implemented.")
322 end
323
324 # Load mesh
325 self.V = load_vertices(shape, nv, l; ngv = self.ngv)
326 self.nv = length(self.V)
327 self.V0 = deepcopy(self.V)
328
329 self.E = load_edges(self.shapetype, self.nv)
330 self.ne = length(self.E)
331
332 self.l = l
333 self.rho = density(material)
334 self.p = p
335
336 # Indices of first and last moving particle. End points are fixed
337 # for the line, so do not have to loop over ghost vertices.
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338 # For the circle, this reduces to v = 1:b.nv, since b.ngv = 0.
339 self.start_at = fld(self.ngv, 2) + 1
340 self.end_at = self.nv - cld(self.ngv, 2)
341
342 # Create look up tables
343 self.emap_pos, self.emap_neg = build_edge_maps(self.nv, self.E, self.

shapetype)
344
345 # Pre-allocate space for derived gemoetrical information
346 self.Ne = ParamList(self.nv, [0.0, 0.0]) # edge normals
347 self.Te = ParamList(self.nv, [0.0, 0.0]) # edge tangentials
348 self.Le = TrRealList(self.ne, 0.0) # edge lengths
349 self.LSe = ScalarList(self.ne) # edge lengths cumulative sum
350
351 self.a = ParamList(self.nv, [0.0, 0.0]) # acceleration due to elastic

forces
352 self.fp = ParamList(self.nv, [0.0, 0.0]) # pressure forces
353
354 self.Nv = ParamList(self.nv, [0.0, 0.0]) # vertex normals
355 self.Lv = TrRealList(self.nv, 0.0) # vertex lengths
356
357 # Compute derived geometric information
358 update_geometry!(self)
359
360 # Compute mass
361 self.M = ScalarList([Flux.Tracker.data(l) for l in self.Lv]) .* self.rho
362 # BC
363 self.x0 = self.V[self.model.x0]
364
365 # Pre-allocate room for first Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor and the
366 # deformation gradient tensor for each vertex
367 self.P = [Flux.param([0.0 0.0; 0.0 0.0]) for i = 1:self.nv]
368 self.Fdef = [Flux.param([1.0 0.0; 0.0 1.0]) for i = 1:self.nv]
369
370 update_all!(self)
371 self.Vold = deepcopy(self.V)
372
373 return self
374 end
375 end
376
377 # BC function and its gradient
378
379 """ Function that is zero on the boundary """
380 F(x, x0) = (x[1] - x0[1])ˆ2 + (x[2] - x0[2])ˆ2
381
382 âĹĞF(x, x0) = 2.0 * (x - x0)
383
384 # Jacobian, divergence etc of trial solution and neural network
385
386 """ Trial solution, in this case, the displacement. """
387 Ψt(x, b :: BlowSim) = F(x, b.x0) * b.model.NN([x.data..., b.p])
388
389 """ Jacobian of the trial solution. """
390 âĹĞΨt(x, b :: BlowSim) = kron(âĹĞF(x, b.x0)', b.model.NN([x.data..., b.p])) +
391 (F(x, b.x0) * âĹĞm(x, b))[1:2,1:2]
392
393 """ Divergence of the Jacobian of the trial solution """
394 function divâĹĞΨt(x, b :: BlowSim)
395 dF = âĹĞF(x, b.x0)
396 dm = âĹĞm(x, b)
397 f = F(x, b.x0)
398 ddm = δ2m(x, b)
399 ddmm = δ2mixedm(x, b)
400 bm = b.model.NN([x.data..., b.p])
401
402 d1 = 2.0 * bm + 2.0 * dF .* dm[1:3:4] + f * ddm[1:3:4]
403 d2 = dF .* dm[4:-3:1] + dF[2:-1:1] .* dm[2:1:3] + f * ddmm[2:-1:1]
404
405 return d1 + d2
406 end
407
408 """ Jacobian of the neural network. """
409 function âĹĞm(x, b :: BlowSim)
410 x = [x.data..., b.p]
411 z = b.model.NN[1].W * x + b.model.NN[1].b
412 b.model.NN[2].W * (b.model.âĹĞaf.(z) .* b.model.NN[1].W)
413 end
414
415 """ Second derivatives of the neural network. """
416 function δ2m(x, b :: BlowSim)
417 x = [x.data..., b.p]
418 z = b.model.NN[1].W * x + b.model.NN[1].b
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419 b.model.NN[2].W * (b.model.âĹĞâĹĞaf.(z) .* b.model.NN[1].W.^2)
420 end
421
422 """ Mixed second derivative of the NN w.r.t. x and y, not p """
423 function δ2mixedm(x, b :: BlowSim)
424 x = [x.data..., b.p]
425 z = b.model.NN[1].W * x + b.model.NN[1].b
426 b.model.NN[2].W * (b.model.âĹĞâĹĞaf.(z) .* b.model.NN[1].W[:,1] .* b.model.

NN[1].W[:,2])
427 end
428
429 """ Divergence of the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor """
430 function âĹĞP(v, b :: BlowSim)
431 S = stress(b.material, b.Fdef[v])
432 end
433
434 """ Divergence of second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor """
435 function âĹĞS(x, b :: BlowSim)
436 ddm = δ2m(x, b)
437 dF = âĹĞF(x, b.x0)
438 dm = âĹĞm(x, b)
439 f = F(x, b.x0)
440 ddmm = δ2mixedm(x, b)
441 jacΨt = âĹĞΨt(x, b)
442
443 âĹĞE = ((ddm[:,1] + ddm[:,2])' * jacΨt)' + jacΨt' * divâĹĞΨt(x, b)
444 âĹĞtrE = ddm[1:3:4] + dF .* dm[4:-3:1] + dF[2:-1:1] .* dm[2:1:3] + f * ddmm[

2:-1:1]
445 return b.material.λ * âĹĞtrE + 2.0 * b.material.µ * âĹĞE
446 end
447
448 """ Loss function """
449 function loss(b :: BlowSim)
450 loss = 0.0
451
452 for v = 1:b.nv
453 b.a[v] -= b.a[v]
454
455 # Divergence of first Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor
456 b.a[v] -= b.Fdef[v] * âĹĞS(b.V[v], b) +
457 (divâĹĞΨt(b.V[v], b)' * stress(b.material, b.Fdef[v]))'
458
459 # Pressure contribution
460 b.fp[v] = b.p * b.Lv[v] * b.Nv[v]
461
462 loss += norm(b.a[v] + b.fp[v] / b.M[v])ˆ2
463 end
464 loss
465 end
466
467 """ Collects all update functions """
468 function update_all!(b :: BlowSim)
469 update_geometry!(b)
470 update_positions!(b)
471 deformationgradient!(b)
472 end
473
474 """ Collects update functions regarding to geometrical quantities. """
475 function update_geometry!(b :: BlowSim)
476 update_edges!(b)
477 update_vertices!(b)
478 end
479
480 """ Updates vertex positions according to the NN. """
481 function update_positions!(b :: BlowSim)
482 for v = 1:b.nv
483 b.V[v] = b.V0[v] + Ψt(b.V0[v], b)
484 end
485 end
486
487 """ Updates the edge normals, areas, tangentials and lengths. """
488 function update_edges!(b :: BlowSim)
489 for (k, e) in enumerate(b.E)
490 v = b.V[e[1]]
491 w = b.V[e[2]]
492
493 b.Ne[k] = Param([w.data[2] - v.data[2], v.data[1] - w.data[1]])
494 if (b.shapetype == "unconnected") b.Ne[k] = -b.Ne[k] end
495 b.Ne[k] /= norm(b.Ne[k])
496
497 # Edge tangentials and lengths
498 b.Te[k] = v - w
499 b.Le[k] = norm(b.Te[k])
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500 # Add 0.0 at the front, so that LSe[end] - LSe[1] = LSe[end]
501 b.LSe = unshift!(cumsum(b.Le), 0.0)
502 end
503 end
504
505 """ Updates vertex normals and lengths. """
506 function update_vertices!(b :: BlowSim)
507 if b.shapetype == "unconnected"
508 from = 2
509 to = b.nv-1
510 b.Lv[1] = 0.5 * b.Le[1]
511 b.Lv[end] = 0.5 * b.Le[end]
512 # Approximate the normal in the last vertices with the edge normals
513 b.Nv[1] = b.Ne[1]
514 b.Nv[end] = b.Ne[end]
515 else
516 from = 1
517 to = b.nv
518 end
519 for k = from:to
520 # adjacent edge index, clockwise direction for circle, left for line.
521 p = b.emap_neg[k]
522 b.Lv[k] = 0.5 * (b.Le[p] + b.Le[k])
523 Ns = b.Le[p] * b.Ne[p] + b.Le[k] * b.Ne[k]
524 b.Nv[k] = Ns / norm(Ns)
525 end
526 end
527
528 """ Computes the deformation gradient tensor. """
529 function deformationgradient!(b :: BlowSim)
530 for v = 1:b.nv
531 b.Fdef[v] -= b.Fdef[v] # Cannot set to zero immediately
532 b.Fdef[v] += [1.0 0.0; 0.0 1.0] # identity matrix
533 b.Fdef[v] += âĹĞΨt(b.V[v], b) # Jacobian of displacement
534 end
535 end
536
537 """ Function to plot the inflated shape. """
538 function showplot(V, VM, nv :: Index, l :: Scalar)
539 X = [Flux.Tracker.data(v[1]) for v in V]
540 Y = [Flux.Tracker.data(v[2]) for v in V]
541
542 # Also plot pressure, friction and elastic forces.
543 n = length(VM)
544 F = [Array{Float64, 2}(nv, 2) for i = 1:n]
545
546 for (i, VL) in enumerate(VM)
547 for v = 1:nv
548 for j = 1:2
549 F[i][v,j] = Flux.Tracker.data(VL[v][j])
550 end
551 end
552 end
553
554 p = plot(X, Y, shape = :circle,
555 # Options if you only want markers, without borders and no lines
556 # linewidth = 0,
557 # markersize = 2,
558 # markerstrokealpha = 0
559 label = "Vertex locations",
560 aspect_ratio = :equal,
561 # xlim=(-2,2), ylim = (-2, 2),
562 legend = :topright)
563
564 for i = 1:n
565 quiver!(X, Y, quiver = (F[i][:,1], F[i][:,2]))
566 end
567
568 display(p)
569 end
570
571 end # module BlowNN� �

C.2 2D Code

Listing 11 Demo file using DistNN2D.jl.� �
1 println("@@@ STARTING")
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2
3 include("DistNN2D.jl")
4
5 using DistNN2D
6 using Flux
7 using Plots
8
9 dnn2 = DistNN2D # alias

10
11 #
12 ### First make a Model containing a NN, then train this NN on data
13 #
14
15 # NN parameters
16 λ = 0.01 # Learning rate
17 n_dense = 50 # Number of sigmoid units in first hidden layer
18 n_conv = 5 # Number of sigmoid units in second hidden layer
19 k = 21 # Total number of points in curve
20 af = relu # Activation function, (leaky)relu, elu, sigmoid, or swish
21 model = dnn2.Model(n_dense, n_conv, λ, k, af);
22 opt = ADAM(params(model.NN), model.λ)
23
24 # Load/save weights
25 # dnn2.loadweights("dnn2_model", model)
26 # dnn2.saveweights("dnn2_model", model)
27
28 #
29 ### Read and shuffle test and train datasets
30 #
31 rs = nothing
32 Xtrain, Ytrain = dnn2.readandshuffle("Xtrain", "Ytrain", randomseed = rs);
33 Xtest, Ytest = dnn2.readandshuffle("Xtest", "Ytest", randomseed = rs);
34
35 # More data sets
36 Xdata_huge, Ydata_huge = dnn2.readandshuffle("Xtrain_huge", "Ytrain_huge",

randomseed = rs);
37
38 Xcircle_r05, Ycircle_r05 = dnn2.readandshuffle("Xcircle_r05", "Ycircle_r05");
39 Xcircle_r1, Ycircle_r1 = dnn2.readandshuffle("Xcircle_r1", "Ycircle_r1");
40 Xcircle_r2, Ycircle_r2 = dnn2.readandshuffle("Xcircle_r2", "Ycircle_r2");
41 Xcircle_r3, Ycircle_r3 = dnn2.readandshuffle("Xcircle_r3", "Ycircle_r3");
42 Xellipse, Yellipse = dnn2.readandshuffle("Xellipse_1_025", "Yellipse_1_025");
43 Xsine, Ysine = dnn2.readandshuffle("Xsine", "Ysine");
44 Xsine05, Ysine05 = dnn2.readandshuffle("Xsine05", "Ysine05");
45
46 #
47 ### Train model
48 #
49
50 epochs = 10
51 batchsize = 200
52 args = (Xtrain, Ytrain, Xtest, Ytest, model, epochs, batchsize, opt)
53 @time trainloss, testloss = dnn2.train!(args..., verbose = .01)
54
55 #
56 ### Plot results
57 #
58 p = plot(Trainloss[:], label = "Training loss", xlabel = "Number of batches")
59 plot!(Testloss[:], label = "Test loss", ylabel = "Loss value")
60
61 # Plot distances of NN as a function of the true distance
62 traindistances = [Flux.Tracker.data(model.NN(x))[1] for x in Xtrain]
63 testdistances = [Flux.Tracker.data(model.NN(x))[1] for x in Xtest]
64 euclideandistancestrain = [norm(x[1,:] - x[end,:]) for x in Xtrain]
65 euclideandistancestest = [norm(x[1,:] - x[end,:]) for x in Xtest]
66
67 c = palette(:default)[1:4]
68
69 plot(xlabel = "True distance", ylabel = "Prediction", legend = :topleft)
70 m = max(maximum(Ytest), maximum(Ytrain))
71 plot!([0,m], [0, m], label = "Target", c = :gray)
72 scatter!(Ytrain, euclideandistancestrain, label = "Euclidean train set", c = c[1

])
73 scatter!(Ytest, euclideandistancestest, label = "Euclidean test set", c = c[2])
74 scatter!(Ytrain, traindistances, label = "NN train set", c = c[3])
75 scatter!(Ytest, testdistances, label = "NN test set", c = c[4])� �

Listing 12 Code to generate Beziér curves.� �
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1 println("@@@ STARTING")
2
3 include("DistNN2D.jl")
4
5 using DistNN2D
6 using Plots
7 dnn2 = DistNN2D
8
9 ### Create datasets

10 """
11 Function to write to file easily. In filenamex, the input data is written.
12 In Xtrain, every row contains one input vector. First k x values, followed
13 by k y values. It starts at the first vertex + k, and puts writes those. Then
14 it skips k vertices etc.
15 """
16 function writexydata(Xtrain :: Array{dnn2.Geometry, 1}, xfilename :: String,

yfilename :: String)
17 iox = open("../data/"*xfilename*".txt", "w")
18 ioy = open("../data/"*yfilename*".txt", "w")
19 for X in Xtrain
20 for v = X.start_at:X.k:X.end_at
21 x = X.V[X.knnmap[v]]
22 middlex = repmat(X.V[v]', X.k*2+1)
23 x = hcat(x...)' - middlex
24
25 d1 = X.distance(X.LSe, v, X.knnmap[v][1])
26 d2 = X.distance(X.LSe, v, X.knnmap[v][end])
27
28 writedlm(iox, [x])
29 writedlm(ioy, [d1 d2])
30 end
31 end
32 close(iox)
33 close(ioy)
34 end
35
36 """ Given a set of points and a value n, returns x and y values of n points
37 on the bezier curve (of order length of points array) defined by points. """
38 function bezier(pts :: Array{Array{Float64, 1},1}, n :: Int;
39 t :: Array{Float64,1} = Array{Float64,1}(0))
40 vals = zeros(n, 2)
41 N = length(pts)-1
42 if isempty(t) t = collect(linspace(0., 1., n)) end
43
44 for j = 1:n
45 l = 0.1
46 for (i, p) in enumerate(pts)
47 vals[j, :] += binomial(N, i-1) * (1-t[j])ˆ(N-i+1) * t[j]ˆ(i-1) * p
48 end
49 end
50 vals[:, 1], vals[:, 2]
51 end
52
53 function unitbezier(pts :: Array{Array{Float64, 1},1}, n :: Int)
54 x, y = bezier(pts, 100)
55 L = 0.
56 # find approximate length of curve
57 for i = 1:100-1
58 L += norm([x[i+1], y[i+1]] - [x[i], y[i]])
59 end
60 t = collect(linspace(0., 1., n))
61 N = length(pts)-1
62 if N == 3
63 l = L/(n-1)
64 for j = 2:n-1
65 v1 = t[j-1]ˆ2 * (-3.*pts[1] + 9.*pts[2] - 9.*pts[3] + 3.*pts[4])
66 v2 = t[j-1] * (6.*pts[1] - 12.*pts[2] + 6.*pts[3])
67 v3 = -3.*pts[1] + 3.*pts[2]
68 t[j] = t[j-1] + l / norm(v1 + v2 + v3)
69 end
70 # Scale t to be between 0 and 1
71 t /= maximum(t)
72 end
73 bezier(pts, n, t = t)
74 end
75
76 # Parameters
77 k = 10
78 ngv = k
79 nv = 40
80 spacing = 2.0 / nv
81
82
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83 # Some possible shapes
84 # Lines
85 line = dnn2.Geometry(21, ngv, k, "line", 1.0);
86 x = collect(linspace(0.0, 4.0, 80))
87 sine05 = dnn2.Geometry(x, 0.5*sinpi.(x), ngv, k, "unconnected");
88 sine2 = dnn2.Geometry(x, sinpi.(x) + 3.0, ngv, k, "unconnected");
89 pts = [rand(2), rand(2), rand(2), rand(2)]
90 x1, y1 = bezier(pts, 51)
91 bezier1 = dnn2.Geometry(x1, y1, ngv, k, "unconnected")
92 x2, y2 = unitbezier(pts, 80)
93 bezier2 = dnn2.Geometry(x2, y2, ngv, k, "unconnected")
94
95
96 # Connected shapes
97 circle0 = dnn2.Geometry(40, 0, k, "circle", 1.*π);
98 circle1 = dnn2.Geometry(40, 0, k, "circle", 2.*π);
99 circle2 = dnn2.Geometry(40, 0, k, "circle", 4.*π);

100 circle3 = dnn2.Geometry(40, 0, k, "circle", 6.*π);
101 ellipse_1_025 = dnn2.Geometry(80, 0, k, "ellipse", [1.0, 0.25]);
102 xe3 = [2.0 * cospi(spacing * i) + 3.0 for i in 1:nv]
103 ye3 = [0.5 * sinpi(spacing * i) - 1.0 for i in 1:nv]
104 ellipse3 = dnn2.Geometry(xe3, ye3, 0, k, "connected");
105 R = [0.5 * i for i = 1:5]
106 circles = [dnn2.Geometry(40, 0, k, "circle", 2.0 * π * r) for r in R]
107
108
109 # Create train data from random bezier curves
110 btrain = Array{dnn2.Geometry,1}(0)
111 for i = 1:50000
112 n = rand(20:80) # Random number of points, to get random lengths
113 x, y = unitbezier([rand(2), rand(2), rand(2), rand(2)], n)
114 push!(btrain, dnn2.Geometry(x, y, ngv, k, "unconnected"))
115 end
116
117 traindata = btrain
118 writexydata(traindata, "Xtrain_huge", "Ytrain_huge")
119
120 # Create test set
121
122 btest = Array{dnn2.Geometry,1}(0)
123 for i = 1:1000
124 n = rand(20:80) # Random number of points, to get random lengths
125 x, y = unitbezier([rand(2), rand(2), rand(2), rand(2)], n)
126 push!(btest, dnn2.Geometry(x, y, ngv, k, "unconnected"))
127 end
128
129 testdata = btest
130 writexydata(testdata, "Xtest", "Ytest")
131
132 writexydata([circle0], "Xcircle_r05", "Ycircle_r05")
133 writexydata([circle1], "Xcircle_r1", "Ycircle_r1")
134 writexydata([circle2], "Xcircle_r2", "Ycircle_r2")
135 writexydata([circle3], "Xcircle_r3", "Ycircle_r3")
136 writexydata([ellipse_1_025], "Xellipse_1_025", "Yellipse_1_025")
137 writexydata([sine05], "Xsine05", "Ysine05")� �

Listing 13 Neural Network for distance on curves main code.� �
1 module DistNN2D
2
3 using Flux
4 using Flux.Tracker
5 using BSON: @load, @save
6 using StaticArrays
7 using Plots
8
9 const ε = 1e-10

10
11 const Scalar = Float64
12 const Index = Int
13 const TrReal = Flux.Tracker.TrackedReal{Scalar}
14
15 const ScalarList = Array{Scalar,1}
16 const MatList = Array{Array{Scalar, 2}, 1}
17 const IndexList = Array{Index,1}
18 const IndexMap = Array{IndexList, 1}
19
20 const Vec = SVector{2, Scalar}
21 const Edge = SVector{2, Index}
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22
23 const EdgeList = Array{Edge,1}
24 const VectorList = Array{Vec,1}
25
26 """ Function to decide which shape vertices to use. """
27 function load_vertices(shape :: String, args...; kwargs...)
28 if shape == "line"
29 return load_vertices_line(args...; kwargs...)
30 elseif shape == "parabola"
31 return load_vertices_parabola(args...; kwargs...)
32 elseif shape == "circlearc"
33 return load_vertices_circlearc(args...; kwargs...)
34 elseif shape == "circle"
35 return load_vertices_circle(args...)
36 elseif shape == "square"
37 return load_vertices_square(args...)
38 elseif shape == "ellipse"
39 return load_vertices_ellipse(args...)
40 else
41 error("No such shape implemented.")
42 end
43 end
44
45 function load_vertices(x :: ScalarList, y :: ScalarList)
46 [Vec([x[i], y[i]]) for i in 1:length(x)]
47 end
48
49 """
50 Functions to create an array with vertex locations.
51 If the shape is unconnected, standard 10 ghost vertices are placed at both ends.
52 In the case of a line, if ngv is uneven, (ngv-1)/2 are placed on the left and
53 (ngv+1)/2 on the right. If the shape is connected at the first and last vertex,
54 L is the circumference. Also, the vertices can start at any point, but they
55 need to go anti-clockwise from there, due to the computation of the normal
56 vectors later on. Depending on the exact shape, the number of vertices
57 returned may vary from the number specified. If a unit speed parametrization is
58 easy to make, the length is L and vertices are evenly spaced.
59 """
60 function load_vertices_line(nv :: Index, L :: Scalar; ngv :: Index = 4)
61 n = nv + 2 * ngv
62 spacing = L / (nv - 1.0)
63 x = [(i-1)*spacing - spacing * fld(ngv, 2) for i in 1:n]
64 y = [0.0 for i in 1:n]
65 return x, y
66 end
67
68 function load_vertices_parabola(nv :: Index, L :: Scalar; ngv :: Index = 4)
69 n = nv + 2 * ngv
70 # Note that the length returned is > L
71 x = collect(linspace(- 0.5 * L, 0.5 * L, n))
72 y = x.ˆ2
73 return x, y
74 end
75
76 function load_vertices_circlearc(nv :: Index, L :: Scalar; ngv :: Index = 4)
77 # cospi and sinpi calculate their arugments times π.
78 n = nv + 2 * ngv
79 spacing = 1.0 / nv
80 # factor (0.5 * L / π) to get a circle with circumference âĽĹ L.
81 x = [-(0.5 * L / π) * cospi(spacing * (i - 1 - ngv * 0.5)) for i in 1:n+1]
82 y = [ (0.5 * L / π) * sinpi(spacing * (i - 1 - ngv * 0.5)) for i in 1:n+1]
83 return x, y
84 end
85
86 function load_vertices_circle(nv :: Index, L :: Scalar)
87 # cospi and sinpi calculate their arugments times π.
88 spacing = 2.0 / nv
89 x = [(0.5 * L / π) * cospi(spacing * i) for i in 1:nv]
90 y = [(0.5 * L / π) * sinpi(spacing * i) for i in 1:nv]
91 return x, y
92 end
93
94 function load_vertices_ellipse(nv :: Index, L :: Scalar)
95 b = L*0.1
96 a = L*0.2
97 spacing = 2.0 / nv
98 x = [a * cospi(spacing * i) for i in 1:nv]
99 y = [b * sinpi(spacing * i) for i in 1:nv]

100 return x, y
101 end
102
103 function load_vertices_ellipse(nv :: Index, a :: Scalar, b :: Scalar)
104 spacing = 2.0 / nv
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105 x = [a * cospi(spacing * i) for i in 1:nv]
106 y = [b * sinpi(spacing * i) for i in 1:nv]
107 return x, y
108 end
109
110 function load_vertices_square(nv :: Index, L :: Scalar)
111 # Creates four edges of the square, each with length L / 4
112 l = L / 4.0
113 # the total number of vertices returned will be 4 * floor(nv/4).
114 n = fld(nv, 4)
115 spacing = l / n
116 x1 = [l / 2.0 - (i-1) * spacing for i in 1:n]
117 y1 = [l / 2.0 for i in 1:n]
118 x2 = [- l / 2.0 for i in 1:n]
119 y2 = [l / 2.0 - (i-1) * spacing for i in 1:n]
120 x3 = [- l / 2.0 + (i-1) * spacing for i in 1:n]
121 y3 = [- l / 2.0 for i in 1:n]
122 x4 = [l / 2.0 for i in 1:n]
123 y4 = [-l / 2.0 + (i-1) * spacing for i in 1:n]
124
125 return vcat(x1, x2, x3, x4), vcat(y1, y2, y3, y4)
126 end
127
128 function make_shape(shape :: String; ngv :: Index = 4)
129 if shape in ["connected", "circle", "square", "ellipse"]
130 return ["connected", distance_connected, 0]
131 elseif shape in ["unconnected", "line", "parabola", "circlearc"]
132 return ["unconnected", distance_unconnected, ngv]
133 else
134 error("No such shape implemented.")
135 end
136 end
137
138 """ Loads the edges, depending on the shapetype (connected or not). """
139 function load_edges(shapetype :: String, nv :: Index)
140 E = [Edge([i, i+1]) for i in 1:nv-1]
141 if shapetype == "unconnected"
142 return E
143 elseif shapetype == "connected"
144 push!(E, Edge([nv, 1]))
145 return E
146 else
147 error("No such shapetype implemented.")
148 end
149 end
150
151 """
152 Compute the edge maps: for each vertex, finds its two adjacent edges.
153 This function returns two maps: one with edges going out of
154 the vertex (clockwise) and one incident to the vertex
155 (anti-clockwise).
156 """
157 function build_edge_maps(nv :: Index, E :: EdgeList, shapetype :: String)
158 emap_pos = IndexList()
159 emap_neg = IndexList()
160
161 for e in E
162 push!(emap_pos, e[2])
163 push!(emap_neg, e[1]-1)
164 end
165
166 if shapetype == "connected"
167 emap_neg[1] = E[end][1]
168 elseif shapetype == "unconnected"
169 # The fist point sees itself as previous element, and the last one
170 # itself as the next element.
171 emap_neg[1] = 1
172 push!(emap_neg, nv - 1)
173 push!(emap_pos, nv)
174 else
175 error("No such shapetype implemented.")
176 end
177
178 emap_pos, emap_neg
179 end
180
181 """
182 Function to find the neighbors of vertex v in the right order and return a list
183 of lists with neighbors.
184 """
185 function knn(k :: Index, nv :: Index, shapetype :: String; ngv :: Index = 4)
186 if shapetype == "connected"
187 return knn_connected(k, nv)
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188 elseif shapetype == "unconnected"
189 return knn_unconnected(k, nv; ngv = ngv)
190 else
191 error("No such shapetype.")
192 end
193 end
194
195 function knn_connected(k :: Index, nv :: Index)
196 knnmap = [IndexList() for k = 1:nv]
197 for v = 1:k
198 knnmap[v] = [(nv-1 + v - l) % nv + 1 for l = k:-1:1]
199 push!(knnmap[v], v)
200 append!(knnmap[v], [(nv+1 + v + l) % (nv+1) for l = 1:k])
201 end
202 for v = k+1:nv-k
203 knnmap[v] = [(nv+1 + v - l) % (nv+1) for l = k:-1:1]
204 push!(knnmap[v], v)
205 append!(knnmap[v], [(nv+1 + v + l) % (nv+1) for l = 1:k])
206 end
207 for v = (nv-k):nv
208 knnmap[v] = [(nv+1 + v - l) % (nv+1) for l = k:-1:1]
209 push!(knnmap[v], v)
210 append!(knnmap[v], [(nv-1 + v + l) % nv + 1 for l = 1:k])
211 end
212 knnmap
213 end
214
215 function knn_unconnected(k :: Index, nv :: Index; ngv :: Index = 4)
216 knnmap = [IndexList() for k = 1:nv]
217 n = cld(ngv, 2)
218 for v = (n+1):nv-n
219 knnmap[v] = [(nv-1 + v - l) % nv + 1 for l = k:-1:1]
220 push!(knnmap[v], v)
221 append!(knnmap[v], [(nv+1 + v + l) % (nv+1) for l = 1:k])
222 end
223 knnmap
224 end
225
226 """
227 Struct containing all relevant information of a mesh during and after inflation,
228 e.g., material parameters, vertex locations, number of vertices, density, etc.
229 Also contains the function to initialize the struct.
230 """
231 mutable struct Geometry
232 # Shape and distance function
233 shapetype :: String
234 distance :: Function
235
236 # Number of (ghost)vertices and edges
237 ngv :: Index
238 nv :: Index
239 ne :: Index
240
241 # Index of first and last moving particle
242 start_at :: Index
243 end_at ::Index
244
245 # Convenient representation of the mesh
246 V :: VectorList
247 E :: EdgeList
248
249 # Lookup tables
250 emap_pos :: IndexList
251 emap_neg :: IndexList
252 knnmap :: IndexMap
253
254 #
255 # Derived geometric quantities (normals, areas, lengths, cot of angles)
256 #
257
258 Te :: VectorList
259 Le :: ScalarList
260 LSe :: ScalarList
261
262 #
263 # Dynamic parameters
264 #
265 args :: Union{Scalar, ScalarList} # Shape parameters
266 k :: Index # Number of neighbors
267
268 # Initialisation functions
269 function Geometry(
270 x :: ScalarList,
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271 y :: ScalarList,
272 ngv :: Index,
273 k :: Index,
274 shapetype :: String,
275 )
276
277 if length(x) âĽă length(y)
278 error("x and y should be the same length")
279 end
280
281 self = new()
282
283 self.shapetype, self.distance, self.ngv = make_shape(
284 shapetype, ngv = ngv)
285
286 # Load mesh
287 self.V = load_vertices(x, y)
288 self.nv = length(self.V)
289
290 self.E = load_edges(self.shapetype, self.nv)
291 self.ne = length(self.E)
292 self.k = k
293
294 # Indices of first and last interesting vertex; do not have to loop
295 # over ghost vertices. For connected shapes, this reduces to
296 # v = 1:d.nv, since d.ngv = 0.
297 self.start_at = self.ngv + 1
298 self.end_at = self.nv - self.ngv
299
300 # Create look up tables
301 self.emap_pos, self.emap_neg = build_edge_maps(
302 self.nv, self.E, self.shapetype)
303 self.knnmap = knn(self.k, self.nv, self.shapetype)
304
305 # Pre-allocate space for derived gemoetrical information
306 self.Te = VectorList(self.nv) # edge tangentials
307 self.Le = ScalarList(self.ne) # edge lengths
308 self.LSe = ScalarList(self.ne) # edge lengths cumulative sum
309
310 # Compute derived geometric information
311 update_edges!(self)
312
313 return self
314 end
315
316 function Geometry(
317 nv :: Index,
318 ngv :: Index,
319 k :: Index,
320 shape :: String,
321 args,
322 )
323 x, y = load_vertices(shape, nv, args...; ngv = ngv)
324 shapetype, _, _ = make_shape(shape, ngv = ngv)
325 self = Geometry(x, y, ngv, k, shapetype)
326
327 return self
328 end
329 end
330
331 """ Updates the edge normals, areas, tangentials and lengths. """
332 function update_edges!(d :: Geometry)
333 for (k, e) in enumerate(d.E)
334 v = d.V[e[1]]
335 w = d.V[e[2]]
336
337 # Edge tangentials and lengths
338 d.Te[k] = v - w
339 d.Le[k] = norm(Tracker.data(d.Te[k]))
340 # Add 0.0 at the front, so that LSe[end] - LSe[1] = LSe[end]
341 d.LSe = unshift!(cumsum(d.Le), 0.0)
342 end
343 end
344
345 """
346 Distance between two points on the line, given by the absolute value of the
347 difference of the values at v and ov in the list containing the cumulative sums
348 of the distances. For shapes of which the first and last vertex are connected,
349 this function assumes that the last entry of LS contains circumference
350 of the shape.
351 """
352 function distance_connected(LS :: ScalarList, v :: Index, ov :: Index)
353 Flux.Tracker.data(min(abs(LS[v] - LS[ov]), LS[end] - abs(LS[v] - LS[ov])))
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354 end
355
356 function distance_unconnected(LS :: ScalarList, v :: Index, ov :: Index)
357 Flux.Tracker.data(abs(LS[v] - LS[ov]))
358 end
359
360 mutable struct Model
361 n_dense :: Index
362 n_conv :: Index
363 λ :: Scalar
364 NN :: Chain
365 k :: Index
366 af :: Function
367
368 function Model(n_dense :: Index, n_conv :: Index, λ :: Scalar,
369 k :: Index, af :: Function)
370 self = new()
371 self.n_dense = n_dense # Number of units in hidden dense layer
372 self.n_conv = n_conv # Size of filter in conv layer
373 self.λ = λ # Learning rate
374 self.k = k # Total number of input points
375 self.af = af # Activation function
376 self.NN = Chain( # Neural network architecture
377 Dense(k, n_dense, af),
378 x -> reshape(x, (size(x)...,1,1)),
379 Conv((n_conv,2), 1=>1, af),
380 x -> squeeze(x, (2,3,4)),
381 Dense(n_dense - n_conv + 1, 1, identity))
382 self
383 end
384 end
385
386 """ Loss function """
387 function loss(X, Y, model :: Model)
388 loss = 0.0
389 n = length(X)
390 if n âĽă length(Y); error("DimensionMismatch in test and train data") end
391 for i = 1:n
392 loss += Flux.mse(model.NN(X[i]), Y[i])
393 end
394 loss / n
395 end
396
397 """
398 Function to train on given data, which is assumed to be a list of matrices.
399 Also, evaluates every epoch whether the loss was NaN or equal to the previous
400 loss. Returns arrays with train and test loss values.
401 """
402 function train!(Xtrain :: MatList, Ytrain :: ScalarList, Xtest :: MatList,
403 Ytest :: ScalarList, model :: Model, epochs :: Index,
404 batchsize :: Index, opt; verbose = 0.1)
405 Xset, Yset, n_batches = batches_size(Xtrain, Ytrain, batchsize)
406 trainloss = zeros(n_batches, epochs)
407 testloss = zeros(n_batches, epochs)
408
409 for i = 1:epochs
410 # Train the network per batch, batches are shuffled between epochs
411 for (k,j) in enumerate(shuffle(1:length(Xset)))
412 args = (Xset[j], Yset[j], Xtest, Ytest, model, opt)
413 trloss, teloss = train!(args...)
414 trainloss[k,i] = trloss
415 testloss[k,i] = teloss
416 end
417
418 # Test for NaNs and network not learning at the start of training
419 if isnan(trainloss[end, i])
420 printloss(i, trainloss[end, i], testloss[end, i])
421 break
422 end
423 if i == 4 && trainloss[i-2] == trainloss[i-1] == trainloss[i]
424 println("Network not learning, quitting training and returning

losses.")
425 printloss(i, trainloss[i], testloss[i])
426 break
427 end
428
429 # Print losses
430 if i % ceil(Int, epochs*verbose) == 0
431 printloss(i, trainloss[end, i], testloss[end, i])
432 end
433 end
434 trainloss, testloss
435 end
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436
437 """ Train a batch and return the train and test loss. """
438 function train!(Xtrain :: MatList, Ytrain :: ScalarList, Xtest :: MatList,
439 Ytest :: ScalarList, model :: Model, opt)
440
441 Flux.back!(loss(Xtrain, Ytrain, model)) # Calculate gradients
442 opt() # Update weights
443
444 # Loss values
445 trainloss = Flux.Tracker.data(loss(Xtrain, Ytrain, model))
446 testloss = Flux.Tracker.data(loss(Xtest, Ytest, model))
447
448 trainloss, testloss
449 end
450
451 printloss(i :: Index, trainloss, testloss) =
452 println("Epoch $i, train loss is $trainloss, and test loss is $testloss")
453
454 """ For a given array of input points, returns the model's predictions """
455 function evaluate(X :: MatList, model :: Model)
456 ymodel = ScalarList(length(X))
457 for (k, x) in enumerate(X)
458 ymodel[k] = Flux.Tracker.data(model.NN(x))[1]
459 end
460 ymodel
461 end
462
463 # Functions to handle data sets
464 """ Splits the data in the given amount of batches or batchsizes. If the length
465 of the given list of matrices is not divisible by the number of batches or
466 the batch size, the returned list contains more batches and/or the last batch
467 is smaller than the rest. """
468 function batches_number(X :: MatList, Y :: ScalarList, nb :: Index)
469 N = length(X)
470 s = fld(N, nb)
471 r = 1:s:N
472 n_batches = length(r)
473 Xset = Array{MatList}(n_batches)
474 Yset = Array{ScalarList}(n_batches)
475
476 for (k,i) in enumerate(r)
477 if i == r[end]
478 Xset[k] = X[i:end]
479 Yset[k] = Y[i:end]
480 else
481 Xset[k] = X[i:i+s-1]
482 Yset[k] = Y[i:i+s-1]
483 end
484 end
485 Xset, Yset, n_batches
486 end
487
488 function batches_size(X :: MatList, Y :: ScalarList, s :: Index)
489 N = length(X)
490 r = 1:s:N
491 n_batches = length(r)
492 Xset = Array{MatList}(n_batches)
493 Yset = Array{ScalarList}(n_batches)
494
495 for (k,i) in enumerate(r)
496 if i == r[end]
497 Xset[k] = X[i:end]
498 Yset[k] = Y[i:end]
499 else
500 Xset[k] = X[i:i+s-1]
501 Yset[k] = Y[i:i+s-1]
502 end
503 end
504 Xset, Yset, n_batches
505 end
506
507 """
508 Permutes the given dataset. Can give a randomseed as input value, to be able to
509 reproduce results.
510 """
511 function permutations(X :: MatList, Y :: ScalarList;
512 randomseed :: Union{Void, Int} = nothing)
513 if randomseed âĽă nothing
514 srand(randomseed)
515 end
516 p = randperm(length(X))
517 X[p], Y[p]
518 end
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519
520 """ Change matrix to list of matrices. """
521 function Xtomatrices(X :: Array{Float64, 2})
522 n = Int(size(X, 1) / 2)
523 m = size(X, 2)
524 Xarray = MatList(m)
525 for j = 1:m
526 mat = zeros(n, 2)
527 mat[:, 1] = X[1:n, j]
528 mat[:, 2] = X[n+1:end, j]
529 Xarray[j] = mat
530 end
531 Xarray
532 end
533
534 """ Change matrix to vector. """
535 function Ytovectors(Y :: Array{Float64, 2})
536 n = size(Y, 1)
537 Yvec = ScalarList(n)
538 for i = 1:n
539 Yvec[i] = Y[i, 1] + Y[i, 2]
540 end
541 Yvec
542 end
543
544 """ Read data from file, change type and return shuffled. """
545 function readandshuffle(xname :: String, yname :: String;
546 randomseed :: Union{Void, Int} = nothing)
547 # Read
548 Xtraindata = readdlm("../data/"*xname*".txt")';
549 Ytraindata = readdlm("../data/"*yname*".txt");
550 # Convert to the right kind of data
551 Xtrain = Xtomatrices(Xtraindata)
552 Ytrain = Ytovectors(Ytraindata)
553 # Shuffle
554 permutations(Xtrain, Ytrain, randomseed = randomseed)
555 end
556
557 """ Functions to load weights of a model """
558 function loadweights(filename :: String, model :: Model)
559 @load filename*".bson" weights
560 Flux.loadparams!(model.NN, weights)
561 end
562
563 function loadweights(filename :: String, model :: Chain)
564 @load filename*".bson" weights
565 Flux.loadparams!(model, weights)
566 end
567
568 """ Functions to save weights of a model """
569 function saveweights(filename :: String, model :: Model)
570 weights = Tracker.data.(params(model.NN));
571 @save filename*".bson" weights
572 end
573
574 function saveweights(filename :: String, model :: Chain)
575 weights = Tracker.data.(params(model));
576 @save filename*".bson" weights
577 end
578
579 """ Functions to plot the shape. """
580 # May return MethodError: no method matching setcharheight(::Float64) the first
581 # time it is run. Running it again does show the plot.
582 function showplot(X :: Array{Scalar, 1}, Y :: Array{Scalar, 1})
583 p = plot(X, Y, shape = :circle,
584 # Options if you only want markers, without borders and no lines
585 # linewidth = 0,
586 # markersize = 2,
587 # markerstrokealpha = 0
588 label = "Vertex locations",
589 aspect_ratio = :equal,
590 # xlim=(-2,2), ylim = (-2, 2),
591 legend = :topright)
592 p
593 end
594
595 function showplot(V :: VectorList)
596 X = [Flux.Tracker.data(v[1]) for v in V]
597 Y = [Flux.Tracker.data(v[2]) for v in V]
598 p = showplot(X, Y)
599 display(p)
600 end
601
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602 function showplot(Vlist :: Array{VectorList, 1})
603 p = plot()
604 for V in Vlist
605 X = [Flux.Tracker.data(v[1]) for v in V]
606 Y = [Flux.Tracker.data(v[2]) for v in V]
607
608 plot!(X, Y, shape = :circle,
609 # Options if you only want markers, without borders and no lines
610 # linewidth = 0,
611 # markersize = 2,
612 # markerstrokealpha = 0
613 label = "Vertex locations",
614 aspect_ratio = :equal,
615 # xlim=(-2,2), ylim = (-2, 2),
616 legend = :topright)
617 end
618 display(p)
619 end
620
621 function showplot(Geomlist :: Array{Geometry, 1})
622 p = plot()
623 for geom in Geomlist
624 X = [Flux.Tracker.data(v[1]) for v in geom.V]
625 Y = [Flux.Tracker.data(v[2]) for v in geom.V]
626
627 plot!(X, Y, shape = :circle,
628 # Options if you only want markers, without borders and no lines
629 # linewidth = 0,
630 # markersize = 2,
631 # markerstrokealpha = 0
632 label = "Vertex locations",
633 aspect_ratio = :equal,
634 # xlim=(-2,2), ylim = (-2, 2),
635 legend = :topright)
636 end
637 display(p)
638 end
639
640 function plotdata(X :: Array{Matrix{Scalar}, 1})
641 p = plot(legend = false)
642 n = length(X)
643 for i = 1:n
644 x = X[i][:,1]
645 y = X[i][:,2]
646 scatter!(x, y, aspect_ratio = :equal)
647 end
648 display(p)
649 end
650
651 end # module DistNN2D� �

C.3 3D Code

Listing 14 Demo file using DistNN3D.jl.� �
1 println("@@@ STARTING")
2
3 include("DistNN3D.jl")
4
5 using DistNN3D
6
7 using Flux
8 using Plots
9 dnn = DistNN3D # alias

10
11 #
12 ### Read and shuffle test and train datasets
13 #
14 rs = nothing
15
16 Xdata, Ydata = dnn.readandshuffle("Xbsurfs", "Ybsurfs", randomseed = rs);
17 Xset, Yset = dnn.permutations(Xdata[1:5000], Ydata[1:5000], randomseed = rs);
18
19 # Split data in test and train data (20-80)
20 p = 0.2
21 n = floor(Int, length(Xset) * p)
22 Xtest = Xset[1:n];
23 Ytest = Yset[1:n];
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24 Xtrain = Xset[n+1:end];
25 Ytrain = Yset[n+1:end];
26
27 #
28 ### Make NN model
29 #
30
31 # NN parameters
32 λ = 0.01 # Learning rate
33 n_dense1 = 30 # Number of units in 1st dense layer
34 n_dense2 = 50 # Number of units in 2nd dense layer
35 n_conv1 = 5 # Length of 1st convolutional filter
36 n_conv2 = 5 # Length of 2nd convolutional filter
37 k = 50 # Number of input points
38 af = relu # Activation function, (leaky)relu, elu, sigmoid, or swish
39 model = dnn.Model(n_dense1, n_dense2, n_conv1, n_conv2, λ, k, af);
40 opt = ADAM(Flux.params(model.NN), model.λ)
41
42 # Load/save weights
43 # dnn.loadweights("dnn3d_", model)
44 # dnn.saveweights("dnn3d_001_30_50_5_5", model)
45
46 #
47 ### Train NN
48 #
49
50 epochs = 5
51 batchsize = 200
52
53 args = (Xtrain, Ytrain, Xtest, Ytest, model, epochs, batchsize, opt);
54 @time trainloss, testloss = dnn.train!(args..., verbose = 0.01);
55
56 #
57 ### Plot results
58 #
59
60 plot(trainloss[:], label = "Train loss", xlabel = "Number of batches.")
61 plot!(testloss[:], label = "Test loss", ylabel = "Loss value")
62
63 # savefig("testtrainloss3D.pdf")
64
65 nd1 =[10, 20, 30, 40, 50]
66
67 plot(xlabel = "Number of neurons in first dense layer", ylabel = "Loss value")
68 plot!(nd1, trainlossnd1, label = "Train loss")
69 plot!(nd1, testlossnd1, label = "Test loss")
70
71 # savefig("nd13Dloss.pdf")
72
73 # Convenient function to plot model prediction, true value and Euclidean norm
74 function compareandplot(v :: Int; X :: dnn.MatList = Xtest,
75 Y :: dnn.ScalarMap = Ytest)
76 ymodel = Flux.Tracker.data(model.NN(X[v]))
77 line = norm(X[v][1,1:3] - X[v][2,1:3])
78 println("Model: ", ymodel, ", true value:", Y[v], " norm: ", line)
79 dnn.showplot(X[v][:,1:3])
80 end
81
82 function compareresults(X :: dnn.MatList, Y :: dnn.ScalarMap, model :: dnn.Model

)
83 nv = length(X)
84 d_euclidean = zeros(nv)
85 d_network = zeros(nv)
86 d_true = zeros(nv)
87 for i = 1:nv
88 v1 = X[i][1,1:3]
89 v2 = X[i][2,1:3]
90 d_euclidean[i] = norm(v1 - v2)
91 d_network[i] = Flux.Tracker.data(model.NN(X[i]))[1]
92 d_true[i] = Y[i][1]
93 end
94 m = maximum(max.(d_network, d_true, d_euclidean))
95 plot([0,m], [0,m], label="Target", xlabel = "True distance",
96 ylabel = "Prediction", legend=:bottomright, c=:lightgray)
97
98 scatter!(d_true, d_network, label = "NN distance", markerstrokewidth = .5,
99 c = :deepskyblue)

100 scatter!(d_true, d_euclidean, label = "Euclidean distance", c = :orange,
101 markerstrokewidth = .5)
102 end� �
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Listing 15 Code to generate Beziér surfaces.� �
1 println("@@@ STARTING")
2
3 include("DistNN3D.jl")
4
5 using DistNN3D
6 using FileIO
7 dnn3 = DistNN3D # alias
8
9 #

10 ### Part to make data
11 #
12
13 # Read vertices and faces from .txt file
14 sphere = dnn3.Geometry("./data/sphere", zerobased = false);
15 piramide = dnn3.Geometry("./data/piramide", zerobased = false);
16 plane = dnn3.Geometry("./data/plane", zerobased = false);
17
18 # Or from other filetypes
19 spot = load("./data/spot_triangulated.obj")
20 V = [dnn3.Vec(vertex[1], vertex[3], vertex[2]) for vertex in spot.vertices]
21 F = [dnn3.Face(face) for face in spot.faces]
22 spot = dnn3.Geometry(V, F)
23
24 ### Create datasets with Bezier surfaces
25 scale = 1.0
26 cpts = dnn3.controlpoints(scale, randomseed = nothing)
27 T = collect(linspace(0., 1., 20))
28 S = collect(linspace(0., 1., 20))
29
30 bpoints = dnn3.beziersurface(T, S, cpts)
31 bfaces = dnn3.makefacelist(length(T), length(S))
32 bpoints = [dnn3.Vec(b) for b in bpoints[:]]
33 bsurf = dnn3.Geometry(bpoints, bfaces)
34
35 bsurf = dnn3.makebeziersurface(T, S, cpts)
36 bsurfs = dnn3.makerandombeziersurfaces(3, 15)
37
38 #
39 ### Part to show what can be done with the data
40 #
41
42 # Plot
43 dnn3.showplot(sphere.V, sphere.F);
44 dnn3.showplot(bsurfs[3].V, bsurfs[3].F)
45
46 # Compute distances to point v
47 v = 1 # the point to which we want distances.
48 dists = dnn3.geodesicdistance(spot, [v])
49
50 # Plot distance with isolines.
51 dnn3.plotdistance(spot, 60)
52
53 # Make submesh of at least size minpoints
54 minpoints = 50
55 subspot = dnn3.makesubmesh(spot, v, minpoints = minpoints);
56 subbsurf = dnn3.makesubmesh(bsurf, v, minpoints = minpoints);
57
58 dnn3.showplot(subspot[1:2]...)
59 dnn3.showplot(subbsurf[1:2]...)
60
61 # Make the submesh a certain size
62 V, F, U = subspot;
63 resV, resF, resU = dnn3.resizemesh(V, F, U, 50);
64 dnn3.showplot(resV, resF)
65
66 # Make a Geometry from a submesh and plot it
67 submesh = dnn3.Geometry(points, faces)
68 dnn3.showplot(submesh.V, submesh.F)
69
70 #
71 ### Part to write data
72 #
73
74 # Write data to file, such that it can be used for training a NN
75 dnn3.writexydata([sphere], "Xsphere", "Ysphere", npoints = 50)
76 dnn3.writexydata([spot], "Xspot", "Yspot", npoints = 50)
77 dnn3.writexydata([piramide], "Xpiramide", "Ypiramide", npoints = 50)
78 dnn3.writexydata([plane], "Xplane", "Yplane", npoints = 50)
79
80 bsurfs = dnn3.makerandombeziersurfaces(200, 15)
81 dnn3.writexydata(bsurfs, "Xbsurfs", "Ybsurfs", npoints = 50)� �
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Listing 16 Neural Network for distance on surfaces main code.� �
1 module DistNN3D
2
3 using StaticArrays
4 using Flux
5 using Flux.Tracker
6 using BSON: @load, @save
7 using SimpleWeightedGraphs
8 using LightGraphs
9 using PyPlot

10
11 const Scalar = Float64
12 const Index = Int
13
14 const Vec = SVector{3, Scalar}
15 const Edge = SVector{2, Index}
16 const Face = SVector{3, Index}
17
18 const SparMat = SparseMatrixCSC{Scalar, Int64}
19 const Mat = SMatrix{3,3,Scalar,9}
20 const MMat = MMatrix{3,3,Scalar,9}
21 const MatList = Array{SMatrix{50,53,Float64,2650}, 1}
22
23 const ScalarList = Array{Scalar,1}
24 const VectorList = Array{Vec,1}
25 const EdgeList = Array{Edge,1}
26 const FaceList = Array{Face,1}
27 const VectorMap = Array{VectorList,1}
28
29 const IndexList = Array{Index,1}
30 const IndexMap = Array{IndexList,1}
31 const ScalarMap = Array{ScalarList,1}
32
33 #
34 ### Data part
35 #
36
37 """ Lexical ordering of edges. """
38 function edge_lt(e1 :: Edge, e2 :: Edge)
39 e1[1] < e2[1] || (e1[1] == e2[1] && e1[2] < e2[2])
40 end
41
42 """ Load vertices from a file. """
43 function load_vertices(filename :: String)
44 # Read as matrix
45 Vmat = readdlm(filename)
46 # Convert to VectorList
47 [Vec(Vmat[i,:]) for i in 1:size(Vmat,1)]
48 end
49
50 """ Load faces from a file. Assumes faces are given zero indexed. """
51 function load_faces(filename :: String; zerobased :: Bool = true)
52 # Read as matrix and convert to 1 based numbering if needed
53 Fmat = readdlm(filename) + 1 * zerobased
54 # Convert to FaceList
55 [Face(Fmat[i,:]) for i in 1:size(Fmat,1)]
56 end
57
58 """ Orders an edge, such that the smallest element comes first. """
59 ordered_edge(v1 :: Index, v2 :: Index) = Edge(minmax(v1, v2)...)
60
61 """
62 Extract all edges to a list from a list of Faces. Returns a list of Edges.
63 """
64 function extract_edges(F :: FaceList)
65 E = EdgeList()
66 for f in F
67 push!(E, ordered_edge(f[1], f[2]))
68 push!(E, ordered_edge(f[2], f[3]))
69 push!(E, ordered_edge(f[3], f[1]))
70 end
71 # Return without duplicates
72 unique(sort(E, lt=edge_lt), 1)
73 end
74
75 """
76 Create an array of arrays containing at index v the indices of the Faces
77 adjacent to v.
78 """
79 function build_face_map(nv :: Index, F :: FaceList)
80 fmap = [IndexList() for k in 1:nv]
81
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82 for (k, f) in enumerate(F)
83 push!(fmap[f[1]], k)
84 push!(fmap[f[2]], k)
85 push!(fmap[f[3]], k)
86 end
87 fmap
88 end
89
90 """ Maximum in a list of SArray """
91 function facemaximum(F :: FaceList)
92 m = 0
93 for f in F
94 if maximum(f) > m
95 m = maximum(f)
96 end
97 end
98 m
99 end

100
101 """ Bernstein polynomials """
102 Bern1(t) = (1-t)ˆ3
103 Bern2(t) = 3. * t * (1-t)ˆ2
104 Bern3(t) = 3. * tˆ2 * (1-t)
105 Bern4(t) = tˆ3
106
107 """ For one value t, compute a point on a bezier curve. """
108 function evalbeziercurve(t :: Float64, cp :: Array{Array{Float64,1},1})
109 cp[1] * Bern1(t) + cp[2] * Bern2(t) + cp[3] * Bern3(t) + cp[4] * Bern4(t)
110 end
111
112 """ For one pair (t,s), compute a point on a bezier surface. """
113 function evalbeziersurface(t :: Float64, s :: Float64, cp :: Array{Array{Float64

,1},2})
114 curvepts = Array{Array{Float64, 1},1}(4)
115 for i = 1:4
116 curvepts[i] = evalbeziercurve(t, cp[i, :])
117 end
118 evalbeziercurve(s, curvepts)
119 end
120
121 """ For a given list parametrization values (T and S), and a set of 16
122 control points, return a bezier surface. """
123 function beziersurface(T :: ScalarList, S :: ScalarList, cp :: Array{Array{

Float64,1},2})
124 surfpts = Array{Array{Float64,1}, 2}(length(T), length(S))
125 for (l, t) in enumerate(T), (k, s) in enumerate(S)
126 surfpts[l, k] = evalbeziersurface(t, s, cp)
127 end
128 surfpts
129 end
130
131 """ To make 16 controlpoints that are placed in a 4x4 grid, with x and y values
132 not overlapping. """
133 function controlpoints(scale :: Scalar; randomseed :: Union{Void, Int} = nothing

)
134 if randomseed âĽă nothing
135 srand(randomseed)
136 end
137 cpts = Array{Array{Float64, 1}, 2}(4, 4)
138 for j = 1:4, i = 1:4
139 x = rand() / 4. + (i - 1) / 4.
140 y = rand() / 4. + (j - 1) / 4.
141 cpts[i,j] = scale * [x, y, rand()]
142 end
143 cpts
144 end
145
146 """ Makes a list of faces, given the amount of x and y points. """
147 function makefacelist(n :: Int, m :: Int)
148 # In the rectangular grid, there are (n-1)(m-1) squares, so twice as many
149 # triangles
150 k = 2 * (n - 1) * (m - 1)
151 F = FaceList(k)
152 sizes = (n, m)
153 for j = 1:m-1, i = 1:n-1
154 # Index of the face
155 index = 2*sub2ind((n-1, m-1), i, j)
156 # Indices of the triangles
157 i1 = sub2ind(sizes, i, j)
158 i2 = sub2ind(sizes, i+1, j)
159 i3 = sub2ind(sizes, i, j+1)
160 i4 = sub2ind(sizes, i+1, j+1)
161
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162 # Choose randomly which two triangles to make
163 if rand(1:2) == 1
164 F[index - 1] = Face([i1, i2, i3])
165 F[index] = Face([i3, i2, i4])
166 else
167 F[index - 1] = Face([i1, i4, i3])
168 F[index] = Face([i1, i2, i4])
169 end
170 end
171 F
172 end
173
174 """ Returns a geometry of a bezier surface. """
175 function makebeziersurface(T :: ScalarList, S :: ScalarList,
176 cpts :: Matrix{Array{Float64,1}})
177 bpoints = beziersurface(T, S, cpts)
178 bfaces = makefacelist(length(T), length(S))
179 bpoints = [Vec(b) for b in bpoints[:]]
180 Geometry(bpoints, bfaces)
181 end
182
183 """ Return a list of geometries of bezier surfaces in [0,s]ÃŮ[0,s]ÃŮ[0,s] with
184 s âĹĹ [0.1, 10]. """
185 function makerandombeziersurfaces(nsurfs :: Int, npoints :: Int;
186 randomseed :: Union{Void, Int} = nothing)
187 if randomseed âĽă nothing
188 srand(randomseed)
189 end
190 T = collect(linspace(0., 1., npoints))
191 S = collect(linspace(0., 1., npoints))
192 geomlist = Array{Geometry, 1}(nsurfs)
193 for i = 1:nsurfs
194 cpts = controlpoints(rand(5.:15.))
195 geomlist[i] = makebeziersurface(T, S, cpts)
196 end
197 geomlist
198 end
199
200 function edgeinface(edge :: Edge, face :: Face)
201 if length(setdiff(face, edge)) == 1
202 return true
203 else
204 return false
205 end
206 end
207
208 function findboundaryedges(emap :: IndexMap)
209 inds = Int[]
210 for (i, facelist) in enumerate(emap)
211 if length(facelist) == 1
212 push!(inds, i)
213 end
214 end
215 inds
216 end
217
218
219 """ Returns a list with at index i, the face(s) that edge i is in. """
220 function build_edge_map(E :: EdgeList, F :: FaceList)
221 edgemap =[IndexList() for i = 1:length(E)]
222 for (l, face) in enumerate(F)
223 edges = EdgeList(3)
224 edges[1] = ordered_edge(face[1], face[2])
225 edges[2] = ordered_edge(face[2], face[3])
226 edges[3] = ordered_edge(face[1], face[3])
227
228 for edge in edges
229 if edgeinface(edge, face)
230 ind = find(x-> x == edge, E)[1]
231 push!(edgemap[ind], l)
232 end
233 end
234 end
235 edgemap
236 end
237
238 """
239 Struct containing all relevant geometrical information of a mesh, e.g., vertex
240 locations, number of vertices, edge lengths, normals, etc. Also contains the
241 function to initialize the struct.
242 """
243 mutable struct Geometry
244
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245 # Number of vertices, faces and edges
246 nv :: Index
247 nf :: Index
248 ne :: Index
249
250 # Convenient representation of the mesh
251 V :: VectorList
252 F :: FaceList
253 E :: EdgeList
254
255 # Lookup table
256 fmap :: IndexMap
257
258 # Geometrical information
259 Te :: VectorList
260 Le :: ScalarList
261
262 Nf :: VectorList
263 Af :: ScalarList
264
265 Nv :: VectorList
266 Av :: ScalarList
267
268 #
269 # Necessary information needed for geodesic distance
270 #
271
272 A :: SparMat
273 An :: SparMat
274 cots :: Matrix{Scalar}
275 nLC :: SparMat
276
277 m :: Scalar
278 lfac :: SparMat
279 fact_nLC :: Base.SparseArrays.CHOLMOD.Factor{Float64}
280
281 gradu :: VectorList
282 divx :: ScalarList
283
284 # Initialize all quantities
285 function Geometry(filename :: String; zerobased :: Bool = true)
286 # Load mesh from file
287 V = load_vertices(filename * "-V.txt")
288 F = load_faces(filename * "-F.txt", zerobased = zerobased)
289
290 Geometry(V, F)
291 end
292
293 function Geometry(V :: VectorList, F :: Matrix{Index})
294 Fr = rename(F)
295 F = [Face(Fr[i,:]) for i=1:size(Fr,1)]
296
297 Geometry(V, F)
298 end
299
300 function Geometry(V :: VectorList, F :: FaceList)
301 self = new()
302
303 self.V = V
304 self.nv = length(self.V)
305
306 if facemaximum(F) > self.nv
307 F = rename(F)
308 end
309
310 self.F = F
311 self.nf = length(self.F)
312
313 self.E = extract_edges(self.F)
314 self.ne = length(self.E)
315
316 # Create look up table
317 self.fmap = build_face_map(self.nv, self.F)
318
319 # Pre-allocate space for geometrical information
320 self.Te = VectorList(self.ne) # edge tangentials
321 self.Le = ScalarList(self.ne) # edge lengths
322
323 self.Nf = VectorList(self.nf) # face normals
324 self.Af = ScalarList(self.nf) # Face areas
325
326 self.Nv = VectorList(self.nv) # vertex normals
327 self.Av = ScalarList(self.nv) # vertex areas
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328
329 # Pre-allocate space for geodesic distance
330 self.A = spzeros(self.nv, self.nv) # cotangents of angles
331 self.An = spzeros(self.nv, self.nv) # mass diagonal materix
332 self.cots = zeros(self.nf, 3) # cotangents of angles per face
333 self.nLC = spzeros(self.nv, self.nv) # negative laplace opterator
334 self.lfac = spzeros(self.nv, self.nv) # Backward Euler matrix
335 self.gradu = VectorList(self.nf) # gradient of heat u
336 self.divx = ScalarList(self.nf) # integrated divergence of u
337 self.m = 0.0
338
339 # Compute lengths, cotangents etc.
340 update_geometry!(self)
341
342 return self
343 end
344 end
345
346 function update_geometry!(g :: Geometry)
347 update_edges!(g)
348 update_faces!(g)
349 update_vertices!(g)
350 update_cotangents!(g)
351 end
352
353 """ Updates the edge tangentials and lengths. """
354 function update_edges!(g :: Geometry)
355 for (k, e) in enumerate(g.E)
356 g.Te[k] = g.V[e[2]] - g.V[e[1]]
357 g.Le[k] = norm(g.Te[k])
358 end
359 end
360
361 """ Updates the face normals and areas. """
362 function update_faces!(g :: Geometry)
363 for (k, f) in enumerate(g.F)
364 v :: Vec = g.V[f[2]] - g.V[f[1]]
365 w :: Vec = g.V[f[3]] - g.V[f[1]]
366
367 g.Nf[k] = cross(v, w)
368
369 mag = norm(g.Nf[k])
370 g.Nf[k] /= mag
371 g.Af[k] = 0.5 * mag
372 end
373 end
374
375 """ Updates vertex normals and areas. """
376 function update_vertices!(g :: Geometry)
377 for k = 1:g.nv
378 Ns = Vec(0.0, 0.0, 0.0)
379 As = 0.0
380
381 for f in g.fmap[k]
382 As += g.Af[f]
383 Ns += g.Af[f] * g.Nf[f]
384 end
385
386 g.Av[k] = As / 3.0
387 g.Nv[k] = Ns / norm(Ns)
388 end
389 end
390
391 """
392 Updates the values of the cotangents of the angles between vectors and the
393 matrix used to normalize it.
394 """
395 function update_cotangents!(g :: Geometry)
396 for (i, f) in enumerate(g.F)
397 g.cots[i, 1] = cot(g.V[f[2]] - g.V[f[1]], g.V[f[3]] - g.V[f[1]])
398 g.cots[i, 2] = cot(g.V[f[3]] - g.V[f[2]], g.V[f[1]] - g.V[f[2]])
399 g.cots[i, 3] = cot(g.V[f[1]] - g.V[f[3]], g.V[f[2]] - g.V[f[3]])
400 end
401 end
402
403 """ Cotangent of angle between two vectors. """
404 cot(a :: Vec, b :: Vec) = dot(a,b) / norm(cross(a,b))
405
406 """
407 Given a geometry, returns a subset of the points and faces which certainly
408 contains vertex v. Faces are complete, there are no points in a face that are
409 not returned. Returns the vertices and faces of the submesh, as wel as the list
410 of indices of the vertices in the original mesh.
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411 """
412 function makesubmesh(g :: Geometry, v :: Index; minpoints :: Index = 50)
413 # Return the mesh if it already has the right size, or if it is smaller
414 if g.nv âĽď minpoints
415 return g.V, g.F, []
416 end
417 W = [v]
418 U = [v]
419 F = IndexMap(0)
420 while length(U) < minpoints
421 faces = g.fmap[W] # Look up ajacent faces
422 append!(F, faces) # Add to list of all used faces
423 pts = g.F[vcat(faces...)] # Find the points of these faces
424 W = setdiff(vcat(pts...), U) # Add new points to W, for next loop
425 U = append!(U, W)
426 end
427 U = sort(U)
428 T = IndexList(0)
429 for f in F append!(T, f) end # Make list of triangles
430 g.V[U], g.F[unique(T)], U
431 end
432
433 """
434 Given a geometry, returns a subset of the points and faces which certainly
435 contains the vertices v and w. Faces are complete, there are no points in a face
436 that are not returned. Returns the vertices and faces of the submesh, as wel as
437 the list of indices of the vertices in the original mesh.
438 """
439 function makesubmesh(g :: Geometry, v :: Index, w :: Index; minpoints :: Index =

50)
440 # Return the mesh if it already has the right size, or if it is smaller
441 if g.nv âĽď minpoints
442 return g.V, g.F, []
443 end
444 # Find shortest path with weighted edges
445 A = weightedadjacency(g.V, g.F)
446 graph = SimpleWeightedGraph(A)
447 path = enumerate_paths(dijkstra_shortest_paths(graph, v), w)
448 F = IndexMap(0)
449 # Start by adding all faces adjacent to the path
450 W, U = path, path
451
452 faces = g.fmap[W] # Look up ajacent faces
453 append!(F, faces) # Add to list of all used faces
454 pts = g.F[vcat(faces...)] # Find the points of these faces
455 W = setdiff(vcat(pts...), U) # Add new points to W, for first loop
456 U = append!(U, W)
457 while length(U) < minpoints
458 faces = g.fmap[W]
459 append!(F, faces)
460 pts = g.F[vcat(faces...)]
461 W = setdiff(vcat(pts...), U)
462 U = append!(U, W)
463 end
464 U = sort(U)
465 T = IndexList(0)
466 for f in F append!(T, f) end # Make list of triangles
467 g.V[U], g.F[unique(T)], U
468 end
469
470 """
471 Removes points until either the mesh has the prescribed size, or there are
472 no obvious points to remove anymore. Returns the smaller lists of
473 points, faces and indices.
474 """
475 function resizemesh(V :: VectorList, F :: FaceList, U :: IndexList,
476 npoints :: Index)
477 while length(U) > npoints
478 V, F, U, removed = removepoints(V, F, U, npoints)
479 if length(removed) == 0
480 break # Also quit when no obvious points are left to remove
481 end
482 end
483 V, F, U
484 end
485
486 """
487 Removes points until npoints is reached or no obvious points are left to
488 remove. Returns the smaller lists of points, faces and indices.
489 """
490 function removepoints(V :: VectorList, FL :: FaceList, U :: IndexList,
491 npoints :: Index)
492 # Return the mesh if it already has the right size
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493 if length(V) == npoints
494 return V, FL, U, []
495 end
496 F = [f[i] for f in FL, i=1:3]
497 nremove = 0
498 toremove = Int[]
499 # Find indices of vertices that are at the boundary (= in one or two faces)
500 for u in U
501 c = count(i -> i == u, F)
502 if c == 1 || c == 2
503 push!(toremove, u)
504 nremove += 1
505 end
506 if length(U) - nremove == npoints # stop if enough points are removed
507 break
508 end
509 end
510
511 todelete = Int[]
512 for (k, f) in enumerate(FL)
513 if any(k-> k âĹĹ toremove, f)
514 push!(todelete, k)
515 end
516 end
517
518 # Remove points
519 inds = find(elt -> eltâĹĹtoremove, U)
520 deleteat!(V, inds)
521 deleteat!(U, inds)
522 deleteat!(FL, todelete)
523
524 # Remove points that are not in any face
525 F = [f[i] for f in FL, i=1:3]
526 rm = Int[]
527 for (k, u) in enumerate(U)
528 if u âĹĽ F
529 push!(rm, k)
530 end
531 end
532 deleteat!(V, rm)
533 deleteat!(U, rm)
534
535 V, FL, U, toremove
536 end
537
538 """
539 Minimum geodesic distance from each vertex in surface to any vertex in
540 "verts" using the algorithm from 'geodesics in heat', Crane et al, 2012. `m` is
541 a smoothing parameter: larger values of `m` will smooth & regularize the
542 distance computation. Smaller values of `m` do not return a more accurate
543 distance! See section 3.2.4 of the paper. Returns a ScalarList of distances.
544 Implementation of this, including functions used in this one, follows the one
545 found at https://github.com/gallantlab/pycortex/blob
546 /79350a6d6df8025f12a7ecfa1bd8fc5246322d65/cortex/polyutils.py.
547 """
548 function geodesicdistance(g :: Geometry, verts :: IndexList;
549 m :: Scalar = 1.0, update :: Bool = false)
550 # Update the factorization of the negative Laplace operator if m differs
551 # or if update is needed
552 if g.m âĽă m
553 g.m = m
554 update_geometry!(g)
555 laplaceoperator!(g)
556 nLCfactor!(g, m)
557 elseif update
558 update_geometry!(g)
559 laplaceoperator!(g)
560 nLCfactor!(g, m)
561 end
562
563 # I. Find u, the heat values
564
565 # Set initial heat values
566 u0 = zeros(g.nv)
567 u0[verts] = 1.0
568 # Solve system using factorization
569 u = g.fact_nLC \ u0
570
571 # II. Use u to find phi, the distances
572
573 # Compute the surface gradient of u
574 surfacegradient!(g, u)
575 # Normalized negative gradient of u
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576 X = -g.gradu ./ norm.(g.gradu)
577
578 # Integrated divergence of X
579 divx!(g, X)
580 # Solve system for the distances
581 ϕ = g.nLC \ g.divx
582 ϕ - minimum(ϕ)
583 end
584
585 """ Returns the factorization of the negative Laplace operator. """
586 function nLCfactor!(g :: Geometry, m :: Scalar)
587 # Time of heat evolution
588 t = m * (sum(g.Le) / g.ne)ˆ2
589 # Backward Euler matrix
590 g.lfac = spdiagm(g.Av, 0) - t * g.nLC
591 g.fact_nLC = ldltfact(g.lfac)
592 nothing
593 end
594
595 """ To compute the negative Laplace operator. """
596 function laplaceoperator!(g :: Geometry)
597 fill!(g.A, 0.)
598 for (i, f) in enumerate(g.F)
599 g.A[f[2], f[3]] += 0.5 * g.cots[i, 1]
600 g.A[f[3], f[2]] += 0.5 * g.cots[i, 1]
601 g.A[f[3], f[1]] += 0.5 * g.cots[i, 2]
602 g.A[f[1], f[3]] += 0.5 * g.cots[i, 2]
603 g.A[f[1], f[2]] += 0.5 * g.cots[i, 3]
604 g.A[f[2], f[1]] += 0.5 * g.cots[i, 3]
605 end
606 g.An = spdiagm(squeeze(sum(g.A,1),1), 0)
607
608 # Negative laplace operator
609 g.nLC = g.A - g.An
610 nothing
611 end
612
613 """
614 For a given scalar-valued function across vertices, returns the gradients in
615 x, y, and z direction at each vertex.
616 """
617 function surfacegradient!(g :: Geometry, u :: ScalarList)
618 for (k,f) in enumerate(g.F)
619 fe12 = cross(g.Nf[k], g.V[f[2]] - g.V[f[1]])
620 fe23 = cross(g.Nf[k], g.V[f[3]] - g.V[f[2]])
621 fe31 = cross(g.Nf[k], g.V[f[1]] - g.V[f[3]])
622 g.gradu[k] = (fe12 * u[f[3]] + fe23 * u[f[1]] + fe31 * u[f[2]]) / (2.0 *

g.Af[k])
623 end
624 end
625
626 """ Computes the integrated divergence of X at each vertex. """
627 function divx!(g :: Geometry, X :: VectorList)
628 g.divx = zeros(g.nv)
629 for (i, v) in enumerate(g.V)
630 for j in g.fmap[i]
631 # Find the two indices in the face not equal to i, and their index
632 # in the face
633 ind = findfirst(g.F[j], i)
634 k, l = deleteat!([g.F[j].data...], ind)
635 n, m = deleteat!([1,2,3], ind)
636 # Compute the integrated divergence
637 g.divx[i] += 0.5 * (g.cots[j, m] * dot((g.V[k] - g.V[i]), X[j]) +
638 g.cots[j, n] * dot((g.V[l] - g.V[i]), X[j]))
639 end
640 end
641 end
642
643 """
644 Functions to rename the vertices in the list of faces, such that they go
645 from 1 to the maximum number of unique vertices in F.
646 """
647 function rename(F :: Matrix{Int})
648 for (k, v) = enumerate(sort(unique(F[:])))
649 if v == k
650 nothing
651 else
652 F[find(x -> x==v, F)] = k
653 end
654 end
655 F
656 end
657
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658 function rename(F :: FaceList)
659 F = [f[i] for f in F, i=1:3]
660 Fr = rename(F)
661 [Face(Fr[i,:]) for i=1:size(Fr,1)]
662 end
663
664 """ Get x, y, and z values from a VectorList. """
665 function xyzlist(VL :: VectorList)
666 xs = ScalarList(length(VL))
667 ys = ScalarList(length(VL))
668 zs = ScalarList(length(VL))
669 for (k, v) in enumerate(VL)
670 xs[k] = v[1]
671 ys[k] = v[2]
672 zs[k] = v[3]
673 end
674 xs, ys, zs
675 end
676
677 """ Functions to plot a surface, when faces are known. """
678 function showplot(VL :: VectorList, F :: Matrix{Index})
679 xs, ys, zs = xyzlist(VL)
680 fig = figure()
681 plot_trisurf(xs, ys, zs, triangles = F)
682 xlabel("x-axis")
683 ylabel("y-axis")
684 zlabel("z-axis")
685 show()
686 end
687
688 function showplot(VL :: VectorList, FL :: FaceList)
689 F = [f[i] for f in FL, i=1:3]
690 F = rename(F)
691 showplot(VL, F .- 1) # minus 1, because PyPlot is Python
692 end
693
694 """ Function to plot a surface, when faces are unknown. """
695 function showplot(VL :: Matrix{Scalar})
696 xs = VL[:,1]
697 ys = VL[:,2]
698 zs = VL[:,3]
699
700 fig = figure()
701 scatter3D(xs[3:end], ys[3:end], zs[3:end], color = "blue")
702 scatter3D(xs[1], ys[1], zs[1], color = "red")
703 scatter3D(xs[2], ys[2], zs[2], color = "orange")
704
705 xlabel("x-axis")
706 ylabel("y-axis")
707 zlabel("z-axis")
708 show()
709 end
710
711 """ Plot surface with colors indicating distance to given vertex. """
712 function plotdistance(g :: Geometry, i :: Int)
713 F = [f[i] for f in g.F, i=1:3]
714 F = rename(F)
715 F = F .- 1 # minus 1, because PyPlot is Python
716 n = length(g.V)
717 xs, ys, zs = xyzlist(g.V)
718 dists = geodesicdistance(g, [i])
719 colors = cospi.(10. * dists / maximum(dists))
720 facecolors = zeros(length(g.F))
721 for (j,face) in enumerate(g.F)
722 facecolors[j] = (colors[face[1]] + colors[face[2]] + colors[face[3]]) /

3.
723 end
724
725 fig = figure()
726 plot_trisurf(xs, ys, zs, triangles = F)
727 ax = fig[:gca](projection = "3d")
728 collec = ax[:plot_trisurf](xs, ys, zs, triangles = F, cmap = ColorMap("

viridis_r"))
729 matplotlib[:cm][:ScalarMappable][:set_array](collec, facecolors)
730
731 # xlabel("x-axis")
732 # ylabel("y-axis")
733 # zlabel("z-axis")
734 axis("off")
735 ax[:grid](false)
736 show()
737 end
738
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739 """
740 Function to write to file easily. In filenamex, the input data is written.
741 In Xtrain, every row contains one input matrix. The first three columns
742 are x, y and z values of the points and the other part is the vertex
743 adjacency matrix.
744 """
745 function writexydata(geometries :: Array{Geometry, 1}, xfilename :: String,
746 yfilename :: String; npoints :: Index = 50)
747 iox = open("./data/"*xfilename*".txt", "w")
748 ioy = open("./data/"*yfilename*".txt", "w")
749 for g in geometries
750 emap = build_edge_map(g.E, g.F)
751 points = shuffle(1:g.nv)
752 n = fld(g.nv, 2)
753
754 for i = 1:n
755 # pick two points between which we want to know the distance
756 v1 = points[i]
757 v2 = points[i+n]
758 # Compute distance from v1 to v2
759 distances = []
760 try distances = geodesicdistance(g, [v1]) end
761 # If geodesicdistance() fails, skip to next point
762 if isempty(distances) continue end
763
764 V, F, U = makesubmesh(g, v1, v2)
765 V, F, U = resizemesh(V, F, U, npoints)
766 index1 = find(x -> x == g.V[v1], V)
767 index2 = find(x -> x == g.V[v2], V)
768
769 if length(U) âĽă npoints continue end # skip if not the right size
770 if isempty(index1) continue end # skip if vertex v1 was removed
771 if isempty(index2) continue end # skip if vertex v2 was removed
772
773 # Translate surface to put vertex v1 at (0,0,0)
774 for (k, vertex) in enumerate(V)
775 V[k] = Vec([vertex.data...] - g.V[v1])
776 end
777
778 A = adjacency(F)
779 m = size(A,1)
780 X = zeros(m, m+3)
781 for (k, p) in enumerate(V)
782 X[k, 1:3] = p
783 end
784 X[:,4:end] = A
785
786 # Make sure that the points between which we want to know the
787 # distances are placed at the top of X and distances
788 index1 = find(elt -> elt==v1, U)[1]
789 index2 = find(elt -> elt==v2, U)[1]
790
791 X = swaprows(X, 1, index1)
792 U = swaprows(U, 1, index1)
793 X = swaprows(X, 2, index2)
794 U = swaprows(U, 2, index2)
795
796 writedlm(iox, [X])
797 writedlm(ioy, distances[v2])
798 end
799 end
800 close(iox)
801 close(ioy)
802 end
803
804 """ Given a matrix and the indices of two rows, swap the two rows. """
805 function swaprows(A :: Matrix{Scalar}, v1 :: Index, v2 :: Index)
806 a = A[v2, :]
807 b = A[v1, :]
808 A[v2, :], A[v1, :] = b, a
809 A
810 end
811
812 function swaprows(U :: Array{T, 1}, v1 :: Index, v2 :: Index) where T <: Number
813 a = U[v1]
814 b = U[v2]
815 U[v2], U[v1] = b, a
816 U
817 end
818
819 """ Make the vertex adjacency matrix. """
820 function adjacency(F :: FaceList)
821 n = length(F)
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822 F = [f[i] for f in F, i=1:3]
823 F = rename(F)
824 m = maximum(F)
825 A = zeros(Int, m, m)
826 for i = 1:n
827 f = F[i,:]
828 A[f[1], f[2]], A[f[2], f[1]] = 1, 1
829 A[f[1], f[3]], A[f[3], f[1]] = 1, 1
830 A[f[2], f[3]], A[f[3], f[2]] = 1, 1
831 end
832 A
833 end
834
835 """ Make the weighted adjacency matrix. """
836 function weightedadjacency(V :: VectorList, F :: FaceList)
837 n = length(F)
838 F = [f[i] for f in F, i=1:3]
839 F = rename(F)
840 m = maximum(F)
841 A = spzeros(Scalar, m, m)
842 for i = 1:n
843 f = F[i,:]
844 d12 = norm(V[f[1]] - V[f[2]])
845 d13 = norm(V[f[1]] - V[f[3]])
846 d23 = norm(V[f[2]] - V[f[3]])
847 A[f[1], f[2]], A[f[2], f[1]] = d12, d12
848 A[f[1], f[3]], A[f[3], f[1]] = d13, d13
849 A[f[2], f[3]], A[f[3], f[2]] = d23, d23
850 end
851 A
852 end
853
854 #
855 ### NN part
856 #
857
858 mutable struct Model
859 n_dense1 :: Index
860 n_dense2 :: Index
861 n_conv1 :: Index
862 n_conv2 :: Index
863 λ :: Scalar
864 NN :: Chain
865 k :: Index
866 af :: Function
867
868 function Model(n_dense1 :: Index, n_dense2 :: Index, n_conv1 :: Index,
869 n_conv2 :: Index, λ :: Scalar, k :: Index, af :: Function)
870 self = new()
871 self.n_dense1 = n_dense1 # Number of units in 1st dense layer
872 self.n_dense2 = n_dense2 # Number of units in 2nd dense layer
873 self.n_conv1 = n_conv1 # Size of filter in 1st conv layer
874 self.n_conv2 = n_conv2 # Size of filter in 2nd conv layer
875 self.λ = λ # Learning rate
876 self.k = k # Number of input units
877 self.af = af
878 self.NN = Chain( # Neural network architecture
879 Dense(k, n_dense1, af),
880 Dense(n_dense1, n_dense2, af),
881 x -> reshape(x, (size(x)...,1,1)),
882 Conv((n_conv1, k + 3), 1=>5, af),
883 Conv((n_conv2, 1), 5=>1, af),
884 x -> squeeze(x, (2,3,4)),
885 Dense(n_dense2 - n_conv1 - n_conv2 + 2, 1, identity))
886 self
887 end
888 end
889
890 """ Loss function """
891 function loss(X, Y, model :: Model)
892 loss = 0.0
893 n = length(X)
894 if n âĽă length(Y) error("DimensionMismatch in test and train data") end
895 for i = 1:n
896 loss += Flux.mse(model.NN(X[i]), Y[i])
897 end
898 loss / n
899 end
900
901 """
902 Function to train on given data, which is assumed to be a list of matrices.
903 Also, evaluates every epoch whether the loss was NaN of equal to the previous
904 loss. Returns arrays with train and test loss values.
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905 """
906 function train!(Xtrain :: MatList, Ytrain :: ScalarMap, Xtest :: MatList,
907 Ytest :: ScalarMap, model :: Model, epochs :: Index,
908 batchsize :: Index, opt; verbose :: Scalar = 0.1)
909 # Make batches
910 Xset, Yset, n_batches = batches_size(Xtrain, Ytrain, batchsize)
911 trainloss = zeros(n_batches, epochs)
912 testloss = zeros(n_batches, epochs)
913
914 for i = 1:epochs
915 # Train the network per batch
916 for (k,j) in enumerate(1:length(Xset))
917 args = (Xset[j], Yset[j], Xtest, Ytest, model, opt)
918 trloss, teloss = train!(args...)
919 trainloss[k, i] = trloss
920 testloss[k, i] = teloss
921
922 # Print losses
923 if i % ceil(Int, epochs*verbose) == 0
924 printloss(i, k, trloss, teloss)
925 end
926 end
927
928 # Test for NaNs and network not learning at the start of training
929 if isnan(trainloss[i])
930 printloss(i, trainloss[i], testloss[i])
931 break
932 end
933 if i == 4 && testloss[end, i-2] == testloss[end, i-1] == testloss[end, i

]
934 println("Network not learning, quitting training and returning

losses.")
935 printloss(i, n_batches, trainloss[end,i], testloss[end,i])
936 break
937 end
938 # Make new batches
939 Xset, Yset, n_batches = batches_size(permutations(Xtrain, Ytrain)...,

batchsize)
940 end
941 trainloss, testloss
942 end
943
944 function train!(Xtrain :: MatList, Ytrain :: ScalarMap, Xtest :: MatList,
945 Ytest :: ScalarMap, model :: Model, opt)
946
947 Flux.back!(loss(Xtrain, Ytrain, model)) # Calculate gradients
948 opt() # Update weights
949
950 # Loss values
951 trainloss = Flux.Tracker.data(loss(Xtrain, Ytrain, model))
952 testloss = Flux.Tracker.data(loss(Xtest, Ytest, model))
953
954 trainloss, testloss
955 end
956
957 function printloss(i :: Index, j :: Index, trainloss, testloss)
958 println("Epoch $i, batch $j: train loss is $trainloss, test loss is $

testloss")
959 end
960
961
962 """ For a given array of input points, returns the model's predictions """
963 function evaluate(X :: MatList, model :: Model)
964 ymodel = ScalarMap(length(X))
965 for (k, x) in enumerate(X)
966 ymodel[k] = Flux.Tracker.data(model.NN(x))
967 end
968 ymodel
969 end
970
971 """
972 Splits the data in the given amount of batches or in batches of the given size.
973 If the length of the given list of matrices is not divisible by the number of
974 batches or the batch size, the returned list contains more batches and/or the
975 last batch is smaller than the rest.
976 """
977 function batches_number(X :: MatList, Y :: ScalarMap, nb :: Index)
978 N = length(X)
979 s = fld(N, nb)
980 r = 1:s:N
981 n_batches = length(r)
982 Xset = Array{MatList}(n_batches)
983 Yset = Array{}(n_batches)
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984
985 for (k,i) in enumerate(r)
986 if i == r[end]
987 Xset[k] = X[i:end]
988 Yset[k] = Y[i:end]
989 else
990 Xset[k] = X[i:i+s-1]
991 Yset[k] = Y[i:i+s-1]
992 end
993 end
994 Xset, Yset, n_batches
995 end
996
997 function batches_size(X :: MatList, Y :: ScalarMap, s :: Index)
998 N = length(X)
999 r = 1:s:N

1000 n_batches = length(r)
1001 Xset = Array{MatList}(n_batches)
1002 Yset = Array{ScalarMap}(n_batches)
1003
1004 for (k,i) in enumerate(r)
1005 if i == r[end]
1006 Xset[k] = X[i:end]
1007 Yset[k] = Y[i:end]
1008 else
1009 Xset[k] = X[i:i+s-1]
1010 Yset[k] = Y[i:i+s-1]
1011 end
1012 end
1013 Xset, Yset, n_batches
1014 end
1015
1016 """ Permutes the given dataset. """
1017 function permutations(X :: MatList, Y :: ScalarMap;
1018 randomseed :: Union{Void, Int} = nothing)
1019 if randomseed âĽă nothing
1020 srand(randomseed)
1021 end
1022 p = randperm(length(X))
1023 X[p], Y[p]
1024 end
1025
1026 function Xtomatrices(X :: Array{Float64, 2}, k :: Index)
1027 n= size(X,1)
1028 Xarray = MatList(n)
1029 m = k + 3
1030 for i = 1:n
1031 Xarray[i] = reshape(X[i,:], (k, m))
1032 end
1033 Xarray
1034 end
1035
1036 function Ytovectors(Y :: Array{Float64, 2})
1037 n = size(Y, 1)
1038 Yvec = ScalarMap(n)
1039 for i = 1:n
1040 Yvec[i] = Y[i,:]
1041 end
1042 Yvec
1043 end
1044
1045 function readandshuffle(xname :: String, yname :: String;
1046 randomseed :: Union{Void, Int} = nothing)
1047 # Read
1048 Xtraindata = readdlm("./data/"*xname*".txt");
1049 Ytraindata = readdlm("./data/"*yname*".txt");
1050 k = 50
1051 # Convert to the right kind of data
1052 Xtrain = Xtomatrices(Xtraindata, k)
1053 Ytrain = Ytovectors(Ytraindata)
1054 permutations(Xtrain, Ytrain, randomseed = randomseed)
1055 Xtrain, Ytrain
1056 end
1057
1058 """ Functions to load weights of a model """
1059 function loadweights(filename :: String, model :: Model)
1060 @load filename*".bson" weights
1061 Flux.loadparams!(model.NN, weights)
1062 end
1063
1064 function loadweights(filename :: String, model :: Chain)
1065 @load filename*".bson" weights
1066 Flux.loadparams!(model, weights)
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1067 end
1068
1069 """ Functions to save weights of a model """
1070 function saveweights(filename :: String, model :: Model)
1071 weights = Tracker.data.(params(model.NN));
1072 @save filename*".bson" weights
1073 end
1074
1075 function saveweights(filename :: String, model :: Chain)
1076 weights = Tracker.data.(params(model));
1077 @save filename*".bson" weights
1078 end
1079
1080 end # module DistNN3D� �

D FEM

Listing 17 Code for FEM analysis.� �
1 # -*- coding: utf-8 -*-
2 """
3 Model that contains a non-linear elastic planar 2D model using a parametrization
4 based on the Kirchhoff-Love shell. The structure is an inflatable line, fixed
5 at the left and right endpoints.
6 """
7 import sys
8 sys.path.insert(0, r'C:\Users\s126359\Documents\TUe\Stage\nutils')
9 from nutils import mesh, function, cli, solver, plot, log

10 import numpy as np
11
12 def main(
13 nelems: 'number of elements' = 16,
14 length: 'length of the parametrization' = .1,
15 pressure: 'pressure' = 10,
16 epsilon: 'flexural rigidity' = 7.5e-9,
17 w: 'w' = '0.0025',
18 ext: 'extension' = 0,
19 timestep: 'time step' = 1/24,
20 degree: 'polynomial degree' = 2,
21 solvetol: 'solver tolerance' = 1e-10,
22 referenceconfig: 'reference configuration' = 'line',
23 figures: 'create figures' = True,
24 ttest: 'tensile test' = False,
25 klshell: 'Kirchhoff-Love shell' = True,
26 lhs0: 'previous guess' = None,
27 ):
28 """Main method of the module, which computes the deformed domain."""
29
30 # Create domain and geometry
31 if referenceconfig != 'line':
32 nodes = np.linspace(-np.pi, np.pi, nelems+1)
33 else:
34 nodes = np.linspace(0, length, nelems+1)
35 domain, geom = mesh.rectilinear([nodes])
36
37 # Create namespace and populate it
38 ns = function.Namespace(default_geometry_name='x0')
39 ns.x0 = geom
40 ns.basis = domain.basis('spline', degree=degree).vector(2)
41 ns.u_i = 'basis_ni ?lhs_n'
42 ns.p = pressure
43 ns.epsilon = epsilon
44 ns.w = w
45 ns.ext = ext
46 # Parametrization such that the left boundary coincides with the zero value
47 # of the parametrization variable.
48 if referenceconfig == 'line':
49 ns.refc = function.stack([
50 ns.x0[0],
51 0
52 ])
53 elif referenceconfig == 'circle':
54 ns.refc = -function.TrigNormal(-ns.x0[0])
55
56 ns.x_i = 'refc_i + u_i'
57 ns.rotx0 = 'x_1,0'
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58 ns.rotx1 = '-x_0,0'
59
60 # Construct residual
61 inertia = domain.integral('basis_nl x_l' @ ns, geometry=ns.x, degree=degree)
62 if klshell:
63 res = domain.integral(
64 '(x_i,j x_i,j - 1) x_l,k basis_nl,k' @ ns, geometry=ns.x0,
65 degree=degree)
66 else: # Linear elastic string
67 res = domain.integral(
68 '(1 - sqrt(x_i,j x_i,j)^(-1)) x_l,k basis_nl,k' @ ns,
69 geometry=ns.x0, degree=degree)
70 res += domain.integral(
71 'epsilon x_i,jj basis_ni,ll'@ ns, geometry=ns.x0, degree=degree)
72 # Pressure
73 res += domain.integral(
74 'w p (basis_n0 rotx0 + rotx1 basis_n1)' @ ns, geometry=ns.x0, degree=

degree)
75
76 # Construct dirichlet boundary conditions
77 if not ttest:
78 sqr = domain.boundary['left,right'].integral(
79 'u_k u_k' @ ns, geometry=ns.x0, degree=degree)
80 if ttest:
81 sqr = domain.boundary['left'].integral(
82 'u_k u_k' @ ns, geometry=ns.x0, degree=degree)
83 if not (np.abs(ext) < 1e-6):
84 sqr += domain.boundary['right'].integral('(u_0 - ext)^2' @ ns,
85 geometry=ns.x0, degree=degree)
86 cons = solver.optimize('lhs', sqr, droptol=1e-15)
87
88 # Find lhs such that res == 0 and substitute this lhs in the namespace
89 # lhs = solver.solve(solver.newton('lhs', res, constrain=cons, lhs0=lhs0),

solvetol)
90 # ns |= dict(lhs=lhs)
91
92 lhs0 = domain.project('refc_i' @ ns, onto=ns.basis, geometry=ns.x0, degree=

degree)
93 lhs = solver.solve(solver.pseudotime('lhs', residual=res, inertia=inertia,
94 lhs0=lhs0, timestep=timestep, constrain=cons), solvetol)
95 ns |= dict(lhs=lhs)
96
97 stretch = 'sqrt(x_i,j x_i,j)' @ ns
98 if klshell:
99 tension = 'x_i,j x_i,j - 1' @ ns

100 else:
101 tension = '1 - sqrt(x_i,j x_i,j)^(-1)' @ ns
102 t, s = domain.elem_eval([tension, stretch], ischeme='bezier1', separate=True

)
103 t, s = np.array(t).flatten(), np.array(s).flatten()
104
105 # plot initial configuration, solution and normal
106 if figures:
107 points = domain.elem_eval(ns.x, ischeme='bezier9', separate=True)
108 refpoints = domain.elem_eval(ns.refc, ischeme='bezier9', separate=True)
109 # rotpoints1, rotvals1 = domain.elem_eval([ns.x0, ns.rotx1], ischeme='

bezier9', separate=True)
110 # rotpoints0, rotvals0 = domain.elem_eval([ns.x0, ns.rotx0], ischeme='

bezier9', separate=True)
111 with plot.PyPlot('referenceconfiguration', index=nelems) as plt:
112 plt.mesh(refpoints, cmap='jet', tight=True,edgewidth=1)
113 plt.grid(True)
114 ax = plt.gca()
115 ax.set_axisbelow(True)
116 plt.xlabel('Reference configuration, dimensions in meters')
117 plt.savefig('undeformed_k-l_balloon.pdf')
118 plt.show()
119 with plot.PyPlot('solution', index=nelems) as plt:
120 plt.mesh(points, cmap='jet', tight=False, edgewidth=1.5)
121 plt.grid(True)
122 ax = plt.gca()
123 ax.set_axisbelow(True)
124 plt.xlabel('Deformed balloon, dimensions in meters')
125 plt.savefig('deformed_k-l_balloon.pdf')
126 plt.show()
127 # with plot.PyPlot('pressure', index=nelems) as plt:
128 # plt.mesh(rotpoints0, rotvals0, tight=False)
129 # plt.xlim(np.amin(rotpoints0), np.amax(rotpoints0))
130 # plt.ylim(np.amin(rotvals0), np.amax(rotvals0))
131 # plt.grid(True)
132 # ax = plt.gca()
133 # ax.set_axisbelow(True)
134 # plt.show()
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135 # with plot.PyPlot('pressure', index=nelems) as plt:
136 # plt.mesh(rotpoints1, rotvals1, tight=False)
137 # plt.xlim(np.amin(rotpoints1), np.amax(rotpoints1))
138 # plt.ylim(np.amin(rotvals1), np.amax(rotvals1))
139 # plt.grid(True)
140 # ax = plt.gca()
141 # ax.set_axisbelow(True)
142 # plt.show()
143
144 return points, cons, lhs, t, s
145
146
147 def tensiletest(
148 nelems: 'number of elements' = 16,
149 length: 'length of the parametrization' = 1.,
150 epsilon: 'flexural rigidity' = 1e-5,
151 w: 'w' = '1',
152 ext: 'extension' = .01,
153 degree: 'polynomial degree' = 2,
154 solvetol: 'solver tolerance' = 1e-10,
155 figures: 'create figures' = False,
156 ntimes: 'number of times extended' = 5,
157 klshell: 'Kirchhoff-Love shell' = True,
158 ):
159 lhs0=None
160 tension = np.zeros(nelems*ntimes)
161 stretch = np.zeros(nelems*ntimes)
162 for itimes in log.range('stretch', ntimes):
163 log.user('Stretch numer {}/{}'.format(itimes, ntimes-1))
164 p0 = main(length=length, pressure=0, ext=ext*itimes,
165 referenceconfig='line', figures=figures, ttest=True,
166 klshell=klshell, lhs0=lhs0)[2:5]
167 lhs0, t1, s1 = p0
168 tension[(itimes*nelems):(nelems*(itimes+1))] = t1
169 stretch[(itimes*nelems):(nelems*(itimes+1))] = s1
170 x = np.linspace(np.min(stretch), np.max(stretch), nelems+1)
171
172 # plot stress strain points with expected curves
173 with plot.PyPlot('stretch-tension', index=ntimes) as plt:
174 plt.plot(stretch, tension, label='computed', marker='+', linestyle='')
175 if klshell:
176 plt.plot(x,x**2-1, linestyle='--', label='x^2-1')
177 else:
178 plt.plot(x,1-x**(-1), linestyle='-.', label='1-x^(-1)')
179 plt.grid(True)
180 ax = plt.gca()
181 ax.set_axisbelow(True)
182 plt.xlabel('Stretch')
183 plt.ylabel('Tension')
184 plt.savefig('tension-stretch.pdf')
185 plt.legend()
186 plt.show()
187 return tension, stretch
188
189
190 if __name__ == '__main__':
191 cli.choose(main, tensiletest)� �
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